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NRSC to Guide In-Band DAB Testing
by John Gatski
WASHINGTON
Although the
Electronic Industries Association (EIA)
and the NAB have reached an agreement
on testing digital broadcasting transmission
systems, the process still remains achallenge with testing now to be conducted

with an extra step.
The agreement allows the EIA to continue its schedule of evaluating potential digital broadcasting or digital audio radio
(DAR) systems including the testing of inband, on-channel systems (IBOC), the only
type broadcasters want evaluated.
However, the NAB has convinced the

E1A to agree to let the joint EIA/NAB standard setting group, National Radio
Systems Committee (NRSC), guide the inband portion of the testing and evaluation.
The provisions of the pact are:
•The EIA will test all submitted DAR systems including in-band, out-of-band and
satellite.

New Digital Formats:
How do MD and DCC fit into professional
applications? For details, see pp. 11-12

•The NRSC will plan and determine the
scope and timing for in-band testing and
recommend asingle system, if appropriate.
•The NRSC will form asubcommittee to
address the planning of IBOC tests, coordination with the EIA DAR Subcommittee
and the analysis and possible recommendation and standardization of an in-band
system.
•The in-band test procedures will be
developed by EIA DAR Subcommittee
Working Group B.
•The goal is to complete in-band testing by
June 30, 1994.
The agreement is acompromise that
allows the EIA to proceed with its DAR
testing plans without continued dispute
with the NAB. Prior to the agreement, the
NAB had threatened not to cooperate with
the EIA testing, which is supposed to begin
in July and conclude by the end of the year.
Earlier in 1992, the NAB complained that
preliminary voting procedures proposed in
the EIA's DAR Subcommittee meetings
were not favorable to broadcasters. Later in
the year, the NAB said it was not interested
in transmission schemes other than in-band
and wanted nothing to do with testing
satellite or out- of-band DAR systems. The
NAB said the NRSC should' test in-band
systems.
The EIA, however, maintained that it was
going ahead with its testing schedule even
though the most publicized proponent,
continued on page 12

EBS Tone Tests Slated
by Randy Sukow
WASHINGTON The 25-second, twotone Luention signal—that familiar Cold
War relic that has long insinuated itself
into the ears after the words, "This is a
test of the Emergency Broadcast
System"—may soon be as distant amemory as 'duck and cover.'

Running
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& Sales, pp. 17-35

"Listeners and viewers have become
desensitized to it and many times think
that when they hear the two-tone signal, it
is always a test even though an actual
emergency may be in progress," said the
National Association of Broadcasters in
recent reply comments on acommission
proceeding to completely overhaul EBS
for faster reactions to hurricanes, twisters
and such.
"Definitely ashorter and different burst
of eight-to- 10 seconds" will be tested this
summer by an FCC working group formed
to test new EBS technologies, said Helena
Mitchell, director of the FCC's Field
Operations Bureau (FOB) EBS project
The working group met on March 1-2 and
were to meet again March 29 to work out
the details for field testing in the Denver
area, tentatively scheduled for June 28-30.
Assuming all goes well with the field tests,
the FCC should be able to hold to its original intent to approve new EBS standards
by late summer, Mitchell said.
A large radio involvement
The radio industry has been "extremely
supportive" of the working group'
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NEWSWATCH
Made-in-U.S. Radios
Pushed by
Consumer Group
PITTSBURGH On March 11, President Bill Clinton was sent a "Made- inthe- USA" American Electrola DX- 100
AM/FM/shortwave radio, a project
undertaken by a non-profit consumer
group to attract attention to the U.S.'s
capacity to manufacture high- quality
electronic products.
Consumer activist Chuck Harder, president of the White Springs, Fla.- based
consumer group Peoples Network, Inc.,
which also operates asatellite talk-radio

network, said the radio was made at a
formerly idle Pittsburgh electronics
plant.
According to Harder, The People's
Network became involved when acall-in
listener complained about the lack of
American-made radios. Harder said that
call challenged the People's Network to
try and find one, but with no success.
That prompted the organization to build
its own, he said.
"We had to ask our listeners to pay in
advance, trust us and then we would
order the parts and gear up to make the
radios," Harder said. "We raised over
$250,000 in advance orders. That's how

American Hectic)la got started."
The Pittsburgh plant employs 12
workers, who make "well above minimum wage," according to the company.
The DX- 100s are said to be built with
75 percent of the dollar value in U.S.
parts."
Because high- volume sales are key to
the success of consumer electronics, The
People's Network is looking for strong
U.S. retailers, Harder said.
Loral Bows Out
WASHINGTON One of several applicants for satellite digital audio service,

A Little Bit of MAGIC...

Loral Corp., has withdrawn its application with the FCC.
Loral had proposed 32 subscription
channels of digital audio to be delivered
at 2355 MHz. Others applications are
still pending including American Mobile
Satellite Corporation, Digital Satellite
Broadcast Corp., Primosphere and
Satellite CD Radio.
NAB Radio Board
Members Elected
WASHINGTON Newly elected NAB
Radio Board members are: District 1,
Richard Ferguson, president, WEZNFM, New City Communications,
Bridgeport, Conn.; District 3, Jerry Lee,
president, WEAZ-AM-FM Philadelphia;
District 5, William R. Evans,
president/GM WQXE-FM Elizabethtown, Ky.; District 7, Matt Mills, vice
president/GM, Paxson Broadcasting,
Orlando, Fla., and District 9, Houston L.
Pearce, president, Radio South Inc.,
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
District 1, C. Richard McBroom,
president/GM, WONW/WNDH-FM
continued on page 14
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DCR Gets Major Corporate Backing
by Frank Beacham
HATBORO, Pa. Digital Cable Radio
(DCR), flush with an estimated $20 million investment from new partners Sony
and Time Warner, plans to expand into
direct broadcast satellite distribution
within a year, and later into satellite
delivery direct to automobiles.
The premium audio service, now delivered to subscribers exclusively by cable
television systems, will increase its programming line-up from 28 to 56 channels on May 1.
Plans also call for expansion to 80 channels by Dec. 31 and to 250 channels within the next two to three years. New channels will include additional CD music formats, news and information, sports, talk,
foreign language and pay-per-listen programming.
In May, DCR will also move into the
commercial background music business,
offering several special channels of
background music for restaurants, offices
and other business establishments.
DCR currently is in negotiations to
deliver the multichannel digital audio
service by direct broadcast satellite in the
United States and "absolutely" will be
available on DBS within ayear, company spokeswoman Karen Muldoon said.
Asked if DCR would be delivered on the
Hughes DirecTV DBS service, slated for
launch early next year, she said "we are
currently in negotiations and Icannot

comment on specifics."
sports scoreboard and financial news on
Another goal of DCR is the automobile
the display. Ultimately, the remote will
market. "Ultimately, we plan to put DCR
have interactive capabilities with the TV
into cars," Muldoon said. "We are evaluset and subscribers will be able to call up
ating alternative ways to deliver the serlyrics on the screen as the song is
vice. Anything is apossibility."
played."
Expanded pay-per-listen programming
DCR's aggressive new plans are now
also is in DCR's plans, Muldoon said.
on the fast track after the announcement
The service, with its locally addressable
that Time Warner Cable, the nation's
technology, has
second
largest
previously broadcable television
DCR currently is
cast pay-per- listen
operator, and a
live digital audio
joint venture of
in negotiations to
feeds of a Dire
Sony
Software
deliver the multiStraits concert and
Corp. and Warner
the 25th anniverMusic Group, have
channel digital
sary gala from
joined the DCR
audio service by
the Metropolitan
partnership.
Opera.
The new partners
direct satellite.
"We are looking
join
General
for more pay-perInstrument
listen opportunities," Muldoon added.
Corporation's Jerrold Communications
DCR also revealed additional informaDivision and a group of the nation's
tion on its new interactive remote conlargest cable operators. They include
trol, scheduled to debut in May. With the
Adelphia Cable Communications,
capability to control multiple electronic
Comcast Cable Communications,
devices, the remote will have ascrollable
Continental Cablevision, Cox Cable
liquid crystal display that can accommoCommunications and Time Mirror Cable
date long blocks of alphanumeric inforTelevision.
mation.
According to DCR, the partners have
Initially, the remote will provide song
agreed to contribute additional capital to
title, artist, album title, composer and
fund the company's expansion, enabling
record label for each song being played
an increase in program offerings and
and the two previous songs, Muldoon
worldwide distribution. DCR is now
said. "Later we will add the ability to
available on many cable systems in the
send promos to the remote and to offer a U.S. and Mexico and is seeking regulato-

ry approval to operate in Canada. The
company also plans to launch in Europe
this summer and in the Far East and
Latin America next year.
With the addition of Time Warner,
DCR's partnership grows to include four
of the nation's five largest cable operators. Time Warner is expected to permit
DCR to increase its distribution significantly by making the service available to
an additional three million homes,
including New York City, by the end of
1994.
As part of the DCR deal, Sony
Software and Warner Music Group will
be paid a small royalty fee for use of
their music on the service, and programmers will be limited in the number of
consecutive cuts that can be played from
asingle CD. This provision is designed
to prevent subscribers from easily taping
entire album releases.
DCR's main competitor is Digital
Music Express (DMX) of Los Angeles, a
service also backed by a group of top
cable industry players. Partners with parent company International Cablecasting
Technologies are TeleCommunications,
Inc. (TCI), the nation's largest cable
operator, Scientific-Atlanta, Viacom,
KBLCOM, Scripps- Howard, Colony
Communications, Crown Media, Inc. and
Shaw Cablesystems of Canada.
DMX, launched in 1991, now offers
30 channels of audio programming and
has begun offering its service in several European countries. The DCR deal
is expected to significantly tighten
competition between the two fledgling
competitors.
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Radio Business Jump Starts in 1993
The radio business is sustaining the
momentum of the economic upswing of
late last year and early 1993. The Radio
Advertising Bureau reported at press
time that combined national spot and
local advertising revenue for February
1993 paced 14 percent ahead of February
1992.
This is the first time since October 1990
that the business has posted adouble-digit
increase. The best news, however, is that
national spot revenue ( which had been
taking it on the chin) was up 13 percent.
The gains seem to be evenly spread across
the country, with all regions posting gains
over last year.
The year in network radio promises to
be so much better and brighter than last
year's financial fiasco that many radio
network executives are going out on a
limb and predicting acomplete turnaround for their businesses (see story,
Running Radio).

Networks witnessed a 13.5 percent drop
in sales in 1992, acomplete contrast from
the first quarter of this year and the expected outcome for the year as a whole—a
forecast calling for increased revenues of
at least 4 percent, according to the networks.
The continued outlook for the industry
as a whole looks so good, in fact, that
more and more international companies
are maneuvering for afoothold into the
U.S. and Canada. The latest entry in the
market comes from Spain.
Madrid-based AEQ, amanufacturer of
consoles, telephones and studio equipment, has hired Gerardo Vargas, formerly
with audio processing manufacturing

company Circuit Research Labs, to establish asales, technical service and distribution office in Arizona. Vargas worked for
five years in the international sales and
marketing arena for CRL, developing a
worldwide distribution network for the
company.
AEQ's product offering consists of
broadcast mixing consoles (BC-2000,
BC-500), portable mixers (MP- 10), line
terminals equipment ( SSR-10, LA-01,
LE-01), adigital telephone hybrid (Th20), power amplifiers (AEQ 151,302,
601, 901,1.201) and the multi-conferencing voice system, the Systel 3000,
designed to communicate multi-point
instantaneous voice transmission in full
duplex mode.
Vargas' immediate task will be to establish adistribution network in the U.S. and
several countries in South America. AEQ
plans to warehouse equipment for immediate distribution through the company's network. The AEQ-America office will be
staffed with an English/Spanish bilingual
staff.
International companies are definitely on
the move these days. Audio Processing
Technology from Belfast, Northern
Ireland, formed the apt-X User Group.
The group will consist of equipment manufacturers worldwide who have incorporated apt-X technology into their professional audio equipment.
APT believes that agreement on compatible formats could, in the future, provide
the industry with the ability to move aptX100 compressed audio between various
systems without generation losses.
The first meeting of the apt- X User
Group will be held on April 19, at the
NAB Spring Convention in Las Vegas.
According to apt-X user Digital Broadcast
Associates, "The primary purpose of the
first meeting will be discussion of future
product developments, encouraging
agreement on compressed digital audio
file formats and the transfer of audio data
between SU, source, telecom and transmission equipment."
DBA has incorporated apt-X technology
into its dB-Cart line of floptical-based
digital cart decks. In arelease, the company endorsed apt-X technology as the only

IC solution on the market and accepted it
as the "de facto" standard for digital audio
coding and decoding.
* * *
Our condolences to Bonnie Hnat and the
family and friends of Steve Hnat of Hnat
Hindes. Steve died last month of aheart
attack at the age of 45.
Steve and Bonnie Hnat entered the business in 1972 with the formation of Hnat
Electronics. He was the design engineer, a
natural extension of his love of music and
radio. The Hnats founded Hnat Hindes
Inc. in 1983, afirm specialising in audio
processing.
Hnat was generous with his time and
equipment, often donating gear to colleges and universities. Bonnie Hnat is
determined to keep things running
smoothly at the company, and it is "business as usual" at Hnat Hindes.
* * *
The industry lost one of its pioneers last
month when Edward H. Shively died
March 18 after along illness. Our condolences to his family and friends.
Ed Shively was apioneer in FM radio
development. He played aprominent role
in the development of antennas and combining systems for FM radio and TV
broadcasting for RCA during the 1950s.
He continued developing this work in FM
and TV electronics for more than three
decades, most recently at Shively Labs in
Bridgton, Maine.
Shively left RCA in 1957 to live and
work in rural Maine. He joined Dielectric
Communications as head of its engineering research and development team,
designing products for everything from
open-wire transmission to UHF TV.
In 1963, Shively founded Shively
Laboratories and patented numerous innovations in broadcasting equipment. He
assisted in the development of radio telescope systems to map and investigate star
systems.
Shively sold the business to Howell
Laboratories of Bridgton in 1980, but
continued to work as a consultant for
eight years.
Shively was born in Middleton, Ohio.
in 1925. He received his degree in electrical engineering from Purdue

University and his Master's degree from
the University of Pennsylvania. He was a
member of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers. He served as a
staff sergeant in the 15th Air Force in
Italy in World War II and flew numerous
missions over Europe as aB-24 gunner.
Ed Shively is survived by his wife,
Elizabeth, their children Margaret Ann,
Bill and James, and agrandson.

Axcess USA Corp. finalized
plans to attend the NAB Spring
Convention and demonstrate its
paging system. The Axcess RDS
paging system uses the 57 kHz
FM subcarrier to transmit data
from existing FM stations. The
Axcess 3000 handheld radio data
receiver is capable of accommodating all applications of the
RDS/RBDS technology, and features menu- driven graphic displays, multi-lingual messaging,
and abi-directional serial port for
data transfer to terminals such as
PCs or printers.
Stop by the Science and
Technology Booth in the Las Vegas
Convention Center Grand Lobby
for ademonstration, or call Axcess
at 504-889-9800.
Those of you shopping for new
and
established
Audioarts
Engineering production and on-air
consoles can find them at anumber
of different booths in addition to
Wheatstone's. The new MR-40
combination four-track production
and on- air console will be displayed at booths: 5108, 1606,
4012, 4015, 1620, 5003, 4224,
4020 and 17976. For more information, contact Mark Kaltman at
315-455-7740.
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Burk gives you the flexibility to run your
station the way you want, and in full
compliance with FCC rules.
Call us now. We'll show you anew way to
run arailroad.
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received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.
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Failsafe control
Dear RW,
Ihave read and learned from Harold
Hallikainen's columns over the years.
His Moseley TRC15 remote- control
retrofits and stand-alone microcomputer
R/C systems filled areal need for more
accurate, stable and yet inexpensive
remote controls for broadcast transmission systems.
The letter in the Jan. 20 RW from
Harold asked the transmitter manufacturers to consider changing the I/O circuitry on their equipment, allowing pulldown logic, i.e., active low states to turn
functions on and off. He argues that it
would be much easier to interface to
R/C boxes if the command inputs on
transmitters used grounded lines for
control. The practice of providing acontrol voltage and requiring momentary
connections to this high state to operate
the transmitter is almost universal ( there
are some exceptions) in modern transmitters for areason: fail-safe control.
If normally floating-high inputs were
used and somehow awire frayed or got
shorted to ground " anywhere - in the
system wiring, the transmitter could turn
on/off or accomplish some destructive
action like raising the power to the maximum possible and overloading.
Shorting awire to ground is more possible than shorting it to apositive voltage
in the bundle, especially if only one supply wire is common to the R/C. A
ground short could be to shield to the
adjacent chassis on the R/C rear apron
or in the conduit or rack wiring harness.
The design choice is based on probability and the grounded control scheme is
more likely to have a fault. We're talking abut what-if situations now.
By using a control voltage to switch
functions, aseparate external switch can
be added to the common positive voltage source to completely disable remote
control of the transmitter. Grounded systems lack the inherent safety in this
approach as aground could happen any-
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where in the wiring downstream of the
safety switch and possibly bypass it.
Another less- important reason for the
logic choice on major transmitters is that
ground may not be ground in the R/C
rack a few feet away. If there is any
resistance in the patch or a power
ground loop, it may affect the logic
threshold and noise immunity of the
transmitter control inputs if a remote
ground is chosen. To eliminate these
effects good grounding practice must be
observed; only the transmitter control
ground can be used as common to the
R/C outputs, with no other signal or current using this conductor ( do not use
shields on cable). The positive voltagecontrol scheme, on the other hand, is not
likely to be used for anything else but
the R/C control power.
It is a nuisance for people like Mr.
Hallikainen, who build remote controls. It drives up the cost to have highside switching, either relays or completely floating transistor outputs with
their inherent design problems. Longterm reliability is always a problem
with relays. Most modern transmitters
use optoisolators on the inputs as well,
so galvanic isolation is already provided.
Imust agree, however, that optically
isolated open collector status lamp outputs from the transmitters would be most
desirable. One reason to provide highoutput states when illuminated is to
interface with older R/C systems where a
metering channel might be used to monitor astatus lamp. Open collector outputs
could be easily accommodated with a
pull-up resistor to apositive supply.
Maybe the time is right to finally
change things, but 1felt it important to
explain some of the arguments which
went into the decision of the original
remote interface standards for one manufacturer. The ultimate solution is to
buy atransmitter with the brains already
in it, handling remote control with the
appropriate serial data port. Otherwise,
keep putting those dry contact relays in
there.
John T.M. Lyles, RF Engineer
Los Alamos, N.M.
Let the record show...
Dear RW:
The headline "AM RBDS May Interfere
with Wideband Receivers" and " AM
RBDS Hurts Wideband Reception" is
most unfortunate and misleading ( RW,
March 10). The title would lead you to
believe that the addition of RBDS will be
adeterrent to wideband reception.
Receivers which are flat to 10 kHz and
beyond will experience 10 kHz whistles
when the carrier of afirst adjacent channel beat with the desired carrier and is
detected by the receiver. This situation
happens primarily at night and in many
cases to strong stations.
This was the condition experienced with
the AM RBDS test for audibility of the
data tones. At night the data was not
audible because of the 10 kHz whistle
from the first adjacent channel. Tests during the daytime hours did not experience
the first adjacent whistle and it was possible to hear continuous tones that were as

Compromise between the National Association of
Broadcasters and the Electronic Industries Association is
news happily received. Adequate digital audio radio
(DAR) system development — in-band or otherwise —
Welcome is impossible without the cooperation of the broadcast
and consumer electronics industries.
By proceeding with two different test programs on two
different timetables, all past concerns that the EIA's
tests are too hastily organized or weighed against inband systems should be set aside. In-band should be
assured afair hearing in the National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC)
tests, where NAB has ample opportunity to see broadcasters' concerns figured into the test procedures.
A re-emergence of the NRSC is afortunate byproduct of the compromise. The group's voluntary standards to clean up AM interference in the
1980s, later approved by the FCC, achieved uniform satisfaction if not an
answer to all AM problems. It will be up to the task of testing digital systems and recommending apracticable complement or replacement to the
current AM and FM service.
Two testing programs should give the radio industry and the FCC all the
relevant data on all proposed digital audio systems. Full participation by
all known DAR developers is encouraged; any other developers yet
unknown are encouraged to reveal themselves.
But full participation is not yet assured. USA Digital, the consortium
behind the well-publicized Project Acorn in-band, on-channel system, had
not yet committed to participation in the NRSC tests as this issue went to
press. If USA Digital does not step forward, have all NA13/EIA efforts to
cooperate been for naught?
Other questions loom. What if the FCC ultimately decides to approve
two digital systems? "The best interest of the country is not necessarily
one system or the other," EIA's Gary Shapiro says.
Will there be in-band/new-band radios, like today's AM-FM sets? What
will that do to consumer electronics costs? Will two different forms of
DAR be able to develop into successful businesses?
The only answer for now is that digital audio will prosper. By prerecorded media, cable (coax and fiber), satellite and microwave it will
continue to flood into homes and cars. In April 1993, word of NAB-EIA
compromise seems to increase the likelihood that radio broadcast will be
added to that list.
—RW
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much as 30 dB down from 100 percent
modulation.
Truly, you cannot get something for
nothing. High frequency tones in the 10
kHz region for AM RBDS data were chosen by understanding that the whistle filter would attenuate the audibility of the
data tones. Tests conducted during daytime hours found that the same whistle
filter used to remove the annoying 10
kHz whistle found in the nighttime test
also removed the data tones from audibility. This confirmed that the concept of
inserting data tones into the audio in the
10 kHz region was indeed realistic.
The AM receiver marketed today is of
narrow bandwidth (3 to 5 kHz) and does
not exhibit the problem with either first
adjacent whistles or data tones. However,
as we progress with extended bandwidth
receivers, Iam concerned that we will get
tangled in anumbers game, as the insertion of a whistle filter will reduce the
audibility of frequencies in the 10 kHz
region. It is important to understand that
the 10 kHz whistle experienced in the
nighttime tests was far more audible than

the continuous tone placed 30 dB down
into the program.
The audible spectrum is divided into
octaves. An octave is a 2 to 1spread in
frequencies. An example is that the spectrum from 8 to 16 kHz is one octave.
Similarly 50 to 100 Hz is also an octave.
Therefore in actuality, a receiver design
which would provide flat response to 8
instead of 10 kHz would have a reduction of 1/5th of an octave yielding atotal
of 6 and 1/4 octaves of audible spectrum
instead of 6 and 1/2. By contrast, the
audible spectrum of FM broadcast is
approximately 7and 1/4 octaves.
Therefore, it was concluded that a
receiver design which was flat to 8 kHz
in the " Wideband Position" and one
which incorporates a20 dB 10 kHz notch
filter meets all the criteria required for an
AMAX receiver (-3 dB @ 7.5 kHz) will
also remove the audibility of AMRBDS
data tones.
Iwould welcome any comments.
Richard W. Burden
Burden Associates
Canoga Park, Calif.

Clarifications, Corrections
In the March 10 RW, the parts list on page 36 ("Do It Yourself Amplifiers and
Clocks") contained an incorrectly listed value. The correct value for R7-R34 is
330 ohms.
In the March 24 RW, atypographical error in the "Radio Has Amazing Specs"
article on page 3referred to FM frequency response instead of AM, which was
correct. Also in the March 24 issue, the page 9 article "Radios Altered For
SCAs," contained an incomplete phone number. Compol Inc.'s number is 1800-722-0755.
In the March 24 RW, the story on page 49 ("Radio's Automated Future Is
Here") failed to mention International Tapetronics Corp. ( ITC). ITC will
introduce the DigiCenter, its digital audio management system, and feature a
full live demonstration and multiple workstation demonstrations.
ITC also will display its redesigned DPR-612 digital program repeater.
ITC plans to exhibit its full line of analog tape cartridge machines, the Series
2, Series 1, 99B and Delta Series, as well as introduce an entire series of service
programs designed for broadcasters for analogonly applications and analog-todigital programs. ITC will exhibit in the North Hall, at booth 4602.
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See
The Hits At
NAB '93
From
Harris Allied.
Booth #2218,
In The
North Hall.
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Looking for the
new and improved?
NIP
Looking for what's hot?
Put us at the top of your list.
Harris Allied will present the
latest in studio and RF technology.
We're geared up and ready to unveil the best
the industry has to offer. We're fired up for the
countdown...April 19-22. See you in Las Vegas!

AUDIOMETRIICS 386 33. This computer's beauty is more than skin deep.
Designed and built for the broadcast environment. We can preconfigure a
variety of broadast oriented options into your system.

DIGITAL EDITORS
TASCAM DA88. Designed to
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deliver today's digital recording
technology to the project studio
and post production
envirornents The DA88's
eight-tracK recorder with Hi-8
format allows up to 100
minutes of record ng time.
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ARRAKIS TRAK*STAR.
Requires only moments to learn
and use. Anyone in your radio
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station can now achieve the
le
creativity and prcductivity
of multitrack editing on a
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digital editor that works
the way radio works.
AKG OSE 7000. Fully digital production sye_em that's as
easy to use and as affordable as analog equipment. Get the
sound and crispness of digital sound and incredible speed
of RAM storage.
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ROLAND DM-80. An affordable, easy to learn multitrack
disk recorder for radio. Starting at $7,295 we can place
your on-air product in the digital domain with speed and
precision that'll make your production sizzle!
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RBDS

DIGITAL AUTOMATION

RE AMERICA 533. Unlock the revenue potential of RBDS with
the 533 Slim Profile RDS/RBDS Coder. In just minutes, your
station can be on line, talking to the " smart radios." We've got
all the details and aprice that will pleasantly surprise you.

ARRAKIS DIGILINK. No matter what kind of operation you run,

Hebezms

your station will be more efficient. DIGILINK can store up to 70
hours of audio. It sounds better, is more reliable and easier to
operate than cart- based automation systems— yet costs much les

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
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1-800-622-0022

GENTNER AUDISK. A digital storage system tnat allows you to
record and automatically playback hours of commercials, IDs,
promos, etc. It's easy to use and the audio qdarty is superb.

Fax 317-966-0623

Canada 1-800-268-6817

ALLIED
1993 Harris Corp

See Us At NAB Booth 2218

"Send me literature." Circle ( 193)
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Administration, Senate Clash on Auctions
by Randy Sukow
WASHINGTON A conflict has arisen
between the Clinton administration and the
Senate over implementation of spectrum
auctions.
If the White House gets its way, almost all
non-governmental spectrum users—including radio and TV broadcasters—will be
required to bid for new license assignments.
But in the Senate, where the widely supported spectrum-auction bill ( S. 335)
exempts broadcasters from competitive bidding, Communications Subcommittee
member John McCain (R-Ariz.) predicted:
"It will be much more difficult to see this
legislation become reality if that exemption
were removed."
"I think that's apretty good assumption,"
said Jim May, executive vice president of

the National Association of Broadcasters'
government relations department.
At the same time, Subcommittee
Chairman Daniel Inouye (D-Hawaii) was
making bold guarantees: "This will be
passed by the Senate, Iassure you."
If McCain and Inouye are both correct,
Senate leaders will be forced to prevail over
acurrently popular administration.
To the highest bidder
Licenses for all future spectrum-based
communications technologies, including
digital audio broadcasting (if in-band, onchannel does not succeed), would be
awarded to the highest bidder under the
Clinton administration's economic plan.
Current licensees would be exempt at
renewal time, but those seeking new broadcast assignments would have to bid.

DAB Discussed at NRB
by Pamela Watkins
LOS ANGELES Many broadcasters
who attended the recent National
Religious Broadcasters (NRB) convention have more than apassing interest
in digital transmission technology.
"DAB is coming," predicted Jim
Sanders, vice president of technical
services for Ambassador Advertising
Agency, during the Radio Digital
Production Workshop at the convention.
Citing media coverage of the rapidly
advancing digital transmission technologies, Sanders said, "you just need
to look at a recent issue of Radio
World to see how rapidly DAB is
going to be coming into place."
Although Europe and Canada are
ahead of the U.S. as far as accepting a
DAB delivery system (both are working on the Eureka- 147 system),
Sanders said much is to be gained by
religious broadcasters once DAB is
implemented in the U.S.
"Flatter frequency response, less distortion from modulation and demodulation of the audio, immunity from

FM multi-path interference like lightning, power poles, etc., and it will be
possible to imbed a digital signal
within the analog signal and have
those two formats mutually exclusive," Sander said.
Along with DAB, the application of
Radio Data Broadcast Services
(RDBS) seems like anatural for the
religious broadcasters, he added.
"DAB makes the application of
RDBS feasible since both are in the
digital domain...and potentially highly profitable," Sanders said.
Technically, RDBS allows anything
that can be converted to data, such as
hooking up aFAX machine to your
radio, providing aradio with a small
screen on its face so sports scores, station logos, and traffic bulletins can be
displayed.
Sanders challenged Christian radio
broadcasters to become progressive
visionaries rather than reactionary
when it comes to DAB.
"Changes are coming down the line
with DAB, and they will affect all of
us in the home, studio, broadcast chain
and program production," he said.

TXL-110, TXL-210
Transmission Limiters
•
ft•••••Swomajb.
•
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE... NO EAR POLLUTION...
Just CLEAR, BIG DIMENSION SOUND.
Today's digital audio imposes anew requirement on broadcast transmission
systems, particularly audio processors.
The TXL series Transmission Limiters are designed to preserve your
program resource and deliver it intact to the transmission system, without
the familiar processing residue that cost rating points.
The TXL series limiters are also safe to your FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT...
(No slick, multicolor full page ads to pay for).
CALL TODAY...For more on the TXL-110 & TXL-210 capabilities.
H
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Broadcasters also would be forced to bid
for Sil licenses, spectrum for ENO and all
other auxiliary spectrum.
During arecent Senate Communications
Subcommittee hearing, NAB President/
CEO Eddie Fritts, repeated the association's view that broadcasters should be
exempt from auctions because "broadcasters agree to serve the public interest and be
judged on how they have accomplished that
obligation when their licenses come up for
renewal."
The Clinton Administration's response, as
summed up by Commerce Secretary
Ronald Brown in aletter to Inouye: "At a
time when all citizens are being asked to
make greater contributions in order to
address the deficit problem and get our
economy on asound footing again, it would
be appropriate for tax payers to realize
some benefit from the commercial use of
this national resource."
A lot of money, they say
The Administration estimates revenue
of $4.4 billion over four years from auctioning of spectrum opened up by S. 335.
(The bill also provides for the transfer of
200 MHz from government control to
the private sector.)
Such revenue estimates are problematic,
according to FCC Chief Engineer Tom
Stanley, who told the subcommittee that revenues will depend on the amount of spectrum to be auctioned, the types of services

that will be allowed to operate on those frequencies and when the auctions are held.
The amount of spectrum to be auctioned is
another matter of controversy. The administration is pushing for auctioning of S.
335's entire 200 MHz and for any new allocations proceedings to follow. S. 335, as
currently written, calls for a "trial" auction
of 30 MHz with congressional consideration of further auctions after the trial.
Several subcommittee senators are
believed to support increasing the trial size
beyond 30 MHz, but few are expected to
support the administration's call for auctioning of all new assignments.
Meanwhile, in the House, the 200 MHz
has already been passed by the full body,
but without spectrum-auction provisions.
Hearings on H.R. 857, separate auction legislation proposed by Telecommunications
Subcommittee member Michael Oxley (ROhio), and aproposal from House Telecommunications Subcommittee Chairman
Edward Markey (D-Mass.) are expected
later this spring.
Markey is one among many House members who fear the "deep-pockets" scenario
of spectrum-auction implementation. All
frequencies offered for bids could be "gobbled up" by large companies, he fears,
while small companies and entrepreneurs
are unable to compete.
His proposal is expected to either reform
the lottery process or auction proposals to
reflect his concern.

THE SERIES 2AUDIO TAPE
CARTRIDGE M ACHINE BY ITC
\cart machine ti) F1C isn't exactly aiie‘‘
trend. In fact, its dependability and impressive
performance have kept it on the playlist for over
20 years. That's why we left alot of things the
same, like its superior quality, long life, and
innovative design. But as technology advances
and you become more discriminating about your
audio capabilities, we meet your
needs with the ultimate cart
machine, the Series 2,
with superior features like...
•Transformerless
Outputs - greatly enhance
sound capabilities
•Microprocessor Logic
significantly increases
reliability, executes more functions
•Premium Quality XLR-Type Audio
Input & Output Connectors
You'll also experience familiar controls, easier
maintenance, more versatility and, above all,
better sound. And if there's an innovative
ITC "DigiCenter" in your future, you can completely computerize your studio tomorrow and
enjoy investment protection today! Just trade in
the Series 2toward your DigiCenter purchase,
and you'll find that now everyone can afford an ITC

The Time Is Right...

International 11
Tapetronics
Corporation

42 ELAINE ST. , THOMPSON, CT 06277
203-935-9066 / 9242 FAX 203-935-9919

Grde (
148) On Reader Service Card

P.O. Box 241 • Bloomington, IL 61702 • Ph: (800) 447-0414 • Fax (399) 82g-1386
.. • • • •
See Us At NAB Booth 4602
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Session Outlines Workstation Tips
by Pamela Watkins
LOS ANGELES A significant step
toward an all-digital radio station is the
purchase of adigital audio workstation.
During the National Religious Broadcasters convention, Christian Financial
Ministries' Rich Rosell provided information on how to select adigital audio workstation as the first step toward the all-digital audio broadcast system.
The process of finding adigital audio
workstation that would meet the needs of
Christian Financial Ministries took
approximately two years, Rosell said, so
perhaps the question you should ask
before any other is: "Do we really need a
digital workstation"?
Once that decision is made, Rosell
emphasized that before the process of
selecting commences, everyone who will
be in contact with the new system should
refresh themselves on the basics of good
audio radio production: Familiarize yourself again with areas such as blade editing,
proper mixing and recording to the early
stages of good script writing, and good
announcing, Rosell said
Know what you need
•Analyze the type(s) of production you
do right now. You might do alot of spot
production depending on whether or not
the station is commercial or non-commercial. Perhaps your station does voice
editing, commercial spot production as

well as multi-track production.
•Be aware of the length of your spots. Are
the majority 30-60 seconds or are they
longer?
•Be aware of how your staff handles ongoing projects. For instance, is aweekend
program completed in one day with production time encompassing an hour of the
studio, or is the program done in 15 minutes increments throughout the week?
•Take note of how many people will share
the studio so that adequate storage capabilities are included in the system. Some systems are designed for spot production only
and can't store anything over four minutes
on the system. Whereas, others have alarger storage capacity.
•Be realistic about the budget and budget
restrictions.
Ask other stations or users about their
workstations, if they are using them. Ask
questions like, What do think about your
system? Does it save you time and therefore money? And so forth.
If saving time is one of your criteria,
make sure the workstation encompasses
the entire digital environment, such as, digital editing, digital mixing and digital
recording, especially if the system will be
used for feature programs.
To network or not to network?
Is the system networkable? Ask this question if the operation is large, and the plan is
to purchase several workstations. Make
sure the system will not become adinosaur

PROOFS
IMPROVED
FM and TV-BTSC AUDIO PROOF TESTING is reduced from hours to minutes with System One from Audio Precision... Automatic proofs run properly
at constant deviation, plotting the required generator amplitude.., and
when finished, the results are stored in graphic form for your records.
SPLIT SITE proofs are simple with System Ones available separate generator and analyzer configuration. With immediate capability to view and
control both instruments, its like being in two places at once.
THE REST OF THE TIME System One is the universal audio test set for
maintaining any audio device or channel... STLs, consoles, carts, cassettes
and RDATs, digital recorders and workstations...System One is the only
product that can completely test both your analog and digital audio.
Call 800/231 7350 for our 36
page color catalog.., and when
you're ready our representative
will arrange for an on-site
demonstration.

Audio
precision

!t 1! rft!

P.O. Box 2209
Beaverton, OR 97075-3070
503/627-0832, 8C0/231-7350
FAX: 503/641-8906

because it has no expandable contingency.
What is the station's computer preference,
IBM or Macintosh? Also, realize that using
acomputer to double for production and
word processing will probably slow the
system down, and it will be more susceptible to crashes.
Make sure you contact the manufacturers
directly to obtain literature and most
importantly, to set up ademonstration of
the product. Try to get ademonstrator

who's not only asalesman, but also auser.
Don't be afraid to ask manufacturers for
their client list.
Once you've set appointments for the
demonstrations, Rosell added, bring your
own audio material to be used. You know
the sound quality of that audio better than
anyone and will be able to ascertain if
there is any significant difference.
During the demonstration, according to
Rosell, here are other questions to be
answered: Type of editing, PlayList or
EDL? Time compression feature and how it
sounds? Does it restore old programs? Does
it do background loading and unloading?

Exhibitors' Reactions
Varied at LA NRB Show
by Pamela Watkins
LOS ANGELES Although disappointed
that the 1993 National Religious
Broadcasters (NRB) Convention was considerably short of the 7,000 projected
attendance, many radio hardware manufacturers were surprised and pleased with
the caliber of potential clients and the
exhibit hall.
The National Religious Broadcasters' convention ( Feb. 13-16) was held in Los
Angeles at the Convention Center, and was
only the second time it has been held outside of the familiar Washington D.C. setting of many years. On opening day,
February 13, the attendance was more than

3,000. But by the third day, Monday,
February 15, the NRB had an attendance of
5,200.
In gauging companies that exhibited at
NRB, most emphasized quality over quantity. Hardware manufacturers surveyed
took avery positive view regarding the
NRB as avaluable market segment, which
was worth the trip and the minor inconvenience of distance. Some indicated the
interest of the Christian broadcasters
would be translated into sales in amatter
of weeks.
"I honestly believe it has exceeded our
expectations," Cablewave's Bill Meola
said. "Ireally came out here with the precontinued on page 10

SAVE MONEY
WHILE MEETING THE FCC JULY 1 STL
DEADLINE WITH MARTI FCC APPROVED
TRANSMITTERS.

COMPOSITE STL-15C $ 3500.00
MONOPHONIC STL-10 $ 1645.00
Guaranteed compatible with your current
STL system.
Ask about the $250 rebate when you purchase astand alone STL-15C Transmitter.

See us at NAB BOOTH 3921/3922 or call,

MARTI Electronics, Inc.
PO Box 661
Cleburne TX 76033-0661
Phone:( 817) 645-9163 FAX: ( 817) 641-3869

See Us At NAB Booth 3215
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EBS Tone Tests Slated
continued from page 1
Program (BSPP), is unenthusiastic about
efforts, Mitchell said. Out of approxicosts associated with webs and shorter tones.
mately 40 working-group members, 60
"New equipment will be required to replace
percent are from the radio industry.
the existing two-tone alerting equipment...It
The radio industry has led the push for
is not likely that FEMA will fund the new
new standards, or "at least in this state
alerting equipment through the BSPP," the
they definitely have," said Colorado EBS
agency said in its reply comments.
Chairman Paul Montoya, president and
general manager of Broadcast Services,
Expensive?, Yes
Lakewood, Colorado.
Satellite monitor systems are similarly
Signal blockage from the Rocky
"very expensive" and are "beyond the
Mountain region's rugged terrain tends to
current scope of the BSPP," FEMA said.
expose the weaknesses in the current
In answer to the two-tone concern, CBS's
"daisy-chain" method for EBS alerting, he
comments suggested allowing broadcasters
said.
to modify their
...a shorter and
Montoya is coorreceive equipment
dinating the field
different burst of
for shorter tones.
tests, which will
"No harm would
eight-to10
seconds
include the particiresult from allowing
will be tested this
pation of seven or
broadcasters
to
eight Denver- area
immediately reap
summer.
TV and radio stathe benefits of this
tions, most notably Jacor Broadcasting's
improvement," CBS said.
KOA(AM)-KRFX(FM).
Radio Broadcast Data Service (RBDS)
The main concern of radio- industry
technology integrated into EBS, an
participants, Mitchell said: " Will the
approach endorsed by the Electronics
system hold up under true emergency
Industries Association, is also likely to
situations? How specific can the inforbe tested this summer. Sage Alerting
mation be?"
Systems Inc., Stamford, Conn., actively
Replacement of the daisy chain with a lobbied for its own RBDS system for the
more efficient "web" system will be high
task in its reply comments.
on the list of approaches to test. "The web
"A new EBS system is in the best interconcept can be implemented by simple
est of the public and it needs to be implescanning receivers or by individual
mented in atimely manner," Sage said.
receiver circuits in the form of plug-in cir"Perhaps those few broadcasters who
cuit boards that will allow stations to cusdesire to maintain the status quo do not
tomize their web monitoring system for
understand the cost benefits of effective
their individual operational areas," NAB
new technologies and other benefits such
said in its comments.
as the reduction in over-the-air testing or
Web systems to be tested will likely use
possible manpower reduction."
satellite, microwave and acombination of
Capital Cities/ABC said immediate
the technologies. "We're going to try it
Sage-system approval "would be a misall...The beauty of field tests is that you
take." RBDS is not equally applicable to
can push the system to its limit," Mitchell
AM and FM, and should Sage or asystem
said.
like it be standardized, "it would become
However, the Federal Emergency
necessary to totally restructure the EBS
Management Agency (FEMA), which mansystem state-by-state to eliminate all priages the Broadcast Station Protection
mary AM stations," the network said.

MAKE SURE
IT'S REALLY
MEDIA TOUCH!
Many companies offer digital audio
radio automation. Know what you're
getting before you buy. Consider
reliability, redundancy, performance,
ease of interface, and flexibility.
You'll choose Media Touch.
Booth 1006
Radio Stations Beware.
If you're buying digital audio automation and you're
told it is Media Touch, make sure it's really Media
Touch. Only two companies can promote, market,
sell and service true Media Touch automation
systems and software: Media Touch Systems Inc.
and the newly formed sales and service organization
Media Digital Corporation, working together to bring
you the finest and most advanced in digital audio
radio automation.

Avoid Copycats.
In the U.S., no other organization can legally sell and
market the real Media Touch software and systems,
although some claim (without merit) Media Touch
performance and sophistication. Some even claim
that they are giving you the real thing. Know what
you're getting before you buy.

Media Touch Is The Leader.
Radio broadcasters all over North America are
choosing Media Touch for stations requiring the
latest PC networking technology incorporating full
redundancy. From New York City to Yellowknife,
from Tampa to Phoenix, from Fresno to Philadelphia, Media Touch is the performance leader. And
Media Touch is the only company offering full interactive news automation in addition to music and
live assist.

Register Your
Media Touch Software.

nimmt101111

If you recently purchased Media Touch systems or
software from any U.S. source other than Media
Touch Systems Inc., call or fax us to register your
software so we may assist you with support and
upgrades.

Alive and well.
Some companies would like you to believe that the cart is dead.
But today, with an installed U.S. base of more than 100,000 machines,
carts are in active use at more than 98% of all U.S. broadcast facilities.
So, if you depend on carts everyday, we just wanted you to know that we're
amanufacturer who still believes in the format, and make the finest cart
machines available.
The RS-2000 cart machine. It will make your carts sound like digital until
the day it makes sense to go digital.

Rama SYSTEMSINC.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
See Us At NAB Booth 2012
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Before you buy digital audio automation,
talk to the real Media Touch people.
Call us at 60 3/893-5104 to receive our
new information package.
MEDIA TOUCH SYSTEMS INC.
50 Northwestern Drive, Salem, NH 03079
Tel. 603/893-5104 Telefax 603/893-6390

In Canada, call Oakwood Audio
at 41 6/
4 27-2333 or 204/786-6715
J
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Exhibitor Reaction Varied at NRB
continued from page 8

conceived notion that because it was on the
West Coast, it wouldn't be as active as it
really is, but we found it to be just as active
as the Washington area."
Gordon Allison of TTC also noted aserious buying mood from the somewhat
smaller crowd: "Last year we went to the

Jon Clark of Shively Labs was exuberant
about the floor traffic's buying mood.
"Sunday. February 14, was probably the
best single day that I've had at an NRB in
eight years in doing NRB's myself," he
said. " 1found myself talking for long
stretches at atime to people that really had
an interest in radio hardware, and that kind

said the company exhibited at NRB for
the first time. "It appears to me that the
people who are here are very serious
about doing their work, and they are
looking for ways to increase their productivity ( with a digital production
workstation)."

A serious attitude
Some hardware was introduced for the
first time at the NRB, and some reps were
emphasizing products which they believed
fit the religious market niche. Others displayed their products as awindow into the
21st Century.
Bob Boehme of BEXT said his company
had amix of old and new products. "Most
importantly, we have anew FM unit, which
is atranslator. We can take and receive an
FM station and re-transmit it out on another
frequency," he said.
Radio Systems also had new products
including the " SuperClock" system, an
integrated clock timer system. Braverman
also noted that the company's entrenched
line of broadcast consoles are medium and
small market- oriented, appropriate for
many of the religious stations.
Cablewave introduced new directional
and high powered FM antennas at NRB.
"The high powered antenna now goes
from 30 kilowatts to 50 kilowatts. So
we're up in the Class C area of FM
where we weren't before," Cablewave's
Radio Systems President Dan Braverman at the 1993 NRB Show.
Meola said.
Shively's Jon Clark said that his sales staff
of surprised me because this is not really a
NRB in Washington, D.C., and we had
emphasized the translator antenna market
hardware crowd."
apparently more traffic than what we had
and the very low power antenna market
Radio Systems Dan Braverman was not
this year, but most of the people were tire
because there's alot of need.
happy with the floor traffic, but emphasized
kickers and vacuum cleaner types.
"I'm not discounting high power," he said,
that his company has been faithful to the
Energy-Onix's Ernie Belanger said NRB
"because Ispent over an hour with agentleNRB conventions.
met its expectations, but it was the first time
man speaking about the pros and cons of
"I think that our expectations about lower
the company had exhibited. "The NRB is a
doing two Class C 100 kilowatt stations on
attendance are realized," Braverman said.
new show for us. This is the first time that
atower combined or with separate anten"I'm happy I'm here, and Iwould have
we've come. And coming here is pretty
nas."
made
the
decision
to
come
even
in
retromuch what Iexpected. Individuals look to
Gordon Allison of TTC said the primary
spect,
but
I'm
afraid
that
exactly
what
I
replace their AM transmitters, looking for
new product at the show was the Model X
expected happened, which is fairly dramatihigh powered short wave transmitters as
Exciter, that enables a100 watt amplifier to
cally lower attendance...."
well, and there is some interest in solid state
become
a100 watt transmitter.
Harold
Drews
of
Spectral
Synthesis
FM."
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A
Whole
New Concept
With A
Fresh Set
Of Parameters....
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The next generation of dynamics control from
Valley Audio! Bridging the gap between high
fidelity analog and modern digital innovation
comes a breakthrough professional audio tool -the Model 730 Digital Dynamics Processor.
More than just a digital version of an analog
stereo compressor, limiter, expander, sibilance
controller or keyed gate, the Model 730 allows
complex, easily programmable multi-threshold,
multi-ratio dynamic transfer curves to be
combined for total control of demanding audio
signals. There's nothing like it, anywhere!
The Model 730 features zero-attack detection
for distortionless broadband limiting, simultaneous multi-ratio compression and expansion,
externally keyable gating and selectable high
frequency limiting. An optional dual linear fader

remote control allows assignable " in-hand'
parameter and volume control, great for remote
zipperfree digital fade-ins and fade-outs on DAT
to DAT transfersl
The Model 730 speaks every common signal and
control protocol, from analog - 10 to +4; digital
30 kHz to 50 kHz AES/EBU, S/PDIF, SDIF-2; TOSUNK
optical, MIDI. RS-232, and RS-422.
Internal 24 bit architecture with 18 bit I/O
conversion insures the utmost ln high fidelity, and
ROM resident software, flexible Aux connectors
and daughter board modular expansion provide
lots of room for future growth.
The options and functions could fill a brochure,
which we'd be happy to send you. Or contact
your favorite pro audio dealer for a test-listen of
the Model 730.

alley Audio Products Inc.
9020 West 51st Terrace, Merriam, Kansas 86203
Phone ( 800) 800-4345 FAX ( 913) 432-9412
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RF Guidelines
Implementation
Pushed by FCC
by Randy Sukow
WASHINGTON Broadcasters
should not be adversely affected—in
cost or over-regulation— by proposed new FCC rules to monitor
radio frequency emissions, according to broadcast engineers and industry advocates.
The proposed guidelines are based
on astandard developed over the
past ten years by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers
(IEEE) and adopted last year by the
American National Standards
Institute (ANSI). The "twotiered"
standard sets field-level maximum
radiation at 1,000 mW/cm 2 for controlled ( workplace) exposure and
200 mW/cm2 for uncontrolled (public) exposure.
ANSI's current standard sets 1,000
mW/cm2 in all cases.
None of this is expected to generate
much change in atypical radio station's layout. In fact, "there are some
departures (in the FCC proceeding)
from the strict word of the new
ANSI standard which Ithink are
going to be appropriate for broadcasters," said consultant Jules Cohen
of Jules Cohen & Associates, who
participated in the IEEE standards
process.
The FCC also proposes new restrictions on body currents absorbed
from emissions below 100 MHz.
The Commission expects to release
the text of its full proposal by this
month (April) and will probably
allow for along comment period—
approximately four months. But
after comments, the Commission is
likely to move rapidly to complete
the proceeding.
A significant standard
"When the entire scientific community, after adecade of debate, proposes asignificantly more conservative standard in terms of human
beings operating around RF, Ithink
that's afairly significant step." FCC
Chief Scientist Tom Stanley said.
"So it's very important Ithink that
the Commission does process this to
reflect the scientific state of the art"
Cost is really not an issue, according to Barry Umansky, deputy general counsel, National Association of
Broadcasters. "Idon't think we necessarily have to be looking at avery
expensive set of new regulations,"
he said. "Ithink if the FCC does the
right thing—and we have all expectations that they will— we will have
abetter standard."
"It would appear that it would be a
rare case that any broadcaster would
have to do anything more than he's
already doing," Cohen said.
But Dane Ericksen, senior engineer
for the consulting firm Hammett and
Edison, warned that the FCC still
might not do it right. The body-current regulations are still vague and "if
continued on next page
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Professional Audio Targeted For DCC
by Koos Middeljans
EINDHOVEN, the Netherlands
In 1992, Philips launched the DCC
(Digital Compact Cassette) system for consumer applications in the U.S. and other
countries.
The introduction of the DCC players, prerecorded DCCs and blank cassettes was
executed in close cooperation with other
manufacturers of consumer electronics, the
music industry and tape manufacturers.
Apart from making the DCC product

available for the consumer audio business,
Philips also strongly supported the professional infrastructure of the music duplication industry by taking responsibility for
developing, manufacturing, installing and
servicing complete production lines.
Philips has done this set-up in close relation with anumber of already dominant
players in this field such as Gauss, Lyrec,
Tapematic and Otan.
The present operational DCC high-speed
duplication is supporting the pre-recorded
music cassette business. Other cassette

FCC Opens RF Proceeding
continued from previous page

there aren't some clarifications by the
FCC, then Ican see this standard as having atremendous burden on broadcasters to demonstrate compliance," he said.
Ericksen and others raised an objection
during the IEEE/ANSI standardization
process over the proposed 100-MHz
(the middle of the FM band) cutoff level
for body-current regulation. "It may be
necessary, in order that the whole FM
band be treated uniformly, to extend that
requirement all the way up to 108 MHz.
That's going to have to be explored,"
Cohen said. An exemption for FM
broadcasters is another possibility.
Further detail on the Commission's
FM body- current proposal will be
included in the rulemaking document to
be released this month, said Robert
Cleveland of the FCC's Office of
Science and Technology.
Local ordinances
"The real wild card is whether local
governments that have adopted the new
standard—King County in Washington
state comes to mind—whether those
governmental entities will acknowledge
or defer to any policy interpretations the
FCC comes up with," Ericicsen said. "I

see it as unlikely that the FCC would
preempt, although Ithink it would be
wonderful if they would."
Public pressure was placed on local
and federal governments by recent
national reports on RF radiation health
hazards from cellular telephones.
(Health experts at aFebruary House
Telecommunications Subcommittee
hearing agreed that cellular phones
probably do not cause cancer, but said
some users could be at risk.
Commissioner Ervin Duggan, at last
month's regular FCC meeting, was sensitive to any suggestions that the RF
radiation proceeding was areaction to
the cellular-phone stories. "Isimply
want to make sure no one forms the misimpression that this Commission is
reacting to media hype and hysteria," he
said. "This is part of acareful process of
policy development and scientific investigation."
The FCC's RF radiation proceeding is
expected to be the center of attention
during next month's (May 3-5) annual
Electromagnetic Energy Policy Alliance
(EEPA) symposium in Alexandria, Va.
The FCC's Stanley and Cleveland have
been invited to participate, said NAB's
Umansky, an EEPA board member.

applications such as spoken books, music
specials and others in the area of small volume business will be supported by using
other duplication equipment.
The manufacturing capacity for prerecorded DCC now is being accomplished
all over the world, so that the expected success can be backed by alarge amount of
titles and volume production.
During 1993, Philips will extend the
availability of the DCC pre-recorded products into other regions such as Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, Brazil
and Australia.
In-cassette duplication
With high- qua) ¡ tv duplication practices
accomplished, Philips wants to ensure that
the high standards and guaranteed DCC
quality level hold true for DCC in-cassette
duplication, likely to be utilized in professional and broadcast applications.
DCC coding and decoding principles are
based upon newly developed algorithms,
thus offering an open system. The better
these are, the better the audio performance
will be.
As aresult, DCC technology is regarded
as acounterpart to the compact disc. An
18- to 20-bit recording will maintain this
impressive quality level once the DCC
mastering and duplication equipment has
transferred the recording onto the DCC
pre-recorded music cassette.
In ways, the DCC is actually able to
exceed the high-quality standards of CD.

FCC

The DCC bit rate is fixed at 384 kBit/sec,
but with avariable word length of samples
between 16 and 24 bits, it allows for an
increased performance level over present
CD quality. Such ahigh performance standard generates avery good platform for
professional equipment manufacturers and
users. ( Editor's note: As with the
MiniDisc, however, the compression-based
DCC can result in audible degradation during multigenerational editing, aproblem
not inherent in digital formats such as
DAT.)
Based on MUSICAM
The basis of the standard is the
ISO/MPEG, which has been the guideline
for the technology ( and the Philips
MUSICAM standard), and will be available for other applications during the
coming years. Philips already has established a number of contacts in related
areas and will extend this into operational
platforms.
In addition, DCC technology is embedded
in the MUSICAM standard and therefore a
number of advantages become immediately clear for the next application areas to be
studied. MUSICAM is, apart from other
applications, the chosen and ideal system
for digital audio broadcasting ( DAB) in
Europe.
As this technology continues to develop,
the industry will need carriers within the
MUSICAM domain for recording and
broadcasting these new audio signals.
DOD

Koos Middeljans is business unit
manager for Philips DCC Mastering and
Duplication, in the Netherlands.

DEADLINE

ALERT:

WE'LL GIVE YOU $350 TO REPLACE
YOUR OLD SIL WITH ATFT 9100A...
UNLESS YOU'D RATHER HAVE $700
TO MAKE IT DIGITAL.
Is your station ready for the July 1 FCC deadline on SIL
type- notification? After that date, your current SIL may no
longer be legal.
Let TFT make it easier on you. Whatever brand or model
SIL you currently own, we'll give you a $ 350 rebate
towards the purchase of a TFT 9100A — or any type- notified TFT composite SIL. The 9100A is frequency agile.
features patented IF modulation and is fully type- notified
and legal after July 1.
But maybe you'd like to save twice as much. Purchase the
9100A and add digital SIL capability with TFT's new
DMM-92 and TEl will double the rebate offer to $ 700.

It thinks it's acart machine.
Only RS-DAT features end-of-message signals, large lighted
buttons, standard broadcast remote control, balanced audio ins
and outs, automatic cue-up and satellite recording ability.
These features make the RS-6700 perfect for automation,
network capture, on-air playback and production applications.
If you want to use DAT for broadcast, contact the pro DAT
experts for more information on the RS-6700.

The new DMM-92 can accommodate four 15 kHz program
channels and two 3 kHz channels plus two MUX in a single 500 kHz channel allocation and is ideal for LMAs and
duopolies.
Call TFT today at 1-800-347-3383
offer expires June 30, 1993.

Harm SYSTEMS INC.

"THE ONE THAT FITS" YOUR BUDGET
3090 Oakmead Village Drive • Santa Clara • California 95051

800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
See Us At NAB Booth 2012
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But hurry, this rebate

Toll Free: 1-800-347-3383 • Tel: ( 408) 727-7272 • Fax (408) 727-5942
See Us

At NAB Booth 1908
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Sony Introduces Pro MD
by David Bush
BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE, U.K.
The launch of a new consumer format
always arouses more than apassing interest
from the professional fraternity.
Both CD and DAT are examples of digital formats that owe their lifeblood to the
consumer world, but also have found favor
in professional environments.
It is wise, however, to consider carefully
the potential of aformat's performance and
whether it really is suitable for the development of professional hardware.
The Sony MiniDisc does indeed appeal to
the professional as an economic media. It
can be expected that hardware and media

cost will compare very favorably with anything in the existing radio station. It is digital, compact, very well protected in a
caddy, re-recordable ( more than one million times, but who's counting?) and has a
playing time to match CD at amaximum
74 minutes.
And, of course, it's adisc, with the associated advantages of near- instant access
time and durability.
With this in mind, Sony will commence
with introduction of MiniDisc for broadcastsimple transmission applications. In
1993, Sony will introduce a low-cost
MiniDisc recorder and player designed
essentially to fulfill the tasks that are today
the domain of the ubiquitous NAB cart

CONSIDERING CAT
ME AUDIO?
11100-34511SAT

\

8 7 28

It's been our phone number for 5years
•First VSAT data network serving broadcasters
NSN's National Off- Premise Control via Satellite, 1988.

•ComStream,, VSAT products distributor since 1990
•First digital MUSICAM® audio/data network in the USA
Rocky Mountain Radio, 1992.

machine and also to provide for the playback of pre-recorded MiniDiscs.
The machines will look and feel like
today's cart machines and yet provide up to
74 minutes of material, along with highquality digital audio accessibility at atouch
and aclear display to inform the operator of
the title at aglance. The storage of dozens,
even hundreds of spots on one disc also can
be envisaged.
Does this mean that the days of DAT as a
production media are already numbered?
Well, not quite. MiniDisc, in order to
achieve 74 minutes of playing time on a64

mm disc, uses ATRAC ( Adaptive
Transform Acoustic Coding) data compression to reduce the data necessary by afactor
of approximately five. Using this system,
which is based on well-known psychoacoustic effects, produces an impressive
result. In listening tests, performed under
critical conditions, many of the industries'
finest have disagreed over whether they
have been listening to the 16-bit original or
the ATRAC-encoded version.
The difficulty arises, however, when we
want to digital process such signals.
continued on next page

In-Band Guided by NRSC
continued from page I

USA Digital's Project Acorn, an inband
system, had renounced its intention to submit to testing.
USA Digital officials said the consortium
would not participate until broadcaster
concerns were addressed. (At press time,
USA Digital had not said whether it would
resubmit its system, but there are five other
proponents that have submitted proposals).
Despite the latest compromise, the dispute
may only have been pushed into the future.
Several questions still remain to be
answered including what happens if the
NAB sticks with inband— even if the EIA
DAR Subcommittee recommends another
system to the FCC.
Gary Shapiro, vice president of EIA's
Consumer Electronic Group, declined to
predict ascenario if the EIA recommends a
non-IBOC system.
He said the EIA subcommittee or the
NRSC, with its in-band agenda, may not
select the best DAR system on its technical
merits, which was the criteria used to formulate aTV stereo standard in the early
1980s.
"What happened with TV stereo was that
there was an interest by all industries to
come up with the best system," Shapiro
said. "And it was just amatter of testing in
recommending that.
"Here, we don't have an interest in all
industries coming up with the best system," he added. "Ithink the FCC will act

in the best interests of the country. The best
interests of the country is not necessarily
one system or the other."
Shapiro restated his position that the other
related issues including voting procedures
are secondary to the testing at this point.
"Our objective is to gather data," Shapiro
said.
Michael Rau, senior vice president of the
NAB's Science and Technology division,
said the NAB believes it can work with the
EIA on the DAR issue, even though the
broadcasters are not interested in nonIBOC systems.
"I don't feel like we are in conflict just
because they are testing different systems
than in-band, on-channel," Rau said. "I
think the agreement is really great news.
But Ican't say it is going to be smooth sailing. Iam sure there are going to be some
rough spots along the way."
Potential difficulties would include agreement by EIA and NAB members within
the NRSC on test procedures for the inband testing, Rau added.
Rau said the voting procedures are no
longer an issue since the IBOC testing
administration will be handled through the
NRSC, which already has prescribed voting procedures.
The EIA plans to begin testing in July and
complete testing by early 1994. Rau said
the NRSC will complete evaluation of inband testing data before the June 30, 1994
deadline.

•First MUSICAM ,
.digital conversion of an existing analog
satellite audio distribution system
Colorado Public Radio on NPR satellite service, 1992.

No one in broadcasting has more VSAT experience
than NSN.

No one has more digital audio VSAT networks up

and running. Why? Service.

Only NSN provides 24- hour,

toll-free technical support, and same-day, overnight shipping
from our warehouse stock, should disaster strike.
We'll help you put together your own fully integrated
VSAT system to centralize programming and production for
your radio group or network. Call us for network design,
equipment, installation, spacetime, and superior customer

Impulse Buy.

service. Leasing available for qualified clients.
Share our VISION for your
broadcast group or network.
Call today.

NATIONAL
SUPERVISORY
NETWORK.
Avon, Colorado

VISION

(303) 949-7774

VSAT Intelligent Satellite Integrated Operations Networks
See

Us At NAB Booth 4308
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Up to 50 of our big, bright, economical analog clocks can be connected
to the Radio Systems impulse clock driver for super accurate on-second
timing throughout your facility.
•Low cost system • One second advance and hold
•Daylight Savings advance • External sync reference capable
•Internal crystal or line sync reference (TCXO timebase optional)
•Battery back up standard • New digital read-out available!

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
See Us At NAB Booth 2012
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Shamrock, Malrite Sign Station Deal
by Nancy Reist
SAN FRANCISCO Shamrock Broad-casting, Inc. is moving to take advantage of the
FCC's liberalized radio ownership regulations by merging their radio properties with
those of Malrite Communications Group Inc.
The transaction, which is contingent upon
FCC approval, would bring Shamrock 21
radio stations, including two AM/FM combinations in the San Francisco market.
Shamrock estimated that the deal would be
worth more than $300 million and would
rank it among the biggest radio-only companies. Shamrock Broadcasting is asubsidiary
of Shamrock Holdings, the investment company owned by the Roy E. Disney family.
Clifford Miller, abusiness associate of
Disney's, explained that this is a very
appealing deal for Shamrock Broadcasting.
"It was an opportunity to buy nine stations in abulk transaction and get us into
some markets where we are not now represented, especially New York and Los
Angeles. More importantly, we already
have two existing stations in San
Francisco, and Malrite has two stations,
so that would give us four stations in a
very major market, and an opportunity to
test the opportunities available to broadcasters today under the new FCC rules."
Shamrock Broadcasting already owns
KABL-AM-FM in San Francisco. This
deal would bring them Malrite Com-munications' San Francisco stations: KSAN-FM
and KNEW(AM). Additional Malrite stations included in the deal would be WHTZ-

FM New York; KLAC(AM)-KZLA-FM
Los Angeles; KFAN(AM)-KEEY-FM
Minneapolis; and WHIC(AM)-WMMS-FM
Cleveland. WEGX-FM, Philadelphia is
owned by Malrite Guaranteed Partners,
L.P. and is not part of the transaction.
Shamrock currently owns 14 stations
including the San Francisco stations;
WWWW-AM-FM Detroit; KZFX-FM
Houston; WFOX-FM Atlanta; IOCRX-FM
Seattle; WWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh;
KXKL-AM-FM Denver; KMLE-FM,
Phoenix; and WHB(AM)-KUDL-FM
Kansas City, but the Kansas City stations
are scheduled to be sold to Apollo Radio.
Stanley P. Gold, president and chief executive of Shamrock Holdings, stated that
Shamrock may pursue additional major
market radio station acquisitions, including
some in markets in which the companies
now operate.
Miller said it is too early to discuss any
changes that will take place in the individual stations as aresult of the merger. "Our
people are just now visiting the Malrite stations and getting acquainted with the people and the format." He added that Milton
Maltz, who was the owner of the Malrite
stations, will become aboard of directors
member of Shamrock Broad-casting and
will be aminor stockholder. Maltz also
will serve as consultant to the company.
Maltz could not be reached by RW for
comment, but in apress release he stated:
"With new FCC rules in place, the strongest
strategy is to own equity in alarger radio
universe distributed over awide range of

major markets. The Shamrock/Malrite
alliance fulfills this objective."
Miller said Trefoil Capitol Investors,
L.P. will play an important role in financing the deal. "Trefoil is an investment
company which includes as major
investors Roy Disney and Stan Gold. It
was created by executives of Shamrock
Holdings as an independent investment
vehicle. It has other major investors as
partners as well. Trefoil plans to supply a
significant part of the capitol to make the

MD Slated For Pro Use
continued from page 12

Conventionally, any type of digital processing requires binary multiplication. Digital
level changing, for example, involves the multiplication of a 16-bit audio sample
with a16-bit multiplying coefficient, yielding a32-bit result that can later be reduced
to a16-bit output.
In the case of abit-rate reduced signal, it is therefore necessary to first convert to a
16-bit code before signal processing can take place. Successive conversions to and
from 16 bits may well result in audible degradation.
The conclusion must therefore be that for critical signals such as music recording.
BRR (Bit-Rate-Reduced) should be kept out of the domain of production where
many successive conversions to and from linear code are inevitable.
Whether BRR technologies need penetrate further into the broadcast chain
remains to be seen. Cost of storage of digital audio and the need to transfer at
speeds much higher than real time in digital networks are motivating arguments
toward that end. On the other hand, signal degradation ought to be resisted and
today there is no method for transparent complex digital processing of BRR signals without some audible compromise.
DOD

David Bush is product manager of Sony Broadcast and Communications Ltd. in
Basingstoke, Hampshire, U.K..

It's Coming . . .

See it at
NAB Booth 3418
The best FM transmitters in the industry just got better.
See all of the refinements and an operating display
including the new 802B exciter at the Continental exhibit.
For a private showing contact your Continental district
sales manager or the home office.
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transaction viable. They, in turn, will
become major owners and stockholders of
Shamrock Broadcasting once this transaction is complete. The major stockholders
then would be the Roy Disney family,
Trefoil, and Mr. Maltz...with a minor
position."
Miller said the transaction does not
include the companies' non-radio operations. "The television properties that
Malrite owns will continue to be owned
and operated by Mr. Maltz. Our television
stations will continue to be operated by us,
but Shamrock Broadcasting will end up to
be just aradio company, not aradio and
television company."
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UNREAL DEALS
This compact
fo
lonifr
61/04.•
audio mixer is a
"must have" for
every station's
ENG and sports
production. Take advantage of our great price — $ 364. Available
from stock!

Spot Writer

Spot Writer

The easy computer program for writing,
storing, sorting, editing and printing radio
commercial copy. Even handles notarization. Free demo disk. $ 49.95 buys the
software & documentation!

CircuitWerkes Teleradio
Aircheck your station and 9of your competitors from
any dial- up phone. Remote controlled scanning, tuning, AM/FM
band change & memory set. All in real time! $ 499.
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Napoleon, Ohio; District 13, Ross
Beiderman, president, Midwestern
Broadcasting Co., Traverse City, Mich.;
District 15, Bayard H. Walters, president, The Cromwell Group, Nashville,;
District 17, Wayne Vriesman, VP of
Group Radio, WGN(AM) Chicago;
District 19, J. Douglas Williams,
president, KWOX-FM, Omni Communications, Woodward, Okla..; District
21, Paul Hedberg, president/CEO,
KMRS/KKOK, Hedberg Broadcasting,
Morris, Minn., and District 25, Harold
Greenberg, president/GM, KMAS(AM),
Shelton, Wash.
Sports Collector
Show Gains
News Affiliates
NEW YORK The Sports Collector's
Radio Show recently added radio markets Honolulu, Oklahoma City,
Rochester, N.Y., Santa Barbara, Calif.,
Ft. Pierce, Fla., Torrington, Conn., and
Youngstown, Ohio, to its syndicated
national network.
The live call-in show is the only radio
show dedicated to sports collecting of
baseball cards, autographs, and sports
memorabilia. The show is hosted by John
L. Raybin, publisher of the Baseball
Autograph News. The show airs every
Sunday, 9p.m.- 10 p.m. EST.
John Behnke
To Receive
Belva B. Brisett Award
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MTS 2016 DA
This well-built audio DA is available in a2x8, dual lx8, or lx16.
Easily removable rear connector makes servicing simple and
wiring changes are asnap. Dual lx8 $ 368!

Vellox Coating
Attention satellite dish owners! This new
space-age hydrophobic coating provides
extremely effective water and ice repellency. Must see to believe. Easy to
*
apply. Complete kit $ 60!

LAS VEGAS The NAB will present
Fisher Broadcasting Board Chairman
John Behnke with the Belva B. Brisett
Award at the 1993 NAB Convention in
Las Vegas.
Behnke will receive the award on April
21 during the Policymakers Breakfast,
which is part of the Law and Regulation

ITC Carts?
Buy Smart
our distribution. There
pricing. ITC has dealers

Marantz PMD-222

throughout the country.

Every news department
can use this excellent
portable cassette recorder. Now available
with XLR mic connector! $ 294. In stock.

Please call around for

Eastern
& Central
VOICE

800/525-1037
FAX

919/934-1537

BROADCAST
SERVICES CO.
The Davis Communications Group, Inc.

The Preferred Source
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Dolby S Cassettes
Planned for Release
SAN FRANCISCO Analog cassettes
are not dead yet. WEA Manufacturing
recently announced that new Warner
Brothers, Atlantic Recording Group and
Elektra Entertainment labels will release
pre-recorded cassettes with Dolby S
noise reduction.
Dolby S, the consumer version of the
professional Dolby SR, offers improved
signal-to-noise over Dolby B and C, and
is said to make analog recordings indistinguishable from digital recordings.
Ouello Hands Off
OIC Directorship to Ball
WASHINGTON
Acting FCC
Chairman James Quello has designated
James L. Ball as acting director of the
FCC's
Office
of
International
Communications (OIC).
Ball, who had served as acting director
of the OIC, has been with the FCC for 18
years and has held positions in the
Common
Carrier
Bureau
and
International Facilities Branch.
RF Guidelines
Available
WASHINGTON
Copies of the
FCC's proposed RF radiation guidelines (IEEE C.95.1-1991 or ANSI/IEEE
C.95.1-1992) can be ordered by calling
the Institute of Electrical and Elec-tronic Engineers ( IEEE) at 1- 800- 678IEEE.
The new guidelines were developed to
replace the old ANSI C95.1-1982 regulations, and will include two tiers: one for
workplace exposure and the other for
public exposure.

datawield

MAPS

ITC has restructured
is confusion regarding

*

Conference. Benhke is being honored for
his advocacy in the cable/telco debate.

the best price.
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DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET?
YOUR COMPETITION DOES!
DATAWORLD MAPS CAN
Depict your coverage!
Market orient your sales people!
Target your ethnic/demographic
markets!
Identify marginal signal areas!
Plot any special requirements!
MAP OPTIONS

Mountain
& Pacific

If you need help,
call 800-447-0414
Or fax 309-828-1386

VOICE

800/523-1037
FAX

805/266-1695
MasterCard

P.O. Box 241
Bloomington, II

I

II

61702-0241
See Us At NAB Booth 4602
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• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

datawople
Service of OW Inc

(301) 652-8822

( 800) 368-5754

See Us At NAB Booth 4818
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OTARI'S NEW R-DAT:
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY WITHIN YOUR REACH.
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When you've had enough of unreliable

You'll also appreciate the

"warmed-over" consumer decks, we've

optional Time-code Card with its

got aprofessiona/ R-DAT for you at an

chase synchronizer for tight lock with

affordable price.

VTRs and ATRs, as well as features

Our new DTR-90 delivers the rocksolid reliability and superb sound that
have made Otani audio machines the

like read-after-write and punch-in,
punch-out.
And if you need acomplete elec-

choice of professionals everywhere,

tronic editing system, you can't do

and at the same time delivers all

better than couple the DTR-90 with

the performance and features yotill

Otari's CB-149 editor for flawless

ever need.

digital editing.

For example, so you can make

For the complete story on this

changes fast and easily the DTR-90 is

quality-built and affordable R-DAT,

the only R-DAT available with individual

call Otani at (415)3415900.

record insert on Ch. 1, Ch. 2, and timecode channel. And its user-friendly
front panel features an LCD screen that
gives you powerful functions often
relegated to DIP switches in other
R-DATs—you can even detach the control section of the front panel and use
it as aremote unit!

Otani Corporation
U.S.A.
(415) 341-5900
Fax: (415) 341-7200

Otan Inc.
Japan
(0424) 81-8626
Fax: (0424) 81-8633

Otan i
(UK) Ltd.
United-Kingdom
(0753) 580777
Fax: (0953) 542600

EMU
Otari Corporation
378 Vintage Park Drive
Foster City, CA 94404
U.S.A.
(415) 341-5900
Fax: (415) 341-721)0

Chad
Deutschland GmbH
Germany
02159/50861-3
Fax: 02159/78

Otan iSingapore
Pte., Ltd.
Singapore
(65) 743-7711
Fax: (65) 743-6430
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Everything you've always
wanted in a radio studio
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except the paper, the carts,
the logs, the errors...
dap

• Master Control gives
you the peerless sonic
performance you
expect from a digital
audio system and
more! It's completely
modular, so you can
expand it as your
needs change.

• In its ultimate configuration, Master
Control provides
seamless integration
of the entire RCS
software line and
puts you in control.
Of course, all of this
is backed up by our
unparalled support.
• If you're planning
digital audio for your
station (or you just
want a peek at the
future), don't make a
move without seeing
Master Control from
RCS!

—

RADIO COMPUTING SERVICES, INC.
Two Overhill Rd. Suite 100 Scarsdale, New York 10583
Tel. (914) 723-8567
Fax. (914) 723-6651
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Network Revenue Climate on an Upswing
participate in the Olympics but didn't
have the advertising dollars to do so—
they took it from the radio budgets."
WASHINGTON The year in network
Unistar Communications Group
radio promises to be better and brighter
President Bill Hogan agreed with
than last year's financial fiasco, many
Kipperman regarding the positive outlook
radio network executives predict.
for networks.
Networks witnessed a13.5 percent drop
"This year we're looking for acomplete
in sales last year, a complete contrast
from the first quarter of this year and the
turnaround. Ithink we're already seeing
expected outcome for the year as a it," Hogan said.
The first quarter was
whole.
This year's forecast
pretty strong, Hogan
said. January was up
calls for increased revabout 6percent, and he
enues of at least 4 perexpects the February
cent, according to the
figures to be even
networks.
higher, he said.
The turnaround
Hogan predicts the
year will be up any"This year has startwhere from 4 to 7
ed off significantly
percent.
He also
different from the way
attributes last year's
last year ended," said
downfall in part to the
Robert P. Kipperman,
Olympic games, but
VP/GM of CBS Radio
sees adefinite change
Networks. "Last year,
this year.
radio networks were
"I think there's alittle
down 13.5 percent.
Steve Lehman, President/CEO
more excitement to the
This year, so far, the
Premiere Radio Networks
industry," Hogan said.
radio network indus"It's coming back."
try is just about double digits above last
Dave Kantor, Executive VP of ABC
year."
Radio Networks, said networks are
Last year's decline in revenues partly
can be attributed to the full course of
starting to return to revenue levels of
Summer and Winter Olympic games,
previous years.
"We see it rebounding," Kantor said.
Kipperman said.
"Both of those events, I believe,
"We're not sure if it will rebound to
1991 levels, but it's definitely coming
siphoned off major network radio dollars," he said. "Sponsors that wanted to
back."
by Mary Ann Dorsie
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New business

Thomas A. Ferro, Executive VP &
General Manager, Westwood One

Advertisers who pulled away from
network radio are now turning back
with budgets 30 to 70 percent above
what they were last year, Kipperman
said.
"The new business the networks have
been focusing on over the last couple
continued on page 21

If you look at this and see "ten," not "two,"
we've got the digital audio system for you.
The DAD 486x Digital Audio
Delivery System lets you reap all
the benefits of apowerful, CD quality
digital audio system without having to
hire computer wizards to operate it.
With your DAD on the job, you can
throw away your cart and floppy disk
machines, the carts, the disks and all
the problems and expenses they've
caused you. But since DAD's basic
operation emulates standard cart
machines, you won't have to waste
time learning unusual operating
methods or incur brain damage trying
to figure out complex computer
screens. DAD's easy, intuitive touchscreen operation lets you put it right
to work boosting your audio quality,

improving your audio operations and
paying dividends on your investment
quickly and efficiently.
But, underneath DAD's easy to
operate touchscreen is a powerful,
hard disk-based production and playback system. DAD can even be configured as a networked system with
multiple users and locations for even
greater versatility and economy. With
virtually unlimited stereo audio storage capacity, graphic waveform editing capability and versatile automation, interface and operating features,
your DAD system is far more than just
a replacement for cart machines. It
really is a complete Digital Audio
Delivery System!

The DAD 488x

Politics

TIME

10 Original Programs Weekly

Premiere Radio Networks, however, said
it "bucked the trend" in 1992 by staying
ahead of the game, said Steven Lehman,

Premiere's president and CEO.
"Premiere's net revenues were up 25
percent for 1991-1992," Lehman said.
The network was able to do this by keeping aclose eye on programming, Lehman
said.
"We were able to successfully balance
the amount of programming we had with
the commercial inventory we sold,"
Lehman said.
He said Premiere sold out first quarter,
and he has similar expectations for the
second quarter.
"I think it's going to be a very strong
year for network radio," Lehman said.

Entertainment

Affordable Barter Basis
Excellent Marquee Value

Sports

For Details... John Patt/Cynthia Young
Phone ( 212) 688-2424
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Cost-Effective Quality
The New Dynamax MX Series
Modular Audio Console

•Two inputs per module, mic/line or line/line - line
inputs may be mono or stereo, consumer or
professional format

•True modular design
•Ultra- reliable motherboard construction
•VGA mixer and monitor control
•Active balanced line inputs, transformer isolated
mic inputs

•Four assignable outputs - two stereo plus two mono
•Available in 6, 8, 10 or 12 channel models

•Active balanced main and monitor outputs

•Rotary or linear faders

•Full monitoring/cueing facilities with VGA level
control and active source selection

•Separate audio and logic power supplies

•Built-in cue amp with speaker and amplified stereo
8- ohm headphone output

•Durable Lexan overlay control surfaces

•Sturdy, all- steel construction

•Count- up event timer

•All inputs/output connection via compact, captive
screw barrier strips - no soldering, crimping or
spade connectors necessary

•Two input expansion switches standard

•Excellent RF immunity

•Remote start logic

Call any Fidelipac Dealer for more information about the quality, features and
unbelievably low prices of the new modular Dynamax MX Series Console.
TM

CD
Fidelipac Corporation
See Us At NA( Booth 1920

DYNAN'«
BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY FIDELIPAC

P.O. Box 808 IMoorestown, NJ 08057 U.S.A. I. TEL 609-235-3900

FAX 609-235-7779
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Hamburg's OK Radio Aims for Mass Appeal
by Michael Lawton
HAMBURG, Germany On August
27, 1990 at 5:59 a.m., OK Radio was still
arock radio station for enthusiasts.
Trouble was, there weren't too many
rock music enthusiasts in the city of
Hamburg, and the station's audience
was hovering around 2 percent. On
August 27 at 6:00 a.m., the rock fans
were shocked out of their morning doze
when OK Radio played "Pump up the
Jam."
OK Radio has not looked back since.
Attacking the market
In its new incarnation as aContemporary
Hit Radio (CHR) station, it hoisted listener
figures within ayear to 12 percent of the
Hamburg audience. Last year, they were
up to 15 percent.
Owner/manager Frank Otto recognized
there was no future for the station without
major changes. And he was in aposition,
unique in Germany, to push those changes
through.
Before Otto got into radio, he was an
artist and music producer. He was a
wealthy man—part of a mail order
dynasty—and had ashare in the station
from its inception in 1988 before he took it
over completely in 1989 after an internal
management crisis.
What makes him unique is that he is the
only radio station owner/manager in the

country. All the other stations are owned
by consortia, usually including major
press interests. That gave OK Radio a
flexibility that few other radio stations
could boast.
A different approach
Had OK Radio been owned by the usual
consortium, there would have been endless arguments about the station's future.

As it was, Otto could push the idea to
change music formats through on his
own—inspired by U.S. commercial radio
practice.
The change was kept secret—another
advantage of one-man ownership—until
the fateful 6 a.m. changeover. The idea
was that the outcry from the faithful rock
fans would echo around the local press
and guarantee the station plenty of unpaid

Studio design
It is no surprise that OK Radio's willingness to flout convention is evident in the
technical field as well.
When the station decided that the time
had come to renovate the old low-budget
studio facilities, Technical Director Rim
Landmark chose to look around discotheques and restaurants for his models. He though that " a DJ who feels
good will sound different. The audience
can immediately tell subconsciously if a
presenter is putting on his good humor
continued on page 31

Germany's discotheques inspired the design of OK Radio's on-air studio.

How can you make your direct mail more direct
...and never buy apostage stamp again?
You can, thanks to "FaxPress."

Have You Ever Needed Your Computer
In Two Places at One Time?
PC-Companion Plus is the
answer you've been looking for.

If you've ever done any direct mail selling, you know how effective—and
expensive—it can be. You also know that direct mail gets the best response
when it reaches the customer regularly. But with the high cost of printing and
postage, who can afford to do more than one or two mailings ayear?

V Easier Information Distribution
Now, you can nave remote access to
your wires and other important data.

And you can do it on a daily basis with this revolutionary new
communications service. By uniting the best of both print and electronic
media, FaxPress allows you to reach your customers as often as you like
for only pennies per thousand and provide a value added package to your
sales people.

• Better Physical Security
Locate your computer in asecure area
and still have round the clock access
to your information.

Using the latest local news, weather and sports, FaxPress is anewsletterlike information sheet designed to promote your radio station. Professionally
produced, FaxPress is personalized to reflect your station's image and
needs.
And it arrives on your customer's desk with the urgency—and interest—that
only afax can generate...because that's exactly what it is, acomputerized fax
transmission.
So if you'd like to reach your customer, every day, with the "news he can use"
and make him see your radio station in awhole new light, call FaxPress
today!
A Division of Mad Dog Wireless, Inc.

publicity in the first days of its new format.
It worked.
Most of Otto's other ideas have worked
as well.
Against the German convention of interchangeable music presenters, the station's
DJs are sold as personalities. Advertising
is played in short bursts around speech
highlights to not interrupt the music, giving the listener the false impression that
there's less advertising than on other stations.
A database of the station listeners, what
Otto calls the listener club or the "OK
Network," is used to target advertising
campaigns at closely defined consumer
groups. The station also puts a lot more
effort into self-generated music research
than is usual in Germany.

▪ User Friendly
No complicated software to install.
Just plug it in and go.
Distribute your important
information without acostly
and complicated network.
Instead, experience the advantages of having
asecond keyboard, monitor and mouse up to
250 feet away from your computer. No
software to set up means installation is quick
and easy. Whether you're in the office or the
booth, your computer is still close at hand.
Options include: Audio channel, remote
serial printer line, PS/2 or serial mouse.

—Tess

and
Business Reveiw

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-582-7625
Call today to receive Guaranteed Market Exclusivity!
Grde ( 182) On Reader Service Cord

Note: PC-Companion Plus is not
amulti-tasking device. Both users
may view the display, but only one
should type.
Cybex Corporation
2800-H Bob Wallace Ave
Huntsville, AL 35805 U.S.A.
(205) 534-0011
Fax ( 205) 534-0010
Made in USA
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Simple Contests Can Draw In Listeners
by Mark Lapidus
WASHINGTON For this paragraph to
work, you have to read it in your best DJ
voice: " You're caller number 105! If
you can name all of Paul McCartney's
kids, tell me where Jimi Hendrix is
buried and sing the Star Spangled
Banner, you'll rip me off for a brandnew Q105 t-shirt."
Regardless of how stupid this sounds,
you can still hear something like it on
many stations around the world. Why?
Because even dumb contests create
excitement and entertainment. However,
the better the elements of the contest are,

Question:
Ever wonder
why transmitter
manufacturers operate
Altronic dummy loads
at NAB and other
trade shows?

Answer:
The best performance
and the most dependable
dummy loads built.
ear
itedelk•ee

11111111WMIlt
athmereke
warm

ALTRONIC
RESEARCH
INC.

the more effective the outcome.
State your goal. Are you trying to: get
people to listen longer or more often
(TSL)?; obtain new listeners (CUME)?;
or are you contesting for sales promotion
purposes?
• For Time Spent Listening: This type
of contest is structured so that your audience must keep listening to win. A standard cast TSL contest that is resurfacing
in many large markets gives away a
thousand dollars an hour from 8a.m. to 5
p.m. Each hour, listeners stay tuned for a
designated song or sound effect. When
the song or effect airs, the right caller
wins the cash. If you're unable to toss
out that kind of money, you can do this
same TSL contest with any other valuable prize like aCD, aboxed set, or a
VCR.
• For Cume: You're attempting to get
more people to sample your station at a
given time. Many stations do this by giving away cash at a specific time. For
example, "tomorrow morning at 7:20,
WCXR is going to give away a trip to
Paris to visit Jim Morrison." If visiting
Jim is not your station's idea of fun, perhaps you could give away a bowling
alley for aday or enough movie or theater passes so your winner's entire office
can see ashow.
• For sales promotion: This is the wildcard. Some of these are terrific, others
are real stinkers. I've had to give away
everything from cars to fifteen percent
off ice cream certificates. The neat stuff
you make abig deal out of, the cheapies
you bury coming out of stop-sets in the
middle of the night. There are times
when you just have to say no. You
should always find out what goal your
client has in mind when you are asked to
do acontest. This opens up an avenue for
discussion of the prize and the method of
giveaway.
For example, if they're trying to drive

traffic to their store, they might be better
off giving away the prizes at the store
than on- air: "The first fifty customers
dropping by Townsend's Guitar Shop
today win free Who songbooks."
This makes acontest easy to explain on
the air. A simple explanation means
more people will understand and therefore more people might play. This is true
regardless of the size of the prize. The
method of giving a prize away is frequently referred to as atrigger (as in the
trigger of agun).
Trigger techniques
Easy triggers can be mass appeal songs,
like "be the tenth caller when you hear The
Doors play Light My Fire and win aBlack
and Decker fire extinguisher" or you may
use sound effects as in "be the tenth caller
when you hear the sound of the jet plane
and you're off to Cancun." The easiest trigger is "call me now and win."
Unfortunately, radio stations too often
make listeners hop through too many
hoops to win. Irecently heard a station
giving on-air clues for a scavenger hunt
where listeners had first to figure out
what stores had the entry blanks for the
contest. Most people do have real lives,
whereas your station is, at most, light
entertainment.
Whenever possible, tie in your contests
with your market position. Make the
contest fit your format. Here's a great
sales promotion that can make money for
a "classic rock," " light rock" or just
"rock" station. Find a dealership with
several locations willing to give away a
car. In each location fill the car with the
same number of foam rocks. Have people go by the dealership and fill out a
registration form guessing the number of
("classic") ("light") rocks. The person
who comes the closest wins the car. Of
course this does nothing for TSL or
CUME, but it may assist in solidifying

your image as a "rock" station and it will
generate dollars.
Learn to use outside media. For major
CUME or TSL contests you should consider using some form of media other than
your station to get the word out. Sure, hit
the big contests as hard as you can on your
own property, but nothing beats television's ability to reach out beyond your
weekly audience for fresh blood.
Specify the rules
No contest should hit your airwaves
without written rules. This goes from the
cheapest t-shirt/tenth-caller contest to
that house you're going to give away.
Rules are the Genesis in your contest
bible. They answer DJ and listener questions, settle disputes and may be your
only protection in a lawsuit. The two
basic concerns to address are " The
Prize...a back massage from Lovely
Rita's," and "How to Win...be the 10th
caller whenever we play the Beatles."
Complete limitations should be spelled
out under the " How to Win" column.
Opinions differ as to how or even if
you're required to air contest rules. If it's
amajor contest, consult your broadcast
attorney. It's generally recommended
that rules be aired for prizes valued at
over six hundred dollars.
Many attorneys say that airing rules
once aday in adifferent daypart is sufficient. Make sure all of your on-air people have seen the complete rules and that
they're available at your front desk for
listener inspection. When possible, print
rules on the back of entry blanks.
When considering types of prizes don't
forget that there's one thing we all need:
money! Sure, there are many prizes with
more perceived value on-air, but nobody
will ever be disappointed to be handed a
crisp one thousand dollar bill. They won't
complaining about the size or the color. As
Pink Floyd said, "Money... it's ahit."
DO D
Mark Lapidus is promotion director for
Group W's WCPT(AM)-WCXR(FM)
Washington. He can be reached at 510
King Street, Alexandria, VA 22314.

MIX MATCH
System 10,000 Modular Amplifiers
Over 40 interchangeable Microphone, Line and Audio DA Modules
for you to mix n match to your requirements.
AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
•Transformer or Active Balanced Outputs - VCA Option
Available • Backup, Alarmed Power Supplies • RF Protected
•Clean & Quiet Performance • Attractive & Safe Design
•Cool Operation

328 W. Maple Ave., Horsham, PA 19044, USA
(215) 443-0330 • FAX (215) 443-0394
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Call, fax or write for
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•
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-The old adage that you need to have a
local person to win was shattered when
[Howard] Stern became number one in
New York and Los
which is actually more
Angeles," Lehman said.
radio stations than he
"I think it woke up the
had running the 11
industry."
p.m. to 1a.m. shift,"
Unistar's recent agreeBatusic said. "The
ment with Infinity,
advertisers have clamwhich involves Infinity's
ored to King."
management of the busiHe attributes this to
ness of Unistar, is a
the fact that King is
smart move, Hogan said.
noncontroversial.
"Now we have access
"He's not a Rush
to some excellent, topLimbaugh or Howard
name talent we're
Stern," Batusic said.
going to try to maxi"He lets the guests be
mize," Hogan said.
controversial."
In addition, the comBatusic said talk radio
bination of the two netDavid Kantor, ABC Radio
in general is becoming
works provides Unistar
Networks Executive VP
quite apopular median avenue to the world
urn (see chart).
of sports programming, Hogan said.
"Now, 12 percent of radio stations have
ABC also will branch out to new things
full-time talk, and probably another 20
this year, and will continue with its
percent have part-time talk programming," he said.
Ferro also said the network plans to
jump into comedy sometime in the near
future. Right now, daily features or morning show prep packages are being targeted, Ferro said.
The network is also planning to concentrate on its summer concert series aimed
at country radio stations, Ferro said.
Country is becoming "an extremely hot
format," he said.

Early 1993 Network Numbers Encouraging
continued from page 17
years is also starting to pay off,"
Kipperman said. "We have anumber of
new advertisers that have put more into
network radio for ' 93-more so than in
'92."
Thomas Ferro, executive VP/GM of
Westwood One, predicts that things will
start to pick up sometime during the
summer. The general pickup in revenue
sales can be attributed to a number of
things, including the new government
administration, Ferro said.
"Last year was the worst year in the
history of network radio," Ferro said.
"The first quarter was softer than we
would have hoped, but l'in starting to

see light at the end of the tunnel."
Greg Batusic, Westwood's president,
projects business will be up 6to 8percent
over last year.
"That roughly makes up 60 percent of
the deficit we experienced last year,
which is apositive sign," Batusic said.
King's rule
Many of the network executives said the
preferred programming format this year is
talk radio.
Batusic said Westwood's recent move of
Larry King from night radio to day radio
has been asuccess, both with advertisers
and listeners.
"King just broke 400 radio stations.

RADAR 46 ( Fall 1992). Persons 12+
Common Daypart: All full service networks
Monday- Sunday, 6a.m. to 7p.m.
Persons 12+
RADAR
45

Rank

(000)
Prime (ABC)
Mutual (WW1)
Platinum (ABC)
Genesis (ABC)
Spectrum (CBS)
Ulitmate ( US)
Super (US)
CBS (CBS)
Source (WW1)
NBC (WW1)
WONE (WW1)
Power (US)
Excel (ABC)
Galaxy (ABC)
Amer Urban (AUR)

5,407
3,196
2,949
2,373
2,420
2,088
2,265
1,811
1,458
1,559
1,556
1,424
1,209
1,073
1,132
31,920

1
2
3
5
4
7
6
8
11
9
10
12
13
15
14

RADAR
46

( 000)
5,344
3,033
2,979
2,545
2,415
2,322
2,229
1,786
1,556
1,408
1,344
1,305
1,188
1,083
1,062

Pct
Chg.
-

Rank

(/o)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

31,599

- 1.2
- 5.1
1.0
7.2
- 0.2
11.2
- 1.6
- 1.4
6.7
-9.7
- 13.6
-8.4
1.7
0.9
6.2
- 1.0

Source: RADAR 46, Fall 1992; RADAR 45, Spring 1992; Volume 2, Network Audiences to
All Commercials, Daypart Averages, Monday- Sunday 6:00am-7:00pm. ABC Radio
Network Research Analysis.

Recent launches
CBS Radio Networks launched atalk
show last August with Gil Gross,
Kipperman said. He said the show has
surpassed anything he has seen in the last
10 years.
"So much is happening out in the world.
so much is happening in the economy,
that there's atremendous need to know,"
Kipperman said.
Based on the success of Howard Stem and
other syndicated shows, Premiere is planning to nationally syndicate Gerry House's
morning show from Nashville, Lehman
said.

Greg Batusic, President, Westwood One
already-successful program line, Kantor
said.
"Our 24-hour formats have been doing
tremendously, our ESPN Radio
Network is doing great and American
County Countdown and the other syndication products are going well," Kantor
said.

In Lancaster- Palmdale, CA
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or any analog program feed.
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reduction system featuring Dolby Sand built-in phase correction for
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19" rack unit frame.
Also available in phase correction version only.
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MARKETING & MANAGEMENT

Lining Up Targets for Sales Sta
by John Cummuta
ALGONQUIN, Ill. We're continuing
with our Marketing Class, training your
salespeople to be "Marketing Consultants"
to their clients. This month we'll discuss
how your consultants can help their clients
effectively target the optimum prospects in
their marketing universe. It's important.
"... targeted marketing is the art and science of identifying, describing, locating,
and contacting one or more groups of prime
prospects for whatever you are selling.
"In today's marketplace, if you don't
know who, what, and where your true

datawield TAPS

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map.
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING (TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

1990 CENSUS
WHO ARE YOUR
LISTENERS?
1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
• Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data
• Ethnic/Demographic Data
Available for Each Zip Code
Within Coverage Area
• Age Analysis Reflected in Ethnic
Breakout
• Resolution Increased to Block
Level
• Percent of County Coverage
Shown

prospects are, or if you fail to go after
them as individuals, you will lose ground
to competitors who do," write Stan Rapp
and Tom Collins in "MaxiMarketing."
Rule number one
You cannot get everyone as acustomer.
Krnart, Sears, Walmart and other supposed
mass-marketers only get certain slices of
their retail trade areas, and they know that.
It's reflected in their marketing plans and
their advertising strategies. They are taking
more and more of their ad budgets out of
mass media and putting them into targeted
marketing designed to reach specific types
of people with specific messages.
No one is apotential customer for everything. Even common products such as
soap and toilet paper are not really purchased by every consumer. Children don't
buy their own toilet paper, and neither do
people living in dorms or barracks. And
some people buy designer paper that
matches their bathrooms, while others
look only for the cheapest price.
In order to not waste advertising dollars,
you must focus your promotional budget
on only those specific people whom you
are relatively certain will buy your product
or service. As much as possible do not
spend money to reach people who don't fit
that description.
For example, you're much more likely to
sell airplanes through Flying magazine
than you are through People magazine.
While People may put you in touch with a
few pilots who possess the means to purchase aplane, you'll be reaching afar larger crowd who will have no interest whatsoever in your product. You are wasting aton
of money putting your ad in front of them.
As aMarketing Consultant, your salesperson should be honest enough to tell a
prospect or client that reach or CPM are
not the key criteria for making amedia
buy. It's not how many people amessage
reaches, it is how many people it reaches
who are both likely to buy and capable of
buying the particular product or service
being sold.
Valuable target market
Sending your message through amedium
that reaches prospects who are "likely" to
buy what you're selling is one form of tar-

geting, and it's important, but there's an
even better group of prospects for your
business. A group of consumers that are
the most likely to buy from you in the
future. They are the people who have
bought something from you in the past.
Your customers.
Great! Now all you have to do is send
your sales message to your customers,
right? Not quite. Are all your customers
identical in their buying habits or abilities?

lose connectivity with your customers,
you've lost something that insurance
money will never restore. You have lost a
significant piece of your present and future
business.
A customer database is, quite simply, an
organized storage of specific and actionable information about your customers,
which can be retrieved and manipulated in
ways that identify optimum prospects for
specific advertising and sales efforts.
In plain English, if you know alot about
your customers—in terms of where they
live, how much they usually spend, on
what, how they pay, how they take delivery, how often they buy from you, and so

Most businesses find that
about 80 percent of their business
comes from the best 20 percent of their
customers.
Are they all as likely to buy what you're
selling in agiven promotion? Probably
not.
Then how can you differentiate between
the good customers and the not-as-good
ones? Is that even the best question? Isn't
it more accurate to say that certain customers are probably good prospects for
some of your products or services, while
other past customers are better prospects
for different product or service lines?
In other words, certain customers buy
certain things from you, and knowing their
buying habits, their lifestyles and their
needs puts you in amuch better position to
precisely target them for future promotions of the same or similar products.
Knowing who buys from you, what they
buy and why they buy it is tremendously
valuable data. It is also data that most
small to medium businesses don't bother
to collect. They do not build acustomer
database.
Customer database
Business owners who have developed
information- rich customer databases
would probably let all their other business
assets burn in afire, while attempting to
save their database medium. A customer
database is, without question, the most
valuable marketing asset agiven business
has; and, in many cases, it is the single
most valuable asset of any kind.
Insurance can replace buildings, computers, furniture and even products; but if you

on—you can choose only the people most
likely to respond favorably to each specific product or service you're selling.
Instead of wasting hundreds, maybe
thousands of dollars on advertising that
will reach all your customers, you can
spend less money and get amuch higher
return on your investment by going after
only those most likely to respond.
Most businesses find that about 80 percent of their business comes from the best
20 percent of their customers. If you can
identify and promote to only those 20 percent, you will spend 80 percent less promotional dollars, yet you will still get 80
percent of the dollars you would have realized had you spent the additional 80 percent in promotional money.
Another way to say this is that you would
have to spend the additional 80 percent
(four times as much as the 20 percent you
did spend) to get that additional 20 percent
of business. Targeting your marketing
gives you that four-to-one improvement in
your marketing dollar return on investment.
Next month we'll discuss fmding the best
20 percent. It's called database segmentation.
DOD
John Cummuta is an independent
Marketing and Management consultant,
and the author of the Sales Machine database marketing course and Sales Machine
PC database marketing software. He can
be reached at 708-658-9107.

HAVE THE BEST SOUNDING STATION IN TOWN...

FOR A LOT LESS MONEY!
J.R. Nelson is offering his services to your radio station on a
market exclusive basis now at an incredible price!!
ID/SWEEPERS/STAGERS PACKAGE ( 25 cuts) from $ 300:

new 1992 BEDS & EFX PACKAGES FROM $ 75.*

ETHNIC PIE-CHART
DISPLAY
• Projects Ethnic Population in
Multi-Color Pie Chart Form

—

30% DISCOUNT FOR MULTIPLE STATION ORDERS. MONTHLY RETAINERS.

datawuàlt

800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341
See Us At NAB Booth 4818
Circle ( 71) On Reader Service Cord

market size 100 •

CALLIFAX FOR DEMO & RATE CARD:
(216) 239-2752 FAX: ( 216) 239-1359
Circle 1135) On Reader Service Card

STATI O N SERVI CES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Country Promo/Production
Library Introduced
DALLAS FirstCom, aradio program-service company, is offering Nashville—
The Promo Library +, a new promotion
and production library for country stations.
The package spotlights current countrymusic trends with music recorded by several leading Nashville session players,
such as Brent Rowan and Brent Mason.
The library is available in two categories, Promos Plus and the format-exclusive Promo Effects. The package is delivered on six compact discs, which are
updated quarterly.
For information, contact Andrea
Bergeron at 1-800-858-8880; or circle
Reader Service 133.
Major Markets Affiliate
with Weather Channel
NEW YORK The Weather Channel
Radio Network has signed WABC(AM)
New York, WGST(AM) Atlanta,
WWWE(AM) Cleveland, KVI(AM)
Seattle, WSM-FM Nashville and
KCMO(AM) Kansas City to its growing
list of affiliates. The service, which
debuted in 1992, can be tailored to individual station needs.
Among the features network provides
are: business travel forecasts, national and
international weather outlooks, "Today in
Weather History," weather facts, weekend
outlook and ski/leisure. Actual forecast
and feature schedule varies according to
station format requirements.
For information contact John Brady at
212-688-2424; or circle Reader Service
42.

ABC Readies
Memorial Day Special
DALLAS ABC Radio Networks has
scheduled athree-hour special edition of
American Country Countdown with Bob
Kingsley for the Memorial Day weekend.
The special, 'The Greatest Hits of the '90s:
Country's Gold and Platinum Decade." will

focus on the hottest country artists of the
past three years. The special is designed for
broadcast between 6 a.m. and midnight
from Fri., May 28 to Mon., May 31.
Another three-hour American Country
Countdown special, "The Hottest Country
in the Country," is planned for the Labor
Day weekend. The show is regularly heard
on over 700 U.S. stations and the Armed
Forces Radio Network.
For more information, contact Barbara
Silber at 212-456-5646; or circle Reader
Service 24..

DON'T READ THIS!
professional radio production available!!! We can
raise your ARES... Increase your revenue.., and kill
your competition... Dead! The best Voices... Music...
EFX... Studios... And Prices in the business!
Call (908) 627-0376 right now! Get Soundquest
working for you now.., and lock
out all competitiors for good...

Soundquest
Productions
POB 104
Z,arephath. NJ
08890-0104

David Essel Show
Premiers on Westwood
This Month
ARLINGTON, Va. David Essel—
Alive!, athree-hour talk show hosted by
motivational speaker David Essel was
scheduled to begin April 10 on approxi-

mately 250 affiliates of Westwood One's
Talknet. The weekend show (Saturdays
and Sundays, 10 p.m.- 1a.m., ET) will
cover topics such as stress management,
self esteem, nutrition and exercise.
Essel moves into the time slot formerly
occupied by The Harvey Ruben Show,
which has expanded to five nights (Mon.Fri.) on Talknet after over 10 years of
weekend broadcasts.
For more information, contact Laurie
Peters at 310-840-4383; or circle Reader
Service 14..

Goodman Offers Ad
Campaign Software
FRESNO, Calif. Goodman Advertising
and Marketing has introduced aturn-key
program for any DOS-based computer to
aid radios stations and small-to-mediumsized ad agencies planning per-inquiry and
per-order campaigns. The company created anew division, MicroEaZe Software
Development, to market the new product,
which sells for $ 1,995, plus shipping and
handling.
A manual on topics such as media negotiations, finding new clients and other
related topics is included with the software. But Goodman stressed the manual
and the software are user-friendly for both
one-man and multi-terminal operations.
For more information, contact Stephen
K. Goodman at 209-226-8559; or circle
Reader Service 79.
Sunspot Resumes
Broadcast Software Sales
CHARLOTTE, N.C. Sunspot Inc. recently began sales of its Sunspot Broadcast
System, asoftware package for broadcast
managers to aid billing, traffic and accounting. The company originally offered the
software in 1982-88, but later sold the copyright to Jefferson-Pilot Data Services.
Sunspot bought the program back last
year and upgraded it to operate with DOS
5.0 and Windows 3.1. By September 1993
Sunspot plans to resume support services
for stations using the old version. Further
upgrade to the new version are also

STUDIO SERVICES
UNLESS...You want the most aggressive and

planned for later introduction.
For more information, contact Joshua
Wesley at 704-543-4677; or circle Reader
Service 144..

AM FM TV
Addresses, Mailing lists,
Data Discs, Mailings to P.D.'s
& General Managers. For
details, call
The Radio Mall

The Right Product
At The Right Time.
Scientific Atlanta's new
EncoreTM DSR-3610 Digital
Satellite Receiver represents the
next generation of satellitedelivered audio technology. At
Harris Allied we believe it is the
right product at the right time.
In today's competitive radio
market, the ability to take
advantage of the wide selection
of satellite network programming is essential for business
success. For many radio
stations, the cost of a digital
satellite receiver needed to
capture that programming has
been too high. That is, until
now.
The Encore DSR-3610
combines a high-performance,
reliable receiver with a SEDAT im
compatible digital audio decoder
in one slim, rack- mountable
unit.
The Encore DSR-3610
features both transponder and
channel agility for greater

programming flexibility.
The Encore DSR-3610 can
provide many stations the
reception capacity needed to
become an affiliate of a major
radio network and the capability
to choose from today's huge
selection of specialty
programming.
This high performance
receiver comes to you at one
third the cost of previous
models.
As more and more national
networks convert to SEDAT, the
Encore DSR-3610 is the obvious
choice. It's the obvious solution.
For nearly ten years we've
been bringing you the right
satellite products, at the right
time, at the right price. We
believe we've done it again.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
Canada 1-800-268-6817
Toronto 416-731-3697

1-800-759-4561!

Soundquest Media...The Competition Exterminatore.!

A TTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio World 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Hick.FtFas

ALLIED
1993 Harr's Corp

"Coll me, I'm interested." Cirde ( 53)

"Send me literature." Cirde ( 174)
See Us At NAB Booth 2218)

Products e& Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!
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CART MOTORS REBUILT to quiet flutter- free
perfection- shafts resurfaced
Single $ 120.00

Triple $ 140.00
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CART HEADS RELAPPED guaranteed to
perform like new

Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:

SSAC

Pin SC R4 90D

noise figure

•THD = 0,005% ( 2 kHz at A=40 dB)
•Variable gain + 26 to + 65 dB

inc

SOLID STATE TOWER LIGHTING CONTROLS

• Balanced output
Senses Failed Obstruction Lights

$86.49

$95

• + 48 V Phantom power input
• Jsck mount anywhere'

Shorted Flasher Alarm Relay
SFA4 307

Universal Light Alarm Relay
SCR430T

ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENTS
performed for maximum
response & head life

Clear the cobwebs out of
your mic signal path with the
new Benchmark MP-3 Mic Preamp
•1 dB

2 to 9 Steadily Burning Lamps can be Monitored

HEADS RELAPPED and precise digital/optical

Improve Your Voice!

CA PISTAN B REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI. OTARI and more
For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals

$86.49

$74.89

Senses Flashing Beacon or Obstruction Lights

Senses aConstantly ON Beacon

Switch Selectable Number Voltage and Wat.
rage of Lamps

Operates with SCR430T to Provide Complete
Beacon Monitoring

SFRVICES

224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805
Authorized Parts Dealers for .MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM

Mao+ Sales Once
23a2 S Dw.sen avenue
Grand Papds rech.qan .9507

AUDIO
BROADCAST

GROUP

1-800-999-9281

READER SERVICE NO. 13

soarnee.aa, sa. Once
200 Fare«. Drue Sude
swithliew Now+ Ca•mna

Contact your pro audio dealer or call

1-800-369-7623

800/262-4675 315/437-6300 FAX 315/437-8119
NAB BOOTH 11321

READER SERVICE NO. 67

DON'T
GAMBLE
WITH
LIGHTNING!

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.

WIRELESS IFB SYSTEM
Used by hundreds of TV stations for
van-to-field cueing in ENG & SNG
applications. Transmitter provides
mix of program and instructions to
rugged, pocket receivers.

READER SERVICE NO. 1.46

Uniformity.
Durability.
Dependability.

•100% duty cycle
•Wideband audio
•Excellent operating range

TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
PROVIDING AFFORDABLE TOWER
LIGHTNING PROTECTION TO
THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY.

'They're important
to iudiopak...

MOM
aurae,

...and to us.

BROADCAST CARTRIDGE SERVICE, INC.
Write to us today for aFREE brochure!
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
Call (505) 325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337
NAB BOOTH 4814

READER SERVICE NO. 70
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15131 Triton Lane, Suite 108
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

Comrex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401
NAB BOOTH

12506

(714) 898-7224

READER SERVICE NO. 86

READER SERVICE NO. 22

Effective St Affordable
at Last.

DIELECTRIC
COAXIAL LOADS

Studio Communications by Broadcast Tools

* Dry Loads

M

5-150 Watt

end consoles.., don't have adequate talkback/

• Oil Filled 600-10,000 Watt
• Water Cooled

ost broadcast consoles.., even very high

25-100 kW

a Heat Exchangers

•Dual headphone amplifier with host EQ
•Split monitor and headphone talkback with dimming
•Mic or line talkback input

intercom capabilities. The Broadcast Tools

•On-Air programmable privacy

SM1 5B (Studio Monitor Intercom) provides

•Simple interconnection between studio and console

the solution you've been looking for.

•Full remote control and tally

* New for 113...High Power Calorimeter

Available today at BSW or Broadcast Electronics

CALL FOR OUR NEW CATALOG!

See the SMI 5B at both the BMW and Broadcast Electronics show booths at NAB.
BROADCAST

Dielectric Communications
P.O. Box 949
Raymond, Maine 04071
USA
NAB BOOTH 15719

tools
207-655-4555

6353 40th Avenue SW, Seattle, WA 98136 USA Phone • Voice Mail • Fax 206-938-4089

FAX 207-655-7120
READER SERVICE NO. 90

READER SERVICE NO. 124
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TECH TALK

LMAs Can Save with Digital Hard Disks
by Judith Gross
EAST ROCKAWAY, N.Y. New technology can be exciting for tech groupies,
but it takes more than just the latest generation of DSPs to sell managers who are
concerned about the bottom line.
Take digital hard disk systems. First
touted as cart replacements, they always
seemed like agood idea. But you didn't
see hordes of station managers kicking
each other out of line to be the first to try
out the latest models.
Now a new digital hard disk system
vendor springs up every other week and
anyone who can write software seems
determined to take a crack at the new
market. There are afew key questions to
keep in mind when shopping that market.
Greater efficiency
Most stations that have benefitted from
installing digital hard disk systems have
done so to save money. They do this in
several ways. Some stations consolidate
station operations with LMAs and automate one or more stations with asatellite
format. Others use time-shifting to double the efficiency of their staffs.
Let's get the hard-to-swallow part out
of the way up front. Any way you look at
it, stations most likely cut back their personnel to realize the savings. But the one
thing they don't want to sacrifice is quality, which translates into ratings which
translates into ad revenues. That's where
digital audio comes in.
First we have the time-shifting phenomenon. Without digital quality audio, you
have to operate in real time. The live DJ
plays music, gives the weather, introduces songs and tells you when it's the
top of the hour.
But with most music formats these days
that traditional approach amounts to a
manager paying aperson to sit in abooth
and push buttons, devoting alot of time
and attention to what is happening right
then.
Enter digital hard disk systems. Now
you can pre-record voice breaks, even
time checks, and no one can tell it's a
recording.
"Even today, there are times when even
Icannot tell that we are not fully live,"
observed Edward Hinsted, general manager of WWCC(AM)-WDNH-FM
Honesdale, Pa., after he installed a
Broadcast Programming Sentry Systems
hard disk and began shifting dayparts.
This means that air shifts can be moved
around and talent can double in sales,
news or other tasks, saving time and
money.
"I've been in radio for 35 years and this
is the first change in the way we produced the product that I've seen," said
R.L. Caron of KRSO(AM)-KXFX(FM)
San Bernardino, Calif. "It doesn't have
to be live if it doesn't serve your needs."
Basic systems
Most of the digital audio hard disk systems finding their way into stations
today adhere to abasic structure and are
distinguished by software features and
the bells and whistles that get added as
manufacturers get feedback from users.
There are way too many companies marketing systems to include in this month's
column, so we'll focus on ahandful of

systems that are mentioned by users over
and over again.
Basically, you are dealing with a PCbased system. Extra hard drives to
increase storage time are options. To
save on storage, the system includes
some sort of audio data compression,
usually apt-X, Dolby and even MUSICAM are offered.
They produce 15 kHz fidelity audio or
FM-quality (7.5 kHz for AM), although
bandwidth can be adjusted during the
record stage. They are best used to store
spots, jingles, promos, commercials and
other types of announcements. They
interface to amusic source, usually mul-

tiple CD players. They can include a
satellite interface to respond to satellite
music format cues.
Pricing, of course, varies depending on
the storage time, the company and the
breakdown of options. You should
expect to pay $8,000 to $ 12,000 for a
hard disk system which can go up to
$15,000 if you add satellite capability.
Some scaled-down systems (for mono
AM) can start even lower.
That's in the affordable range for stations that realize either acost savings
from staff cutbacks or increased revenue
from adding a station in an LMA
arrangement. If astation reduces its staff

by just one full-time person by adding
computer-based automation, the system
has paid for itself.
Sampling some systems
Audisk, now Gentner Audisk ( 801975-7200), was one of the first systems
to go on the market with a hard disk
system aimed at satellite automation.
Gentner
bought
Audisk
from
MacroMedia, the systems' inventor. All
the standard features are included for
walk- away satellite automation.
Gardiner Broadcast has set up aregional network of stations via satellite,
continued on page 27
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ow's the time to get your hands on SoundLink —
the first Random Access Digital Audio Multi-Track system with all the critical
functions you need at aprice you can live wffii,-- An all- in-one system, SoundLink provides hard disk recording, mixing,
non-destructive editing, signal processing and MIDI recording in one comprehensive
and affordable package.
If you want awhole new feeling about digital audio production, please call
Korg Professional Audio at 800-645-3188 Ext: 280. In NY, call 516-333-9100.

VISIT US AT NAB IN THE KORG
HOSPITALITY SUITE, HILTON HOTEL

SoundLink

©1993 Korg U.S.A.
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Who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

I

ntroducing AutoPilot
'from Burk Technology.

AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.
Automatic power changes
Automatic pattern changes
Automatic site changes
Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovery
Automatic logging

Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?

More Tips for Cash-Free Motivation
by Sue Jones
BURKE, Va. Last time out we looked
at some ways to motivate staff without
using pay increases or bonuses as incentives. Motivating staff is one of the best
managerial talents to possess but can
also be one of the hardest talents to
develop. There are several ways to motivate staff that do not require money.
Since we only looked at three last time,
let's consider some more.
Lead by Example
In successful business endeavors the
leader(s) clearly identify the operational
rules and guidelines but follow them as
they expect the staff members to follow
them. If you expect your staff members
to put in afull eight hour day with exact
arrival times, then you must do the same.
If you typically arrive at the station at
10:00 a.m. and depart 6 hours later, you
send aclear signal to your staff that you
do not consider the rules important
enough to adhere to them. If you cannot/will not follow them, why should
they? Do you require your staff members
to advise you if he/she is going to arrive
late? If you are arriving late, do you
advise your staff?
By extending the same professional
courtesy to them, you are following the
guidelines and leading by example. Have
you ever been on the golf course on a
sunny afternoon when your staff is working double time to complete a new promotional campaign on time?
Another way of leading by example is to
be willing to do anything that you would
ask astaff member to do. Managers are
paid to think, organize and manage
resources to the optimum. They are not
paid to do the work that is delegated to
another position. However, if you need
ten copies of areport in the next fifteen
minutes and the office administrator is out
to lunch, would you interrupt the work of
another subordinate, irately put the work
on the office administrator's desk to wait
for his return, or would you make the ten
copies yourself?
Iam not suggesting that you continually do your subordinate's tasks, but stepping into that role in peak periods or as
the need arises, demonstrates your commitment to teamwork.
How would you react if you found one of
your sales representatives typing his
child's term paper on the station's computer during standard working hours? Most
businesses would consider this aviolation
of professional ethical rules and most likely the station's policy. But would you ask
another staff member to type your child's

school paper, pick up your dry cleaning,
take your car to the car wash, or install a
new TV antenna at your home?
All of these tasks use the station's
human resources for personal tasks. If
you would not tolerate these activities
from asubordinate, then you cannot do
them either and maintain respect for the
operating policy and yourself as the
General Manager.
Remember that you set the tone and are

Micro-management
tends to inhibit
the professional
growth of the person
responsible for the
work.
the leading example for the staff. Your
staff will be committed to the station's
policy and procedure as much as you are
committed to them. If they observe you
disregarding the rules, they will feel less
inclined to follow them.
Be the coach
If you are amanager who has been promoted through the ranks, you may have a
difficult time allowing subordinates to do
the tasks related to their positions. You
may have done some of your staffs'
exact jobs over the last few years. You
know exactly what needs to be done and
when to do it.
Armed with this type of detailed knowledge of the job, it is easy to micro-manage. A general manager's job is to provide the operating and financial guidelines for achieving the goals and objectives of the station. If you are doing the
detail work, you will be doing the work
that you pay someone else to do and you
will not have time to manage the station's operations.
A manager is also responsible for
reviewing, not doing, the work of the
staff to assure that the goals and objectives are being met. Routine reviews of
the work will help you track their performance against goals.
Micro-management tends to inhibit the
professional growth of the person responsible for the work. If you have done your
managerial duty of clearly defining the
goals and objectives, let your staff use
their talents to do their job. Create aclimate where a well informed staff can
make suggestions, make decisions and use
their abilities to reach the goals.
Management should be providing the
routine review as checkpoints. Those

checkpoints could be the weekly staff
meeting. Make the checkpoints atime to
review the work/project in progress; but,
use it as an opportunity to provide guidance to the staff member(s). Give your
subordinate the value of your experience
and offer your suggestions.
Employees will perform better if they
feel asense of ownership of the job they
do. Giving staff members the freedom to
do their jobs with some suggestions and
personal spin on the work will help promote that sense of ownership. Ask their
opinion about anew idea—we all like to
feel that our personal effort has made a
difference for the station.
Remember that your staff will rise to
the level of your expectations. If you
only expect that they will put in their
time for their jobs completing the minimum requirements, 99 percent of the
time that is what you will get. However,
if your working environment is team oriented and invites innovation without fear
of retribution for honest mistakes, you
will have amore highly motivated staff.
Everyone makes mistakes. Advise staff
members of the cost of mistakes and the
steps they can take to prevent them.
In addition, your reaction to amistake
will have an impact on that person's performance. A private discussion on how
he can do abetter job instead of apublic
tongue lashing will usually improve
lackluster performance.
Promote from within
One of the best incentives is to promote a
highly motivated staff member who has
performed well. Reward those who make
contributions to the team effort and the
station's goals. Make sure that you practice fair and equal opportunity. Perhaps
you have asecretary who has expressed an
interest in moving into sales and has been
doing afine job of assisting the sales team
on several occasions. Giving that person a
chance to enhance their skills will also
build that staff member's commitment to
your station.
The station will also benefit in that
there will be no recruiting costs and,
when other staff members see fellow
staff members being promoted, it reinforces the idea that opportunity is available for them as well.
If you have an effective management
tip that you would like to share, send it
to me c/o RW for publication in future
editions.
DOD
Sue Jones is a senior manager at
Computer Data Systems, Inc. in
Rockville, MD. She can be reached at
(703) 323-0491.

SAS 32000 Audio Routing & Mixing Systems Continue to Set the Standard!
Call us at 508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and a FREE DEMO.

BuRK
TECHNOLOGY

SAS

COMPLETEAUDIO DISTRIBUTION & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Ideal for plant, transmitter routing, satellite and remote distribution.
Full summing allows mix-minus, IFB, studio intercommunications,
voice-over and more! Superb specifications & flexible control.
• Advanced multi-processor architecture for unsurpassed reliability.
• Full summing for mix-minus, IFB, mixer emulation & more.
• DAS9600 allows remote digital precision adjustment of levels.
• Complete control via RS-232, terminal, local panels and modem.
• Rack and/or Console mounted 8character alphanumeric panels.
• We listen to you! Custom & turnkey systems our specialty.

•

SIERRA AUTOMATED SYSTEMS & ENGINEERING CORP.
2112 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Burbank CA 91504 TEL 818-840-6749 FAX 818-840-6751
Distributed by: RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.
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•

P.O. Box 3100, Barrington, IL 60011-3100 TEL: 800-779-7575 FAX: 708-382-8818 In Canada 800-433-2458

See us at NAB Booth # 4002
See Us At NAB Booth 4506
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Fielding ' Local-Programming' Questions
by Karl Baehr
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. Let's continue our look at selling satellite. How
many of you have run into asimilar situation on the street? You walk into a
potential client to introduce your new
station to them and lo and behold "someone" has told them "K— isn't local, it's
satellite."

First let me make apoint. You are selling
your radio station as aviable advertising
avenue in your community. Whether or
not this radio station is live, satellite or
automated, it's alocal radio station. It is a
fact that unless it is pointed out that astation is satellite, most people don't even
know, nor does it matter to them.
The answer to the question above is, no it
is not aproblem if someone tries to use

Disk for the Bottom Line
continued from page 25

which sends spots and other production
to the satellite directly onto Audisk systems at each affiliate.
Computer Concepts (800-255-6350)
introduced its Digital Commercial
System first as areplacement for cart
machines, giving it ajump on the market
that was soon to open. Satellite automation is one of DCS's capabilities. The
company has also patented the simultaneous playing of two audio files while
recording athird, and now is introducing
FlexKey, afeature that creates acombination of "virtual" cart machines with a
push-button control pad suited for fastpaced morning shows and complex commercial rotations.
Smartcaster from SMARTS (800-7476278) is a system that has found favor
among stations switching to satellite
music formats. When HVS Partners set
up its LMA in Tallahassee, Ra., management put in two Smartcasters. One is
installed at WBGM-FM, alive adult contemporary station, and WHKX(FM)
(simulcast on WHBT[AM]) has the
other, to run Satellite Music Network's
"Touch" format.
"We could have put it all together, but
we bought two systems because we
wanted the flexibility to play separate
commercials on each station," says
WBGM-FM general manager Royce
Plummer.

Digital DJ from The Management (800334-7823) offers several versions of hard
disk programming, depending on how
automated a station wants to get and
whether or not satellite capability is
needed. Products range from the Sky
Pilot and Digital DJ to the DJ Lite.
A few others you might want to consider are the DigiLink by Arrakis (303-2242248); Broadcast Electronics' (217-2249600) AudioVault; Rodman-Brown's
(301-459-8800) Desk Jockey and the
Media Touch ( 800-330-3004) Touchscreen system. 360 Systems (818-3423127) makes ahard disk system that is
fully compatible with the company's
removable Bernoulli- type disks;
Broadcast Programming (800-426-9082)
offers the Sentry Systems, and TM
Century (800-937-2100) makes a controller for hard disk automation called
the Ultimate Digital Studio.
But keep your eyes and ears open
because there are avariety of others who
are making inroads into the industry and
you'll see new ones springing up every
few weeks.
Extra features
One of the big concerns with hard disk
systems is reliability. Hard disk drives
have gotten quite abit more robust than
they used to be and, now that these systems have been in stations for quite some
time, reports of disasters, crashed sys-

satellite as a negative, unless you treat
satellite as anegative. Roger Dodson,
President of Radio One, agroup of nine
satellite stations (all Unistar affiliates)
says, "We have never made a negative
issue of satellite. Keep in mind that all
major TV networks have local affiliates.
This is not considered aweakness at the
local level, but astrength." He adds, "We
are proud of what we provide, ahigher

caliber of quality entertainment that would
not be possible locally otherwise.
"We provide ahigher caliber of presentation on the air and have embraced the
latest in technology. We present the network more as a partner than just aprogramming source."

tems and so on, have been surprisingly
few to virtually non-existent.
How do you shop for asystem? While a
lot of hard-disk systems may appear to
be clones of those already on the market,
there are differences—some of them
rather subtle.
A computer keyboard is usually the
norm for recording and logging segments. Some systems have a touchscreen; some work with amouse.
Software gurus have been particularly
creative in the types of screens and
menus that appear. Some are meant to
imitate the fronts of cart machines and
stacks of carts; others are simplified to
make it easy to play selections, still others resemble computer files we have all
come to know.
ID CI

Judith Gross is a writer with
Media/Scan and former editor of Radio
World. She can be reached at 516-5994564.

Positive vibes
On the streets be positive about your
station and it's ability to help the advertiser. "The idea is to become an advertising consultant to the client. Present
strong marketing concepts to assist
clients in making their cash registers
ring," says Harry Nelson of his "StreetSmart Marketing" radio sales program.
"Teach the clients to out-think their
competition instead of outspending them.
Show them how your station can help
them do that... This takes effort as you
need to stay up on current and the shape
of things to come. Trendtrakker, another
aspect of StreetSmart Marketing can help
radio sales people do just that.
At the RAB Convention back in
February, the suggestion was made to
form local cross-media cooperatives or
affiliations. We are seeing that the future
of radio sales lies in marketing solutions
to clients, not just selling spots.
At Pinpoint Marketing and Research,
President Mike Anderson won't give you
any argument. Pinpoint specializes in
continued on page 30
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AC FORY - RECONDITIONED
CART MACHINES
Now everyone can afford an ITC! •:: ••
• • • •
Some things never go out of style. Things that . • • . •
are built to last with quality components, . . • •
dependable configurations and revolutionary designs...like cart machines from ITC.
How do we transform our old
cart machines into your new
equipment? We combine our
extensive experience with quality

• Sets up
in 60 seconds
• Compact size
that stores easily
• Durable reinforced
all-steel double truss design

components to "factory recondition" used cart machines so that
they can provide you with years of the same
durable, quality performance.
How do you know it'll last?
We're so confident of our equipment that we've

E- Z UP SHELTERS ARE PERFECT FOR:

ON- LOCATION REMOTES • PROMOTING CALL LETTERS
SPECIAL EVENTS • HOSPITALITY BOOTHS

added afactory warranty and our full service support to all ITC factory reconditioned
cart machines.

•The Time h Risht...

If you're in the market for aquality cart

International E-Z UP, Inc.
Corporate 8( Manufacturing Headquarters
5525 East Gibraltar Street
Ontario, California 91764-5121
909/466-8333 Outside Calif. 800/45 SHADE
Urde ( 120) Ort Reader Service Card

machine, consider an oldie but agoodie - an
ITC...and you'll find that now everyone can
afford an ITC!
•
• •

.
•

.

International
Tapetronics
Corporation
•

.

.

•

•
•

•

•••

P.O. Box 241 • Bloomington, IL 6.
1/0'2 ; (800)4414;414 • Fax (309) 828 1386

See Us At NAB Booth 4602
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Current State of the DAB Discord
by Clint Pinkham
SYRACUSE, N.Y. While many broadcasters worldwide—in particular Europe
and Canada—plan for the introduction of
Eureka- 147 as the Digital Audio
Broadcasting ( DAB) standard, the U.S.
will start an evaluation program this summer.
There is much left to do, however, before
DAB becomes areality in the U.S. For
one, the three major groups involved in
radio must reach aconsensus: the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), the
National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB), and the Electronic Industries
Association (EIA).
Vested interests
Each group has its own feelings toward
DAB. In general, the FCC, agovernmental
agency, wants to manage the radio spectrum to achieve the most good for the most
people, but there are lots of people asking
for spectrum and only alimited supply
available. The NAB, composed of about
9,000 broadcasters, favors the regionality
(local nature) of the present system and
generally is opposed to satellite radio delivery systems. The EIA, an electronic industry lobbying and standards organization,
primarily views DAB as an opportunity to
make and sell new hardware regardless of
the system that is chosen.
In 1990, when DAB was becoming a
buzzword in the U.S., the leaders of the

NAB decided that DAB was coming and
the best way to control its implementation
was to form an alliance with Eureka- 147.
Consequently, the NAB set up aDAB task
force, which endorsed Eureka. The task
force formed aTechnical Advisory Group
(TAG) to evaluate individual DAB systems.
Some members of the NAB did not
agree that a partnership with Eureka
was the best way to implement DAB in
the U.S. A groundswell of opposition to
the NAB position developed and the
alliance between Eureka and the NAB
ended.
The NAB's TAG systems evaluation
suffered a similar fate. Few system proponents wanted to submit their systems
to testing by an organization that had
aligned itself with Eureka and also
required "complete disclosure" of all
system details.
Another route
Realizing that some form of DAB system
evaluation was desirable, the EIA formed
a Digital Audio Radio subcommittee in
late 1991. By the spring of 1992, the subcommittee had established both arough
schedule for testing and adraft voting procedure to be used to select arecommended
system for the U.S.
All proponents had to disclose system
details (enough to facilitate testing) by
Dec. 15, 1992. Submission of hardware
for all systems is July 1.

The draft voting procedure gave adifferent number of votes to different industry
segments—two to broadcast networks,
two to stations or groups of broadcasters,
one to broadcast equipment manufacturers, one to satellite broadcasters, four to
receiver manufacturers, one to component
manufacturers and one to software
providers.
The schedule was generally acceptable to
all parties, but the voting procedure was
not. As aresult, the EIA has yet to agree
on avoting procedure, but is continuing
with its competition under the assumption
that the test results are more valuable than
the vote anyway.
The number of systems submitted to the
EIA has changed on aregular basis during
1992 as proponents developed new ideas,
ran out of money or formed alliances with
one another. The current list is as follows:
PROPONENT
NASA/VOA
Eureka- 147
AT&T/Amati
AT&T
General
Instruments

SYSTEM TYPE
Satellite
New Band
In-Band, On-Channel
In-Band, Adj. Channel
In-Band, Adj. Channel

Absent from the list is the in-band USA
Digital Radio system from Project
Acorn. Project Acorn is a highly publicized in-band, on-channel system that
claims to work on both AM and FM. It is
being developed by a group of broadcasters — Gannett Radio, CBS, and
Group W—and was demonstrated (fixed
point-to-point demo) at the 1992 NAB
Radio Show in New Orleans (and recently in California).
(In aletter to the EIA on Dec. 16, 1992,
Paul Donahue of Gannett declined to
submit Project Acorn to the EIA testing

process, citing the conflict between NAB
and EIA over NAB's desire to have inband tested under the National Radio
Systems Committee ( NRSC). Although
the EIA initially said no, it agreed in
early March to provide the testing data
after it tests in- band systems using
NRSC guidelines as part of its overall
DAB testing schedule. See related story,
page one.
Despite the agreement, Donahue said
USA Digital will not decide whether to
submit its system to EIA until after the
NAB convention this month.)
On July 1, Eureka-147 will submit hardware for aterrestrial system at L-band
(roughly on 1.5 GHz) to the EIA.
At WARC 1992, most nations chose Lband for DAB transmission, but in the
U.S., the military uses Lband for aircraft
telemetry and steadfastly refused to relinquish the band to DAB. As a result, Sband was designated as the home for DAB
in the U.S.
Eureka chose to submit its Lband plan in
spite of the U.S.'s selection of Sband
because currently available Eureka hardware does not operate at S-band, and
because both Canada and Mexico are pursuing L-band DAB systems. Canada and
Mexico feel that L-band is the future for
DAB and that the U.S. military's objections will diminish in the time that it will
take for DAB to become amass market
medium.
Eureka is anew-band system capable of
satellite delivery that requires six broadcasters to use the same transmitter—thus
eliminating signal strength from the station competition equation. It requires new
spectrum and so faces astiff challenge at
the FCC.
Reasoning stated
So, why is Eureka competing? Is there a
chance for Eureka to win?
Eureka is competing because it is the
continued on page 35

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.

CCA Electronics, Inc.

111311rn

PO. Box 426 • 360 Bohannon Road
Fairburn, Georgia USA 30213
(404) 964-3530 • FAX: (404) 964-2222

See Us At NAB Booth 2508
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The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before...You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70 dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream,

1E3 E

FI

(
215)687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Can or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
See Us At NAB Booth 2015
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GO WITH THE WINNERS.

DYNAMAX DCR1000 SERIES
DIGITAL CARTRIDGE RECORDER

"Our DYNIIMAX DCR1000 machines
produce superb audio with clean
highs, full bass, great clarity and
definition. Everybody loves the
consistent, CD quality sound."
Bob Kanner
Chief Engineer
KR71-1-FM
#1 Oldies Station
Los Angeles, CA

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC
Fidelipac Corporation
[1 P.O. Box 808
Moorestown, NJ 08057
H USA
609-235-3900
u FAX: 609-235-7779

See Us At NAB Booth 1920
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Satellite Programs, But Local Ads
continued from page 27

providing "line-extension" and "brandname-marketing" programs and research
to radio stations who in turn can take
them to the marketplace.
Beat a new path
These non-traditional avenues include
food products, software and custom publications and can, according to Anderson,
"Help aradio station access a resistive
retailer while providing a profit center
for the station."
Examples of this are the food products,
which can help get aradio station into
grocery stores and "quick stops." With
computers in close to 50 percent of all

homes these days, computer software is
another viable product. Pinpoint offers a
variety of software covering such topics
as insurance, home and automotive
maintenance. Sponsorship of these items
can be sold to insurance agents, hardware and auto parts stores.
Here again, you are providing amarketing outlet for your clients that's right up
their alley, and your station is part of the
marketing plan. Your station is helping
the client address its individual needs.
Pinpoint also offers cost-efficient market research, anewsletter and support of
all their systems. Call Mike Anderson at
314-878-0873.
What we are seeing is that selling satel-

lite does not have to be a battle over
whether your station is live or not, but
rather how your station can help advertisers in your market. As further evidence of the need for positive sales presentation of your satellite station, and the
need to learn about the station, the market and the client Ioffer the following
from Garry Wall's " Media Madness"
Newsletter:
Why sales people fail
Researchers at Memphis State
University surveyed 410 sales executives to come up with the six most common reasons sales people fail. They
are: ( 1) Poor listening skills. (2) Failure

AUTOMATION BREAKTHROUGH!

Musk on Computer ROM is
BETTER than Compact Discs!
It's a fact: Scott Studios' new computer
ROM is your best source of music! Here
are four reasons why:
I.
Computer ROM holds AT LEAST
FOUR TIMES AS MANY SONGS on each
disk as you get on any Compact Disc.
2.
You'll
SAVE
THOUSANDS
OF
DOLLARS because you DON'T need a
room full of consumer CD decks or
expensive juke boxes! Simply dub current
hits to our multi-studio digital audio hard
drive. Two computer ROM 6-pack players hold 800 songs and cost $ 1,995!
3.
ROM music quality is UNSURPASSED!
Dave Scott uses 100%
DIGITAL breakthrough technology to deliver the sonic enhancements of the
highest priced CD libraries-- in less space, and afraction of the cost!
4.
500 SAFE-LIST SONGS ARE FREE
on ROM with purchase of Scott Studios'
new $ 19,995 automation! Includes 2.9
hours of stereo hard disk digital audio for
current hits and spots ( 5.8 mono)--with
true overlap, recording while playing, and
week-long automation walkaway.
More
storage available at extra cost.
Music
libraries include AC, Soft AC, Oldies,
CHR, Country, and others.
This month, complete hardware AND 500
researched songs, only $ 19,995! Call Dave
Scott Studios toll-free at ( 800) 330-3004.
See Us At NAB Booth 4904

4125 Keller Springs, Suite 122
Dallas, Texas 75244

(214) 221-3100

FAX: ( 214) 931-0707

(800) 330-3004
cid. ( 155) On Reader Service Card

to concentrate on top priorities. ( 3) A
lack of sufficient effort. (4) The inability to determine customer needs. ( 5)
Lack of planning for sales presentations. Inadequate product or service
knowledge. Try your own survey with
your sales department and see how they
do.
Another way of creating a long-term
sales opportunity is to develop a sponsorship on your station. This could be
news, traffic, a countdown, entertainment news, a health program, music or
video review. If you are running any
syndicated programming on your station
that is not locally sponsored you are
throwing away money.
Develop a sponsorship for a local
client. Say you have alarge video chain
in town. How hard is it to tie them in and
produce a local what's- new- in- videorentals type show? How tough is it to go
to your local teacher's association and
set up a co- sponsored homework
helpline with a TV station and major
area business? If you are running a
health program, tie in agym, a medical
center, the YMCA or YWCA.
Have an election coming up? Get the
League of Women Voters to sponsor a
town meeting on your station. Again,
you are creating events, not selling
spots.
There are azillion, maybe two zillion
sales, marketing and advertising books,
publications and programs. Here are a
few sources of and suggestions for books
that Ifeel are worthwhile:
• Have agood dictionary and thesaurus
in the radio station. There is nothing
worse than misspelled/misused words in
acrucial proposal.
• "Selling Radio Advertising Without
Numbers" by Godfrey W. Herweg and
Ashley Page Herweg available from the
NAB.
• "Breaking the No Barrier" by Walter
Hailey available
from
Planned
Marketing Associates (800-749-7821).
• "How to Get Your Point Across in 30
Seconds or Less" by Milo O. Frank.
• "Confessions of an Advertising Man"
by David Ogilvy.
• "NTC Business Books" has a variety
of good marketing, media, advertising
and sales books available. Call 800-3234900 for acatalog.
• The Radio Advertising Bureau can be a
powerful source for radio sales and related
materials. Call the RAB at 212-387-2100.
To start receiving (at no charge) Garry
Wall's "Media Madness" newsletter,
another good source for current marketing and media trends, mention Uplink
when you call Garry Wall Media at 619576-2066.
Next time we'll look at effective localization. The pros and cons of live dayparts,
news, keeping those liners fresh, live local
programming, creating local visibility,
community involvement and more.
OD

Karl Baehr is president of KBE
"Broadcasting By Design" a radio consultancy that provides support services
for satellite radio stations. The company
also produces the Actual Radio
Measurement (ARM) electronic survey
system, and is involved in the development of Radio Tropico Internacional, a
proposed tourist-oriented satellite radio
network in Mexico. Baehr is aformer
radio programmer and air personality,
currently pursuing a graduate degree in
mass communication at the University of
New Mexico. He can be reached at 505828-0488.
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Pop Is in for OK Radio Listeners
1> continued from page 19

artificially."
His inspiration came from waking up in
his flat one morning and seeing the sun
rise over the River Elbe. That was the
mood he wanted his Dis to have as they
worked.
In the end he came up with a 11/2 million D-mark project, carried out by GTC
Electronics of nearby Grosshansdorf,
which had little in common with the usual
layout, where the DJ sits closely surrounded by his equipment so that he never has
to get up.
As in adisco, at OK Radio, the DJ stands
in front of the control desk. The desk can
be hydraulically raised and lowered on
polished steel columns to match the presenter's height, and the columns are
topped with wooden cones featuring different colored lights that flash when police
or come in.
The control desk itself is large, with 32
channels, so that all the possible sources
have their own faders. The tape machines
and the disc libraries are not within easy
reach, so that the DJ has to get up and
move around. Thus, according to
Landmark, "setting free the DJ's energies."
All the surfaces are made of natural
materials—birch wood, polished steel,
deep blue woolen carpet with apattern of

moon and stars—to add to the comfortable
feel; and there is agrand view over the
city.
DJs express themselves
The 1000 W AES monitors allow the
DJs to get the best sound possible for
themselves, and 12 dimmers allow customized lighting. The station spared no
money on the desk, an Acousta DCA
100E that can be computer operated.
Landmark, however, does not want to
use the computer option; DJs express
themselves through their hands on
faders, he suggested, and something
would be missing if that expression were
denied them.
Music comes from EMT 981 CD-players. Landmark and Otto said they want to
change over to MODs, but they will not do
so while the DJs still feel that they get
inspiration from handling the CD boxes
and reading labels.
Jingles and advertising spots are stored
and recalled from the R. Barth Digispot
computer system, which also offers overall
control of the program running order. For
the future, Landmark and Otto want to
introduce amore unified planning and
control system, so that music, spots, jingles and texts all appear on a central
screen in the studio and can be activated
from there.

The original approach to studio design is
another risk for the station. It costs alot
more than they would have needed to
spend for aconventional setup. But one
gets the feeling that Otto enjoys taking
risks and being proved right.
A 100 W challenge
OK Radio is alow-power 100 W station
that competes against the 80 kW main
rival. The big stations did not feel threatened when OK Radio changed its format.
The conventional wisdom—there was
even an official report to prove it—was
that there was no more market share to be
gained from young people's radio because

young people were happy with what was
offered. According to Otto, the "rules" say
that with his listener potential, he should
be turning over 3 to 5 million DM; he's
turning over 10 million DM.
But the other stations in the area have
awoken from their long sleep. They have
started to move in the same direction as
OK Radio, and the competition can only
get tougher.
That presents Otto and OK Radio with
new challenges. They have swept the
board in the role of the little guy who
comes up from nowhere. Can they keep
the ideas coming to keep their little station
in the big league?
DOD
Michael Lawton, afree-lance journalist,
covers radio in Germany for RW from
Cologne.

"FANTASTIC..."
dB- CART
Digital Audio

MAKE THE MOVE IN ' 93 TO

AMERICA'S HOTTEST
NEW RADIO FORMAT!
"SINCERELY ICAN'T FIND ENOUGH WORDS TO EXPRESS
MY FEELINGS ABOUT ASSOCIATING WITH SUPER GOSPEL
COUNTRY BOTH ON A BUSINESS AND PERSONAL LEVEL
SINCE AFFILIATING WITH S G C IN SEPTEMBER, 1992, MY
BILLING HAS INCREASED 100% GAINING NEW CLIENTS
THAT iBELIEVE WOULD NOT HAVE ADVERTISED WITH ANY
OTHER GOSPEL FORMAT"
DOC HOLIDAY GM
VVALD-FM
VVALTERBORO, SC
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CHRISTIAN COUNTRY...
"COUNTRY WITH A HAPPY KICK' .

eaek-ie

It's no wonder broadcasters have that reaction when they see dB-Cart
dB- Cart is ¿k.: digital cart machine designed in 44uca with broadcasters
in mind.
CD quality audio without compromising bandwidth.
dB- Cart's FlopticalÑ diskettes can store over 10 minutes of stereo audio
Incredibly flexible, yet simple to operate and maintain. dB-Cart. Call today
and find out for yourself what the "
Sound Approach To Broadcasting" from
Digital Broadcast Associates is all about db-Cart
Fantastic!

Digital Broadcast Associates • ( 503) 639-6341

See Us At NAB tooth 3926
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DON'T MISS OUT!
BE THE FIRST & EXCLUSIVE STATION
IN YOUR MARKET TO CAPTURE THIS 25+ AUDIENCE
For Air Check & Affiliate information, call.

1-800-877-1950
Also available - free weekly syndicated

"Primetime Playlist" Show
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...a revolution in radio studio technology
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THE DIGITAL AUDIO ADVANTAGE...
Introduced in April of last year, Digilink is adigital audio workstation that saves your station
money. There is no more routine maintenance, it has a15 year average life, and you have total
automation capability for nights... weekends... or whenever you need it. It comes complete in a
51/4" high, rack mounted cabinet that converts ordinary analog audio to CD quality digital audio
which is stored on acomputer hard drive. It does this just like you would store abusiness letter on
your home computer. Digilink can then call up and play any digital audio file in milliseconds off its
internal hard drive. Basically, you can think of Digilink as ahuge multideck cart machine or " rotary
cart player" where you can line up and play thousands of carts our audio cuts sequentially. Asingle
Digilink can therefore replace all of your cart machines in production, On Air, or in automation.

Digilink is a perfect cart or reel machine replacement...
Digilink is the perfect replacement for magnetic tape based cart or reel machines. With Digilink,
you can replace your cart machines with CD quality digital audio that requires no calibration, no
maintenance, and the media has a15 year average life. You can replace your reel to reel
machines, razor blades, and tape with fast, nondestructive, CD quality, on screen waveform
editing. You can cue virtually instantaneously. Digilink even costs less than comparable analog
cart or reel machines. Digilink is the perfect audio record and play system for professional radio
broadcast applications.
Digilink performs ALL types of automation...
With Digilink you can operate fully live or mix various automation types into your daily
programming. You can store all of your audio on hard disk at an incredible price or you can use
hard disk for only commercial material recording. Digilink has an internal audio switcher with
machine logic control. Digilink therefore supports satellite automation, reel and DAT tape
automation, CD automation, and full hard disk automation all out of one compact box. Because
Digilink is acomputer, you can print out alog of what you have scheduled to play or print out a
log of what really did play. With Digilink, you can be live on the air with full CD quality audio or
program the system and walk away forever. Digilink even interfaces with all major traffic and
billing systems through aDigilink import-export routine.
Digilink is engineered and manufactured by Arrakis...
Digilink is not simply ahardware package assembled from parts built by other computer
manufacturers and run under our software. Arrakis is the only manufacturer to build nearly all
parts of the digital system in-house. We build our own Arrakis DSP board, SCSI board, 1-0 board,
switcher board, cabinet, and cabling. Because Arrakis builds the system and doesn't simply mark
up someone elses hardware, Arrakis can offer you Digilink with broadcast features and
performance unmatched by anyone and at atruly remarkable price !!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
immummaimmailiammiummazinummommummumimilmalmmo
See Us At NAB Booth 5202
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at an incredible price.
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whether you lease for
under $300 amonth or
buy, with Digilink you
can literally make
money by ...

aCOMPLETE 6hour stereo system

'reducing maintenance,
'reducing staff demands,
'improving On Air sound,
'improving Production,
and improving all areas of your
station performance

FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS

=I Simultaneous record- play !!!
[=I Uncompressed CD quality audio
or mix 2:1 or 4:1 compression
=I Use keyboard, mouse, trackball,
or even atouchscreen
=I Digital Waveform Editing
1
:=3 Mix mono and stereo files
1
=1

D
1
=1
1
=1
[
Zi
LD
r-Zi
=I

Digital Signal Processing System (DSP)
Sampling System- 16 bit linear PCM, 2 channels
Sampling Rates- 44.1,32,22kHz, fixed filter on routing switcher
Compression- 0,2,4.. adaptive differential PCM
Controller Floppy Disk- 3 1/2" 1.44M capacity, System Hard Disk- 40MB
Printer Support- IBM compatible, parallel port
Audio Performance- Digital Record playback
THD- . 008%, Dynamic Range >85dB,
Freq Response- (+)(-). 5dB 10Hz-15kHz
Physical Specifications

Live Cart Machine replacement
Reel to Reel machine replacement
Satellite Automation
Tape Based Automation
CD Automation
Hard Disk Based Automation
Traffic and Billing Interface
supports digital networks
Om

MUM" al MI all MI

all tests performed at 1:1 compression

Dimensions- 19" Rack mounted- 19"W x 5 1/4" ( 3RU)H x 16"D
Weight- 60Ib's , Power- 110/220VAC, 50/60Hz, 100W
Audio Performance- Routing Switcher
THD- . 005% typ, S/N < 100dB below + 4dBm
Dynamic Range- > 120dB,
Freq. Response- (+)(-). 1dB 20Hz-20kHz

by ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.
NM

MR Min
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Trade Center Explosion Damages Five FMs
by Frank Beacham
NEW YORK All five FM radio stations
with main transmitter sites atop the World
Trade Center were temporarily knocked
off the air due to lack of electricity on
February 26 when amassive bomb blast
rocked the huge office complex. None
sustained major damage.
Three commercial stations—WQCD,
WYNY and 'WPAT—switched quickly to
emergency transmission schemes, while
two non-commercial broadcasters, cityowned
WNYC
and
Columbia
University's WKCR remained off the air

until power was restored to the twin towers about 11 hours after the explosion.
WPAT "switched in two to three minutes" to a21 kilowatt auxiliary transmitter
at one of its AM towers in Clifton, New
Jersey, Chief Engineer Jerry Corby said.
WYNY routed its audio through another
station to a translator site across the
Hudson River in New Jersey where it
used a 1,000 watt transmitter to resume
broadcasting in about an hour, said chief
engineer Alan Kirschner.
WQCD, having already signed alease to
move its transmitting facilities to the
Empire State Building in June, used atan-

GUEST COMMENTARY

In-Band, New-Band DAB Split
continued from page 28

only system that has been successfully
demonstrated so far. Actual broadcast tests
have shown that it works. It can deliver
CD-quality sound to mobile or home listeners and can completely eliminate multipath problems. No other system can make
this claim.
The way Eureka works is to start with six
CD-quality digital stereo programs. It sends
each program through adigital-compression
algorithm—ISO MPEG Layer II—so that
the total number of bits to be broadcast is
manageable. Next the digital signals from
all six programs are scrambled together to
form asingle digital signal that is fed to an
orthagonal frequency division modulator.
The resulting signal—with abandwidth of
about 1.5 MHz—is broadcast from asingle
antenna (or asatellite) at some frequency
between 30 MHz and 3GHz.
It is the broad bandwidth of the Eureka
signal that gives it multipath immunity.
Multipath, that annoying "picket fencing"
we hear on our FM radios when driving in
hilly or urban terrain, can be partially
overcome by using error correction techniques on adigital signal, but complete

protection can be achieved only by using
"frequency diversity"—i.e. broad bandwidth, as well.
Theoretically, the implementation of the
Eureka system could be relatively smooth.
Each existing broadcast station could be
assigned aDAB "slot" and could begin
transmitting according to apredetermined
timetable.
Digital audio broadcasting is not asimple
thing. "In-band" systems that are easy to
implement place constraints on themselves
that may limit performance to alevel only
slightly better than existing FM. If Eureka
turns out to be the truly superior system, it
is not difficult to imagine ascenario where
the FCC defines aDAB band—at S-band,
L-band, or even in the UHF band—and
guarantees every AM and FM broadcaster
aDAB "slot."
DO D
Clint Pinkham is manager of technology
applications for the audio and communications division of Thomson Consumer
Electronics in Syracuse, N.Y. Thomson is
a member of the consortium that developed the Eureka system in Europe and
represents Eureka- 147 in the U.S.

sit case of emergency transmission gear
already at the new site to resume broadcasting in about an hour. "We used alittle one
bay Shively antenna mounted on apipe out
the window on the North face," said Andy
Bater, technical director at WQCD. With
the 100 watt emergency transmitter "we
had pretty good coverage of most of the
other boroughs, parts of Westchester, New
Jersey and Long Island," Bater said.
In areport to station management on the
disaster, Bater said the only apparent
damage to WQCD's facilities at the
World Trade Center was smoke related.
"Most if not all equipment is covered with
soot and any equipment that requires fan
cooling is extremely dirty inside," Bater
said. "Ihad to reset the FM master antenna air pressure system as it had lost all air
pressure due to atripped dehydrator."
WPAT's Corby said there was "quite abit
of soot" in his station's transmitter room on
the 110th floor, just under the roof where
the antennas are mounted. "Smoke reached
the 110th floor within acouple of minutes
after the explosion," he said.
None of the roof-top antennas used by
broadcasters were damaged. However,
some two-way whip antennas for private
communications and remote pickups were
removed so helicopters could land on the
roof during rescue efforts, Kirschner said.
FCC officials, Kirschner said, should be
praised for their quick response in issuing
STA's (Special Temporary Authority) to
the stations during the disaster. "It was an
emergency situation and they allowed it to
be done by FAX," Kirschner said. "Igive
them a lot of credit for hanging in there
and issuing the authority quickly."
The explosion had afar greater effect on
the city's TV stations. WNBC, WABC,
WNYVV and WWOR all lost their ability
to transmit from the complex.
WCBS, which maintains backup equipment at the Empire State Building, was
back on the air by mid-afternoon from
those alternative facilities. Many workers
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The RE 660/661
1MUSICAM Digital Audio
Codec was developed
to enhance MUSICAM
technology, providing up to 20 kHz of
audio bandwidth.
From satellite networks to switched
e 56 telephone lines, the full-featured RE 660/661 is completely bit
e
rate flexible up to 384 kbit/s.
Applications range from network program distribution to
remote pick-ups for sports, conIII II II :=—
certs, special events, news
II II II II ID
gathering, SIL back-up, audio
backhall, recording and post
production studios.
MUSICAM ISO/MPEG Layer 2, 2A
When it comes to digital
A Multiplex or redundant two times
Switched 56.64 kbit/s, ISDN,
56/64 for 112/128 kbit/s
audio transportation, nothing
Fractional T-1
A Mono, Dual Mono, Stereo, Joint
comes close to the RE 660/661 for
User data channel from 300-9600
Stereo operation
providing quality audio with hassle
baud
A AES/EBU and SPDIF digital
free
set up. Backed by 55 years of
Easiest set-up locks to network or
interface included
experience in analog and digital
internal clock
A Two-times V.35, X.21 or RS 422
audio products, the RE 660/661 is
Fully automatic decoder reduces
interface included
the simple MUSICAM solution for
operator set up
A Headphone monitor included
all your digital audio transmission
needs.
RE AMERICA, INC.
11•11111.1111•1111.0s

M.»

1.11111•11MILIMMUM

A
A
A
A
A

31029 Center Ridge Rd. • Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone: (216) 871-7617 • Fax: (216) 871-4303
See Us At NAB Science & Technology Hall

Available through Harris Allied and Broadcasters
General Store

Grde ( 138) Oa Reeder Service Card

trapped in the twin towers called the CBS
O&O as they watched the station's coverage on battery-operated TVs.
Since the New York television stations
send their signal directly to Time Warner
Cable, which operates cable systems in
Manhattan and Queens, cable customers
did not lose local TV signals in the aftermath of the blast. The three network affiliates—WCBS, WNBC and WABC
—all began continuous news coverage
within 45 minutes after the blast to serve
those cable viewers.
All radio and TV signals were fully
restored by 11:25 p.m., about eleven
hours after the explosion.
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Power and Money Supply
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Our tip for paralleling the Scientific Atlanta satellite
power supplies generated some great
comments. Bill Fawcett of Mountain
Valley Broadcast Services in southern
Virginia cautioned that this is not apermanent fix. We agree. Look upon the paralleling of supplies as aquick way to get a
second set of SA modules working again.
Jim Lotspeich, chief engineer of
KTSM-AM-FM-TV El Paso, called with
an inexpensive alternative to returning
the supplies to SA for repair. Send the
supply to Test Engineering Services Inc.
(TES), Pleasanton, Calif. These folks
will repair adefunct supply and make it
brand new for around $ 150, depending
on the problem.
Ispoke with the TES customer contact,
Ed Senesky, who said they repair all
types of supplies, not just SA's. In fact,
they service over 6,000 models of power
supplies, including HP and Lamda.
During repair their technicians look for
degraded parts. Capacitors more than six
years old are always suspect.
Their strategy is to replace questionable
parts now rather than fix the supply and
ignore parts that could cause future prob-

lems. Each supply is burned in before
it's returned too. If you're aTV type.
you've heard of the Grass Valley Group.
Ed informs me that GVG sends all their
power supply repairs to TES.
For more information on TES powersupply repair circle Reader Service 29.
The toll-free number for T.E.S. is 800842-0333. Thanks Jim for sharing your
find.
* * *
LeRoy Wolniakowski, director of engineering, Heritage Media Corp., recently
remodeled an FM studio and decided as
a part of the upgrade to replace the
silence sensor. At this station, the FM
operator is responsible for the AM when
it is automated.
A tube-type Silence Sense device was
already in use, but it was not reliable,
and the tubes were expensive. LeRoy
wanted something that was inexpensive
and simple to construct. Dave Kerstin of
the Broadcaster's General Store recommended the Radio Design Labs Audio
Controlled Relay ( ACR).
There are three models of this relay,
each with varying sensitivities and delay
times. The STA-ACR2 was chosen. It
has an input sensitivity of - 30dBV to
OdBV, and an adjustable delay from five

ENGINEERS AROUND THE WORLD USE
THE ... AT- 51 AUDIO TEST SYSTEM...
BECAUSE IT IS VERSATILE, RELIABLE,
AND RUGGED...
FOR MEASURING

Figure 1.
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Relay contacts shown with audio feed and Si pushed to reset Ll.
ROL

STA-ACR2 Delay 5.0-50 sec.

to 50 seconds.
The 10k bridging input allowed the
relay to be connected right across the
mod monitor audio output terminals. If a
lighted indicator is placed across the
relay output, it might be missed if silence
is sensed, since the indicator will extinguish when audio is restored.
To insure that any audio interruption
was investigated by the jock on duty, a
Potter and Brumfield relay, part number

T8311D32-24, was added (See Figure 1).
The 24 volts that power the STA-ACR2
can also be used for the P&B relay and
indicator. When audio is lost, the latching coil is held so the light cannot be
reset until audio returns. The light can be
reset manually when audio is restored.
The silence sensor is simple, reliable and
cost effective. LeRoy Wolniakowski can
be reached at WEMP(AM)-WMYX(FM)
continued on page 51
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Intermodulation Distortion
I Differential Gain in Stereo Channels

Model AT- 51
Audio Test System

Contact Us now for Complete Details
and Descriptive Literature.
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Drive time is your busiest time, so make sure your spots,
liners and music are on the cart more stations count on.
•
P.O. Box 3100 • Winchester,VA 22601
Tel: ( 800) 522-CART or ( 703) 667-8125
Fax: ( 703) 667-6379

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE., SILVER SPRING, MD 20910
(301)589-2662 FAX: ( 301)589-2665
See Us At NAII Booth 2309
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DIGITAL DOMAIN

Connect the Digits: Data Transfer Sync
by Mel Lambert
STUDIO CITY, Calif. As more and
more elements in the audio production
and broadcast chain are replaced with
digital components, numbers assume an
increasing significance in our lives. It is
inevitable.
We now take it for granted that 16bit/44.1 kHz digital audio is the way to
go. But how accurate do these numbers
need to be and what happens if we overlook their relationships during recording
and playback?
Yes, I'm referring to relative and

If the transfer works,
everything is fine;
digital technology is
very much a "yes/no"
proposition.
absolute synchronization of sampling
and data-transfer rates. Iwould estimate
that, while answering broadcaster questions as part of my consulting business,
at least one question in four relates to
connecting digital information from one
device to another.
If the transfer works, everything is fine;
digital technology is very much a
"yes/no" proposition. If, for whatever
reason, the transfer of adigitized signal
from, say, an outboard analog-to-digital
converter to a workstation or DAT
recorder results in intermittent clicks and
pops, something is definitely wrong.
Masters of synchronization
The tolerances involved in reliably
transferring digital data are extremely
precise. Consider, for example, an
AES3-format bitstream at a sampling
frequency of 44.1 kHz. Each individual
data bit within the AES/EBU UO's 32bit word occupies just 354 nanoseconds.
A timing error of one third of a
microsecond can dramatically upset the
interpretation by the receiving device of
this corrupted information.
The key to success is to use a master
digital synchronization signal and ensure
that every system component within the
broadcast facility locks its master clock
to this highly accurate "sync standard."
Each device that's producing a digital
signal] will maintain a tightly defined
timing accuracy to the master synchronization source.
As most of us are now aware, to ensure

reliable frequency and phase synchronization, the sampling rates should be
equal (or to a very tight tolerance), and
each bit of information should begin
coincidentally. Frequency synchronization ensures that bits arrive at the correct
intervals while phase synchronization
ensures that each digital word matches at
the source and destination.
It's easy when you know how.
Timing is everything
What if your particular system references
its master clock to something other than
the preferred house video sync or aspecially- defined AES-11 Digital Audio
Reference Signal (DARS)? Some workstations or editing systems lock to afamiliar
80-bit SMPTE-format timecode source, or
even an MTC signal (MIDI Timecode).
Now, all timing events relating to sound
cues recorded from and to hard disk will
be referenced to atimecode generator.
What often happens, however, is that
because of our unfamiliarity with timecode rate and references—something that
poses far fewer problems for our video
brethren—it is all too easy for the timebases to change during the course of aproject,
and for us to be totally unaware of it.
Because of an accident of fate some 40odd years ago, the North American
broadcast industry has adopted two
frame rates for video. The original
monochrome 30-frames-per-second (fps)
rate (derived from the familiar 60 Hz line
frequency) was joined in the 1950's by a
color rate of 29.97 fps.
As a result, three timecode rates
evolved for video synchronization: 30-fps
monochrome; 29.97-fps non-drop, which
doesn't follow real-time events (but leads
at arate of 1/1.001); and 29.97-fps dropframe, which compensates for the difference by adjusting its frame count to
match conventional time of day.
At aCD sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, referenced to 30-fps timecode, there are
1,470 digital samples per video frame.
(We end up with the same numbers for
signals correctly referenced to 29.97-fps
timecode at a44.056 kHz sampling rate.)
By the way, at digital-video sampling
rates of 48 kHz referenced to 29.97 fps
timecode sync, there are 1,601.6 samples
per frame. To ensure integer numbers of
digital samples per frame, various "leapframe" schemes are used, such as 1602,
1601, 1602, 1601 and 1602 samples per
frame in strict sequence.
If the timecode lacks sufficient stability
or is modified during the session (referenced differently, perhaps, to a master
video source), we can easily end up with

Maybe The Best $299 You'll Ever Spend On Your Transmitter:

the receiving device flywheeling its master clock in an attempt to follow perturbations in the incoming bitstream, and
maybe producing the occasional glitch as
it attempts to accurately synchronize the
start of each 16-bit word.
SACable situations
Mixed-media productions—a lip-sync
soundtrack, for example—requires atechnique for uniquely identifying each of the
1,470 samples (at asampling rate of 44.1
kHz) contained with each timecode frame.
Why such precision? Simply because if
we don't keep track of the position of
each edit pointer to aresolution of asingle sample, we might end up with too
few or too many samples per second and
the inevitable muted output.
Several solutions suggest themselves.
We could rely on the timecode to provide markers every second and then
interpolate between them. If the editing
software monitors the timing accuracy, it
will simply repeat or drop values if the
edit either provides too little or too much
data to fill up each subframe division.
What if we need to pass data from one
system or storage device to another and
then re-establish subframe synchronism
with atimecode signal? A standardized
"Sample Address Code" ( SAC) that
would allow each and every sample to be
identified, just as we might use SMPTE-

Don't get stuck with
an audio system that
doesn't do the
job. ITC's new
DigiCenter
is the tool
you've been
waiting for.

The broadcaster friendly
digital audio management system.
:
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•Live assist, automation, and cart
machine operation plus simultaneous
multi- channel on- air and production in
one box
•Satellite automation, music scheduling,
plus traffic, billing and remote control
hardware and software interfaces
•Full system capabilities at every
workstation

The Thermal Sentry is a sensitive and powerful tool that provides important
early-warning information about transmitter conditions that, if uncorrected,
could lead to down-time and costly damage. Using two precision air-temperature sensors installed at the cooling-air intake and cooling-air exhaust of a
transmitter, the Thermal Sentry computes and displays the temperature difference between the two sensors. An alarm output is provided that activates
whenever the temperature differential exceeds a preset value. Call for more
information on the many advantages of differential-temperature monitoring.

format timecode to tag or label video
frames, would be useful.
It just so happens that the new AES31992 Recommended Practice provides
two, 32-bit words per channel- status
(CS) block for atime-of-day SAC, and a
local SAC for the first sample of each
CS block. Time-of-day SAC might be
used to label the actual recording time of
the digital audio—and hence provide a
unique, non-timecode based directory—
while the local SAC could provide arelative offset for edits, or a simple index
counter that tags the number of H, M, S
and digital frames relative to a starting
reference.
Such schemes also prevent corruption
of channel- status blocks when various
AES3-format digital signals are combined within adigital mixer. Imagine the
situation if aworkstation, for example,
corrupted the vital sample rate, channel
source/destination data, and other important channel- status information, while
adding two or more signals together.
DOD
Mel Lambert has been intimately
involved with the production and broadcast industries on both sides of the
Atlantic for more than 15 years. Now
principal of Media&Marketing, a Los
Angeles-based consulting service for the
professional audio industry, he can be
reached at 818-753-9510.

The DigiCenter Interactive
ON-AIR screen.

•User interface designed for jocks

THE TIME IS RIGHT
fTC C'
P.O. Box 241, Bloomington, IL 61702
(309)
1381, 1-800-447-0414, FAX (309) 828-1386

See Us At NAB teeth 4602
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Using this arrangement, any number in
any location of quadrants Ithrough IV
can be located. Points not located on the
real number line or the X-axis are the
imaginary terms.
In electronics the symbol for this figure
is "j." For instance, "+j" indicates a
value that is on the Y-axis in quadrants I
or II. The term "-j" indicates avalue on
the Y-axis in quadrants III and IV.

Right Triangles for Correct Voltage
This is the ninth in a 10-part series called Fundamentals of AC. Northern Virginia
Community College will offer 1.2 CEUs ( Continuing Education Units) to registered
students who successfully complete the course and an examination mailed at its conclusion.
To register, contact the Community Education Office, Annandale Campus, 8333
Little River Turnpike, Annandale, Va. 22003, or call 703-323-3168 or 323-3528. The
fee for the course is $30.
by Ed Montgomery
Part IX
ANNANDALE, Va. In previous
lessons you have been introduced to
inductive and capacitive reactance and
the phase relationship of voltage and current that is present when alternating current is applied to these components.
Remember, within capacitors and coils,

voltage and current are always 90
degrees out of phase with each other.
When these components are combined in
circuits with other devices that do not
create aphase shift, the total resistance,
now known as impedance, is acombination of electronic terms that are not in
phase with each other.

Remember Pythagoras
The Pythagorean Theorem must be
used to determine voltage, current, and total
impedance. The parameters for series and
parallel resistive-inductive, and resistivecapacitive circuits is
illustrated in Figure 1.
v
irlL
Often it is inconvenient to express the
solution to these circuits
in arectangular form.
This would be amanner
parallel
where the answer is
illustrated with aright
triangle depicting the
electronic terms that are
in-phase and 90 degrees
out-of-phase, with the
hypotenuse representing the totals. There is
another way to express
this information. It is
called polar form or
polar notation.
In mathematics, there
V,1
R
are real and " imagiparallel
nary" numbers. Real

Figure 1.

RL Circuits

1, VR
series
RC Circuits

series

numbers exist on a number line beginning at zero and extending away from
that point in positive and negative intervals. This is illustrated in Figure 2. On
this number line, conventional mathematical functions are performed: addition and subtraction. Multiplication and
division are part of the addition and subtraction process.
There are numbers that cannot be located on the number line. The figures for
electronic terms containing aphase shift
cannot accurately be displayed on this
line. These "imaginary" numbers can be

Expressed in polar form
Resistance and reactance values can be
written quite simply in polar form and
many of today's pocket calculators and
personal computers will calculate
answers without having to revert to
trigonometric functions as was required

Figure 2.

-6 - 5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1

0

located by adding an additional axis
extending from zero, at a 90- degree
angle to the number line, in positive and
negative directions away from it. This is
Figure 3.

— +5
—+4
—+3 Quadrant
—+2
—+1

— -3
— -4
— -5

3

4

5

6

in the days of the slide rule.
Figure 4-A can be written in polar form
as 10 + j15. This indicates a positive
phase-angle shift of voltage leading current in the inductor. Figure 4-B can be
written in polar form as 10 - j15, indicating a voltage- lagging current in the
capacitor.
Parallel circuits are written as follows:
Parallel RL: R - jX L
Parallel RC: R + jXc

IIIII
I I I II
-5-4-3-2-1 + 1+2 +3 +4 +5
III

2

III I I I I I

II I

—- 1
— -2

1

IV

illustrated in Figure 3.
The conventional number line is often
referred to as the X-axis while the imaginary number line is known as the Y-axis.

Using proper algebraic laws, one can
add, subtract, multiply and divide complex numbers.
The polar expression of 4 + j3 indicates
that a circuit contains 4 ohms of resistance and 3 ohms of reactance.
Calculators and computers will give an
answer for total impedance of 5ohms at
36.87 degrees. This is expressed on
paper as 5/36.87.
Polar notation is often used in antenna
continued on page 61

Products & Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.
NOW! A QUALITY AGILE BROADCAST1

Zercom Gain Box

SCPC AUDIO RECEIVER
AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE!

Convert from your old unreliable

$149.00

UNIVERSAL SCPC 300-C
COMMERCIAL AUDIO RECEIVER
SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency agile, C and Ku Band, stable microprocessor-controlled tuning, variable band widths, 3:1 and
2.1companding built in. Transponder tuning, LNB supply,
polarity control, tunes all SCPC frequencies 50 to 90 MHz,
readout on LCD display, 50-channel memory, line output,
de- emphasis select, muting system, phase lock loop for
stability, LNB calibration set up, 2frequency synthesizers,
digital AFC and more.

INTRODUCTORY PRICE: $1345,3 plus S & H.

UNIVERSAL ELECTRONICS, INC.
4555 GROVES RD., SUITE 13, COLUMBUS, OH 43232
(614) 866-4605
FAX ( 614) 866-1201
READER SERVICE NO. 104

RECORDABLE CDs

the " Gain Box - ( Model #GB-li was designed and built as an
audio boost amplifier for many applications around the broadcast station. Potential uses include:
• Digital compact disc audio deck to console input.
• Cassette audio deck to console input.
• Boosting telephone audio to console input.
• Boasting output of consumer phono pit-amp to console input.
• Converting unbalanced sources to active balanced.
• Converting balance sources to unbalanced.
• Distribution amplifier.
• lane amplifier.
• lk)ost low level audition console output to line level
balanced output.
• IX: meter amplifier.
The
in box has two independent channels of win which
means it can be used for stereo or as two separate monaural
amplifiers. The two channels can be wired in series for up to
60 DB win. Internal options give an additional 8 DB or more
gain per channel.

ZERCOM
Box 84, Merrifield, MN 56465 • 218-765-3151
READER SERVICE NO. 39

cart machines to Compact Discs

[
lei INSTANT CUEING

Li

of station ID's and spots

CONSERVE SPACE

consolidate selected cuts

ULTIMATE FIDELITY

AS LOW AS $ 59.00 PER DISK!
Our system offers aunique partial recording capability. This
means Olaf a partially recorded CD can be removed and
played on any standard CD player. As new program
material becomes available it can be recorded on the same
disk, Save money on discs while getting the flexibility and
quality you need,
Thrd Story Recording
5120 Walnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19139

1- 800 - 497 - DISK(3475)
READER SERVICE NO 170
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OFFBEAT RADIO

Green Radio Network in Full Bloom
by Dee McVicker
MADISON, Wis. Few radio organizations take the Clean Air Act as seriously
as Earthwatch Radio; perhaps none put
as much effort into keeping the air clean.
For the past 20 years, Earthwatch Radio
has been using the airwaves to inform
the public of environmental issues ranging from air pollution and global warming to recycling and energy efficiency.
Over 5,000 two-minute news bytes on
the environment have been produced by
the environmental organization, sometimes featuring prestigious guests like
Vice President Albert Gore during his
tenure as junior Democratic Senator
from Tennessee and the leading
spokesman for environmentalism on
Capitol Hill.
The pieces are jointly produced and distributed by the Institute for Environmental Studies and the Sea Grant
Institute at the University of WisconsinMadison. To date, some 160 commercial
and public radio stations in the United
States and Canada, as well as anumber
of short-wave carriers, are airing the service.
Well-known radio
Earthwatch was a recipient of a 1992
Global 500 award, offered by the United
Nation's Environment Programme

(UNEP). The annual award pays tribute
to individuals and organizations for
actions and leadership on the frontlines
of the environmental agenda.
The award was presented on aglobal
stage—the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil—where the world leaders
gathered last June to consider the state of
the global environment.
Earthwatch Radio's origins were more
humble. The brainchild of University of
Wisconsin students, Earthwatch began
on 12 radio stations in the Great Lakes
area in the fall of 1972, areaction to the
first Earth Day in April of 1970.
"At the time there was this great surge
in environmental consciousness; there
had been some really notorious oil spills.
Santa Barbara Channel off of California
had this blow out of an oil well. It was
the first time people had seen sea birds
covered with oil," recalled Steve
Pomplun, one of two producers for
Earthwatch Radio. "Ithink people were
looking for things to do to get involved."
A demand for awareness
Apparently encouraged by the rise in
public awareness of environmental
issues, the students sought and eventually were able to win support and funding
for an environmental program utilizing
the airwaves.
"A couple of students came up with the
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idea here at the
Institute of
Environmental Studies to create an environmental radio feature. And at the same
time, word got around and staffers over
at the Sea Grant Institute were also
thinking about radio as an outreach tool
to spread the word about fishery issues in
the Great Lakes area," Pomplun said.
Both the Institute for Environmental
Studies and the Sea Grant Institute were
involved from the start, he said.
"Students and staff from these institutes
got together and put together funding for
these proposals."
Today the Sea Grant Institute, abranch
of the National Oceanic Atmospheric
Administration, is charged with the
responsibility of covering oceanic and
atmospheric issues. The Institute for
Environmental Studies is responsible for
other environment-related topics.
"We try to put in a mix of hands-on
advice as well as national issues," said
Pomplun. He cited arecent program featuring a story on anew research project
studying global warming, an interview
with a nationally acclaimed ecologist,
and ahow-to on recycling.
The two-minute features are produced
at the University of Wisconsin and are
sent free of charge to subscribing stations. Produced by graduate and undergraduate students at both institutes,
Earthwatch Radio features are sent on
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RB&
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Advanced Technology
Studio Systems
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Feature material
In one feature on the speech patterns of
humpback whales, said Pomplun, "they
had determined that there were actual
speech patterns. At different parts of the
ocean they found different dialects
among these whales, and of course, they
used some taped sounds to illustrate the
point."
Radio stations use the features as
inserts in anewscast or as public-service
programming. " People like a certain
amount of public-service programming,
and the environment has been and continues to be apretty hot topic. There isn't
really a lot of good programming out
there on the environment, especially in
two-minute bytes that tend to fit nicely
into a lot of different formats," said
Pomplun.
For more information on Earthwatch
Radio or to subscribe, contact Steve
Pomplun at 608-263-3063.
ODD

McVicker has been covering the
broadcast beat for four years as a regular contributor to RW and as afreelance
writer specializing in industry newsletters, manuals, and brochures. She can be
reached at 602-545-7363.
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INSIGHT ON RULES

Broadcasters' Take on Self Inspection
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. In part
because of objections raised by the
National Association of Broadcasters, an
FCC effort to get Office of Management
and Budget approval of proposed AM and
FM Self Inspection Reports is on hold.
Iam currently unsure whether the FCC
plans to rework the forms taking NAB's
suggestions into account or just drop the
project.
NAB's Barry Umansky (phone 202429-5430) discussed NAB's position
with me and Ithought he raised several
points worthy of discussion.
A formal approach
NAB argues that the process of generating the self-inspection reports, or even
considering the use of such reports,
should have gone through amore formal
procedure, including public-comment
periods. Iagree with NAB that the forms
could have been improved through a
public-comment period, but Idon't know
that every FCC form has to go through a
rulemaking process.
If apublic-comment process had been
used, NAB says, "... the Commission
would have been given aclear view of
broadcaster dissatisfaction with this regulatory approach."
NAB lists several valid objections to

the report as submitted, but Iwonder if
these objections could be taken care of
and the "regulatory approach" ( mailorder inspections) be used with success.
If the approach is unsatisfactory, Iwould
wonder if amotivation for this objection
is an effort by broadcasters to avoid the
effort required to comply with the rules
by making it difficult and expensive for
the FCC to determine compliance.
Would broadcasters rather hide the noncompliance than fix it?
Apparently the FCC filing with OMB
did not include the "cover letter" that
was sent out with the forms during the
pilot test. The FM reports cover letter
assures: "We will not issue a forfeiture
or violation notice for information you
disclose in response to this program." If
this letter had been included, perhaps
NAB would have had one less objection.
What the FCC had in mind, it seems, is
similar to aprogram run by California
OSHA. That program allows abusiness to
request an OSHA inspection. A report listing all violations discovered and adeadline for the violations to be fixed is prepared after the inspection. If the violations
are fixed on deadline, no fines are issued.
To fix or to fine?
Businesses tend to take advantage of
this program. Fixing problems is less
expensive than fines.

NAB stated that "broadcasters were
given no assurance that any defects,
shortcomings, etc. detected in the selfinspection process could be corrected by
the licensee prior to completion, signing
and returning of the form, with no
requirement that the broadcaster indicate
that such problems—now corrected—
had been discovered."

Would broadcasters
rather hide the
non-compliance
than fix it?
Again referring to the FM cover letter,
"If you discover areas of non-compliance
as the report is completed, you should
make the appropriate corrections."
Perhaps the FCC could have been more
clear here. Iwould suggest that any noncompliant conditions discovered should
be recorded in the report along with the
corrective action taken. This is similar to
the station log requirement of
73.1870(c)(3).
NAB says the FCC OMB submission
does not assure no forfeitures or licenseespecific investigation based on information reported. " Simply, stations could
make honest mistakes in filling out the
form; but they could have faced enforce-

SMARTS
BROADCAST
SYSTEMS

ment penalties/jeopardy for doing so."
Perhaps the FCC could have made such
assurances in the form. But Ithink good
use of the form would be licensee-specific investigation (inspections). If there
was an "honest mistake," an actual station inspection would show the station
was indeed in compliance and no violation notice need be issued.
Fewer FCC Inspections
The FCC is making around 300 broadcast station inspections ayear, down due
to lack of resources. It would take 30 or
40 years to inspect every station. As part
of its "justification statement" to OMB,
the FCC said the form would "reduce the
need to make regular field inspections to
determine compliance."
Commission members have given no
indication that the current pace of
inspections will change, NAB claims.
The FCC, I'd suggest, is currently falling
far short of the required number of
inspections to determine compliance.
The use of the self- inspection report
could substitute for some of the needed
inspections that are not now made, but
the number of actual station inspections
would remain the same or perhaps
increase. The self- inspection report,
combined with on-site inspections when
the report yields deficiencies, seems to
continued on page 42
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Self Inspection from an NAB Angle
continued from page 41

be amore efficient way of insuring compliance.
Again, are broadcasters arguing against
more efficient ascertainment of station
compliance, perhaps in an effort to hide
rule violations?
Time enough to complete form
The FCC cover letter gives stations 20
days to complete the form. NAB argues
30 or 60 days is more like it. Additional
time is required for stations using "contract engineers" to deal with "difficult
technical issues."
Since every station is required to have a
chief operator who is required to make a
weekly review of the station logs, it
would seem atechnically competent person should be at the station at least once
aweek. Further, the chief operator of an
AM directional station or an AM nondirectional station with greater than 10
kW authorized power is required to be an
employee of the station.
The chief operator should be able to
answer all the questions quickly since
that person is responsible for the technical operation of the station and insuring
its compliance. Many of the questions
(and calculations) are probably performed on a weekly basis by the chief
operator as part of the weekly log
review.
In any case, the form could easily be
completed within the specified 20 days if

Iagree with NAB's point that determinthe station has competent technical pering the fading of tower paint is quite subsonnel available.
jective without a color chart. Isuggest
NAB also says the FCC should address
that every station with a tower that
such aform to the station's general manager instead of the "chief engineer." I requires painting have access to such a
chart. Recall that rules require aquartersuggest that the FCC address such aform
ly inspection of tower-light controls and
to the station's "chief operator," since
indicators. At performing this inspection,
every station is required to have one and
I'd suggest comparing the tower paint
that person should be most familiar with
color to a color chart and logging the
the technical operation of the station.
results.
That person can seek assistance from
Kelly Williams of NAB Science &
other station personnel and consultants
Technology told me of acolor chart that
as necessary.
shows a progression of fading aviation
orange. If the paint is more faded than
Update the public files
the last color, it's time to paint the tower.
The report should not ask about rules
You can order this chart (" FAA
that do not exist or where enforcement is
Inservice Orange Color Tolerance
suspended, NAB appropriately says.
Chart") from Hale Color Charts, Inc.,
Since the book— required by the rules to
8950 Route 108, Suite 101, Columbia,
be in the public inspection file— is
Md., 21045; phone 800-777-1225 or
severely out of date, the FCC has indi410-997-1880; fax 410-997-2191. The
cated it will not issue a Notice of
chart sells for $30.
Apparent Liability for failures to have
the book on file.
In any case, an FCC inspection (whether
by mail or in person) should not be the
first time the station becomes aware it
does not have abook. There should be a
periodic review of the public-inspection
file. If the rules require the book to be
present, either get acopy of the book or
get aletter from the FCC saying it is not
required and put it in the file. The same
review process should go for the required
weekly chief operator log review and
periodic reviews of other requirements.

NAB self-inspection report
NAB is preparing a self- inspection
report scheduled for availability by about
the time you read this. In addition, the
"NAB Guide For Chief Operators" provides suggested forms that can aid in
insuring station compliance. It is available from NAB at 800-368-5644.
These publications can help stations
determine compliance. Those stations currently ignoring the rules or without technically competent chief operators will

probably continue to violate various rules.
A "Mail Order Inspection" mailed out
by the FCC would, in my opinion, be an
efficient way for the FCC to increase
compliance.
By the way...
In the last article in this series, I
reminded you of the coming July 1deadline for FCC type notified STL transmitters. The FCC is considering allowing
the use of older, existing STL transmitters on an emergency basis pending the
repair of a notified transmitter. As the
rules stand at this writing, however, after
July 1non-notified transmitters will be
illegal.
A public notice should be issued soon
outlining under what circumstances a
non-notified transmitter may be used. I'd
expect it to be allowed for the temporary
replacement of an existing notified transmitter for alimited period of time (similar to existing allowances for operation
without an antenna monitor or EBS
equipment pending its repair). The
allowance for use of anon-notified transmitter will probably be on anon-interference basis. I'll let you know the details
as soon as Ihear from the FCC.
DOD
Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen and Friends, amanufacturer
of transmitter-control and telemetry systems. He also teaches electronics at
Cuesta College, San Luis Obispo, and is
getting better at Contra dancing. He can
be reached at 805-541-0200. He can
also be reached on Internet at
ap621@cleveland.freenetedu.
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'Decency' Requires Some Know-How
by Mike Meeske
ORLANDO, Fla. A U.S. Supreme
Court justice ruling on an obscenity case
once said he wasn't sure how to define
obscenity, but he said he knew when he
saw it. The FCC went one better. The
agency not only has adefinition for indecency, but it is finding plenty of examples of it on American radio.
Further, the Supreme Court gave the
FCC it's blessing. If you're abroadcaster
who is not sure how the FCC defines
indecency, read on.
Indecency defined
The FCC indecency policy went
through two phases and operators should
be clear about the rules. The first phase
generated from the Commission's ruling
against WBAI-FM New York, for its airing of George Carlin's " seven dirty
words." That 1978 ruling was affirmed
by the Supreme Court.
While the FCC announced adefinition
of indecency in the decision, in practice,
it brought actions against stations until
1987 only for using the " seven dirty
words." As aresult, stations had aclear
guideline: Avoid the seven dirty words
and avoid an FCC action.
The rise of shock radio led the FCC to
revise its position in 1987. The FCC stated it would apply the generic definition
of indecency it advanced in the WBAI
case, which is: "Language or material
that depicts or describes, in terms patently offensive as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium, sexual or excretory activities or organs."
This change came about largely
because the shock jocks were skirting the
WBAI ruling by avoiding the " seven
dirty words," but using innuendo and
double entendre in such away that only
one meaning was likely.
Moreover, the broadcasts did not consist of occasional off-color references,

but instead dwelt on sexual and excretory matters in apandering and titillating
fashion that the FCC considered patently
offensive.
The prohibition is not just against language that describes sexual or excretory
activities or organs; the FCC also left
itself room to take action against the use

Even during
safe harbors, the
FCC recommends
warnings.
of expletives. The Commission stated
that deliberate and repetitive use of
expletives in apatently offensive manner
could also lead to afinding of indecency.
Further, if abroadcast goes beyond the
use of expletives, then the context is a
factor. Are the words isolated or fleeting
or repetitive? Finally, the nature of the
program can be afactor. Is the questionable material part of the comments of a
risque DJ, or is it found in content that
has some redeeming value, such as a
news story?
Safe harbor
In the WBAI ruling the FCC expressed
particular concern against programming
indecent material at atime of day when
there is a reasonable risk that children
may be in the audience. That was the case
with the Carlin broadcast, which aired in
the afternoon. Morning drive-time programs also fall into this category.
Congress once tried to ban indecent
material around the clock, but an
appeals court turned that aside. It said
that indecent material couldn't be
banned completely; it just had to be kept
off the air when children might be in the
audience.
The FCC has had trouble deciding
when children are really in the audience.
In the WBAI ruling the FCC stated that a

safe harbor for indecent material existed
from 10 p.m. to 6 a.m. because children
were unlikely to be in the audience. But
as of early 1993, its safe harbor for indecent material was from midnight to 6
a.m. The rest of the day children are
thought to be present in the audience,
and a station can be fined for programming indecent material.
Even during the safe harbor, the FCC
recommends that stations broadcast
warning announcements of their intention to broadcast indecent material. This
may work when a station deliberately
plans to air indecent material, but it
places the station at risk if spontaneous
indecent material is aired.
FCC standards
The FCC is cautious to distance indecent content from obscene content.
Obscene material never can be legally
broadcast, and in part, must be found
obscene by an average person applying
contemporary community standards.
This means that material believed to be
obscene is judged by a local jury in a
courtroom.
The FCC varied that standard in the
case of indecency. Material may be indecent as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium.
But there is no trial in a local courtroom. Instead, the determination of
whether material is indecent is made by

employees of the FCC. So there are no
"contemporary community standards for
the broadcast medium;" there are national standards—the national standards
applied by personnel at the FCC. A case
doesn't go before ajury but before government bureaucrats.
Here's how the FCC applies contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium: At the FCC, asingle investigator in the Mass Media Bureau examines acomplaint. If that person believes
the item might be indecent, the complaint is filtered up through other staff
employees until it reaches the commissioners who, with their aides, make a
final determination.
The FCC clearly has the authority to
regulate indecency and has shown it
will exercise its power. If your station
feels compelled to broadcast content
that fits the definition of indecency, it
can safely be aired only during the safe
harbor and preferably with a warning.
To broadcast indecency the rest of the
day from 6 a.m. to midnight is risky. A
single complaint can bring an action by
the FCC.
It's an easy matter for listeners to tape
your station and provide the FCC with a
tape or transcript. With such evidence, a
finding of indecency can mean afine and
arecord in your file that will be noted at
license renewal.
O I:

Mike Meeske is aprofessor and head of
the Radio/TV Division at the University
of Central Florida. He is also the coauthor of a textbook titled "Copywriting
For The Electronic Media."
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since your masters are untouched. Sync
audio cues instantly to sample-precision,
moving thousands unbounded on unique
Floating- Tracks." Disk-Layering" allows
up to 38 cues at any location, to be mixed and
output to stereo or 4-tracks!
Assembled/tested AT-486 Workstations start
under $7,800; or add to your 386/486
computer for under $3,700.
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(919) 870-0344

Personalized
quick- pick menus.

•DigiCenter is backed by ITC's Lifetime Product
Satisfaction Guarantee that protects your past,
present and future ITC investment.
•Don't trash your cart machines — TRADE
THEM IN for agenerous allowance against
the purchase of your DigiCenter.
•Upgrade your present digital " earlybird - to
DigiCenter quality
•Lease and rent/own plans available

Fax: (919) 870-7163
Contact NTICU today for your free 24 page
brochure to find out how fast MicroSound
can meet your expectations.
Micro Technology Unlimited

Quality digital audio since 1977

THE TIME IS RIGHT

156 Wind Chime Court
Raleigh, NC, USA 27615
ITC Corporation, P.O. Box 241, Bloomington, IL 61702
(309)1928-1381, I -800-4474414, FAX (309) 828-1386
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ECLECTIC ENGINEER

Maintain Good Credit, Sleep Easy
by Barry Mishkind
TUCSON, Ariz. There are some things
you really hate to learn at 3a.m., such as
the discovery of a transmitter problem
and having no replacement parts.
Perhaps even more annoying is the
middle-of-the-night realization that your
station has no credit. There could be
many good reasons for the problem, but
that's no consolation to the frustrated
engineer with ajob to do.
As the technical community tries to
come to grips with the economic realities
of 1990 and the resulting budgetary constraints, old problems sometimes jump

out and derail the technical process. The
engineer can be pushed into being an
advocate for his client, trying to repair
financial problems before he can fix the
technical ones.
Handling such situations, or avoiding
them in the first place, isn't always easy.
Never shipped
One client station reported use of its
last spare stylus in the control room and
needed more immediately. A quick call
to asupplier confirmed the part was in
stock and acheck was sent out to cover a
cash-with-order price and second-day air
shipment of the replacement styli.

Step I

How To Install
Your Gates AM
Transmitter.
Easy now, we know we're
exaggerating. Barely. Because
installing our Gates AM transmitter actually requires little more
than connecting the antenna, AC
power, and audio feed, and
pressing the start button.
This field-proven, 100%
solid state, low-maintenance
transmitter delivers astrong,
clean, reliable signal, thanks to
our patented PPDM technology.
The transmitter is available in
mono or stereo, and in power

levels of 1, 2.5, and 5kW.
The Gates AM transmitter's high
performance shouldn't be a
surprise. After all, it's aHarris, the
leader in AM technology. We've
been involved in AM longer than
our domestic competition
combined. Which makes Harris
the easy solution for your
next AM transmitter.
217-222-8200
Fax 217-224-1439
Canada 800-268-6817
Toronto 416-731-3697

About ten days later, another stylus bit
the dust and no one could find the spares.
Arriving at the station, Iconfirmed none
had been received, although the check
had been cashed and cleared the bank.
The supplier's salesman transferred me
to their bookkeeper. She told me the station had apast-due balance from aprevious order, so the check was cashed as
payment on the old debt.
My order had not been shipped.
"If there was adebt, Ican understand
your wanting payment. But since you
knew Ineeded the styli immediately,
why didn't you at least give me acourtesy call to let me know about the problem so we wouldn't be forced to use a
damaged stylus?" Iasked.
"We don't do that," she snapped. "You
owed us, so we had the right to cash the
check," was her final word.
This wasn't even a communication
problem between the salesman and the
bookkeeper. It was a very hard-nosed
business attitude. No apology was ever
offered.
Suppliers can't stay in business if customers do not pay their bills. But what
about asupplier who turns an engineer
into acollection agent? A supplier that
refused even to provide acourtesy call to
the engineer so his time wasn't wasted?
My answer: Ihaven't bought anything
since then from this company and I've
told many others both of the incident and
my opinion of their honesty in dealing
with engineers.
In fact, what the supplier did apparently
wasn't even legal. I'm aware of asimilar
case where the station decided to unleash
its attorneys who promptly showed the
supplier the error of its ways.
In the end adifferent supplier shipped
the needed styli immediately.
Off the air
On astormy day lightning hit the antenna array and when the engineer came to
inspect the damage he found several
capacitors in the antenna phasor unit
destroyed. A competent fellow, he
looked in the records and called the manufacturer of the phasor to get the needed

parts sent out air freight.
"Sorry, we can't send you any parts,"
was the reply. " Your station owes us
$200."
The engineer was stunned. He's off the
air and prevented from making repairs.
He didn't want to deal with the station's
financial matters.
To make along story short, the $200
debt was from aprevious owner of the
station. The general manager offered to
investigate the records and set things
straight, but the manufacturer wouldn't
budge until the money was paid. It
wouldn't even send the parts COD.

What about a
supplier who turns
an engineer into a
collection agent?
The station remained off the air for two
days while parts were located elsewhere.
There's no question the phasor manufacturer had a right to expect payment
for parts and services. A change in station ownership doesn't automatically
nullify previous debts. Yet, this was
more than abent stylus. The failure to
help a station in trouble caused loss of
business and hard feelings. The manufacturer suffered its own loss later on
when the station upgraded its directional system, money lost over a $200 dispute.
With all the station trading over the past
years, many manufacturers are left with
all sorts of bad debts, big and small.
Tracking the owners can be a fulltime
job. On the other hand, station owners
often learn the hard way about old debts.
What is the engineer's position in all of
this? Shouldn't he be able to expect to
call suppliers and place orders without
problems? Indeed, how can he identify
honest suppliers and develop a good
working relationship with them?
DO D
Barry Mishkind, aka RW '
s "Eclectic
Engineer," consults from his base in
Tucson, Ariz. He can be reached at 2033
S. Augusta Place (85710). Electronic
addresses: BMISHKIND on MCI Mail,
or " barry@coyote.datalog.com" on
Internet (also via Compuserve).
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BOTTOMLINE BROADCASTER

Use Voice Mail; Save Money and Staff
by Edwin Bukont
GREENBELT Md. Resistance to a
productive new technology may be significant if that technology is poorly
implemented and appears only to introduce a new set of problems. That
describes the typical perception of voice
mail and related call- processing systems.
While generally referred to as ' voice
mail,' the menu choices with which
callers are greeted are only agateway to
a wealth of call-processing options. To
understand this technology and to ask the
right questions, think in terms of intelligent call processing and realize that
voice mail is one of many destinations to
which acall may be sent.
Depending upon your needs, the application of intelligent call processing to
your business may cost anywhere from
$1,000 to $30,000.
Typical drawbacks
In the traditional operator' method of
call processing, the first problem has
arisen before a call is even answered.
The call can only be answered when a
live operator is present. Staffing your
switchboard continuously is cost-prohibitive. Calls either go unanswered or fill
an answering machine to capacity. Call
forwarding to apager or another number
presents the same staffing problem and
removes your control over customer
access.
An answering service provides some
relief in call screening and turnaround
time, but involves recurring cost, constant training and potential miscommunication. To operate efficiently your staff
must be able to meet changing needs
with virtually instant control of access to
each other and to the customer.
A properly implemented intelligent
call- processing system can make it
appear that no one is "out of the office at
the moment."
The typical operator approach involves
many people using only afew telephone
lines. Any line in use is connected to a
live staffer who is either answering, originating or holding a call. Such an
approach is quickly overloaded, especially as your business grows. Callers then
get frequent busy tones, are put on hold
or go unanswered. Your staff may have
to wait to return calls because all lines
are busy.
More lines does not provide relief
because additional personnel are needed
to handle them and those lines are an
unproductive expense during slow periods. Since all work is done by alive person, you do not need more lines than
you can reasonably afford or expect
your staff to handle. Therefore, call processing has been a personnel-management tool as much as acustomer-service
tool.
A better way
Those busy signals and no-answers are
costing you business as potential new
and repeat clients go where the customer
service is better. Iurge you to begin
thinking from the customer angle and
understand that with an intelligent callprocessing system, you will be able to
handle many more calls with the same
staff and higher productivity can justify

additional telephone lines to separate
outgoing and incoming calls without the
need for operator assistance.
It is certainly cheaper and faster to meet
your needs with hardware solutions than
it is to add and train personnel. Many
people expect to simply plug-in voice
mail between the caller and the office
staff. That approach wastes capital and
labor dollars while increasing the turnaround time between answering acaller
and satisfying his request.
The idea here is to get callers to their
destination by the shortest route, for the
shortest period of time and the route
should not be dependent upon a live

operator. Leaving messages for your
staff, getting directions to the station,
general information such as contest rules
and job openings do not have to involve
the operator or other staff.
Research conducted on behalf of VMX
Inc., which is amajor provider of intelligent call-processing systems, shows that
callers dial a business for one of three
reasons: to find specific information
about aproduct or service; to find general information about your business, or
for assistance in solving aproblem.
An operator will traditionally handle
the first two tasks, either by taking a
message or accessing some form of data

base or prepared comments ( such as
directions or contest rules) which are
repeated to the caller. Both of these
items are handled more quickly if the
caller accesses the data base directly.
Your staff is then free to deal with the
final task, providing solutions.
The expense of the call processing system is offset and surpassed by improved
productivity and better customer service.
This productivity can be measured in
higher sales, faster processing of orders
and invoices and the ability to recoup
travel time as work time.
Your sales staff need not come to the
office, nor occupy areceptionist's time
by leaving and retrieving messages. A
message can be left or retrieved from
anywhere, and, in some systems, forwarded to other users with added comcontinued on page 47

SEND YOUR AUDIO
ACROSS THE STREET OR
AROUND THE WORLDTM
When you think digital audio,
think California Digital. We
provide satellite/digital
technology to make
California Digital
offers expertise in:

many options
available at

IDigital satellites

low cost.

IRemote Broadcasts
I Installation & Training
ISystem design & Engineering
IFCC licensing
IEquipment sales, leasing & financing
ISwitch 56 & ISDN program distribution
IFull-time stereo satellite channels
from S1 150/month
Call for details on cost effective solutions:

CALIFORNIA
DIGITAL AUDIO
MUSICAM

Phone (805) 523-2310 Fax (805) 523-0480
TN

530 New Los Angeles Avenue, Suite 114-96
Moorpark, CA 93021 USA

MAKE MONEY BY CREATING A
MUSIC PROGRAMMING NETWORK!
Circle ( 121) On Reader Service Card

The Truth About Digital
AutomationSystem_s
Why some systems are" better than others..
Digital hard disk programming systems are not alike. There are one or two good ones, the rest aren't much. Don't get
stuck Ask the right questions. Use our free system comparison chart. Get your priorities straight. Take the time to
compare carefully Look for the best combination offeatures and price. This isn't the easy way, but it works.
Make your own, independent decisions. Remember that early purchasers of unsophisticated systems may say they're
happy, but they really haven't had the chance to compare their systems against an intelligent system like Digital DJ,
so they don't know what they're missing. And, they're missing alot! Please read the non-technical discussion below.
Then, call or FAX with your questions. Get aproposal. Compare Digital DJ with other systems on apoint-by-point
basis.. Get the right system at the right price.

Why Digital DJ leads the pack
Absolute Audio Quality

Absolute Format Control

Absolute Magic

Audio Quality: Digital DJ has
superb audio quality, at no extra
cost. Using the advanced apt-XTm
compression technology, Digital
DJ produces stunning, transparent,
musical audio quality at high compression using only one megabyte
per minute in mono for a full 16
kHz FM band response. No other
audio card on any system at any
price exceeds this. More importantly, the only two other systems
that compare, sell for a premium
price.

Hall of Shame: It is ashameful fact
that most of the digital audio hard
disk systems (even the most expensive) are incapable of running a
standard satellite format to the published specification. And, that most
of them have only the most rudimentary live assist ability.

CD-Systems: Are you aware that
most of the CD digital audio systems offered today are just barely
capable of simple end-to-end sequential operation? And, that they
have have been designed to work
like the tired old reel-to-reel dinosaurs? And, that they are essentially
unloadable and uneditable once they
are started? Or that several of them
are hybrids of incompatible components? Call us about this..
In contrast, the CD version of
Digital DJ is filled with features that
really let the user program their
format from areal Log. CD-DJ is a
sophisticated, single PC, integrated
control programmer that will handle
up to 32 of the popular PioneerTM
consumer PD-M501 and TM/2 players as well as the new Pi oneerTM
CAC-V3200 300 disc player.

The Digital DJ apt-X
unlike systems with low
audio cards, requires no
processing or filtering to
broadcast quality sound.

system,
quality
external
provide

How can you tell which systems
have low quality audio processing?
The 'scope tells the tale. Just call
and we'll tell you who they are,
then you can check for yourself.

Stereo Background Record
Finally, there is a reasonably
priced system that can do stereo
simultaneous record/play. Some
systems offer simplistic forms of
mono simultaneous record/play for
time shifting newscasts, dubbing
spots, etc. Many of these systems
impose some strange restrictions
on the user that make you wonder
if it really is simultaneous record/
play.
Our new Programmed Background Record (
PBR) option offers true simultaneous record/play
in stereo. The only two other
systems that do this come at premium prices. Call us to check it
out.
Absolute Support
How many digital audio vendors
offer 24 hour per day, 7 day per
week emergency factory Support?
Check carefully. Not many do.
And there will be times when you
need it. Our DJ support staff are all
old radio staffers and they understand programming. If you have an
emergency, then they will be there.

Other than audio quality, nothing
is more important than the control
software that runs your format. But
the truth is, that beside Digital DJ
and perhaps one premium priced
system, there is really nothing out
there but some pretty crude software.
Software Check List: Below are a
few of the basic features that are
necessary to run areasonable format.
0 Real Time operation.
U Audio Cut Number Rotations
U Auto Sub with Cut rotations for
illegal Spots
CI Auto Spot Set Fill-to-time with
Cut rotations
U Automatic reboot and reset to
correct Log position.
0 Full satellite Jock work schedules
with Cut rotations and dayof-week scheduling.
U True, log-based Live Assist
operation
U Buffered Satellite closures
U Live Copy on Air Log
U Live rotating spot Tags
U LAN network compatibility
U Direct Air Log editing
U Programmable out-going control
closures
U Automatic Air Log Loading
U External Air Log Editor
Sounds reasonable doesn't it? Well,
it is. But not to some others. If you
don't understand the terms above,
then you need to before you get any
system. You also need to know why
these features are necessary and who
has them and who doesn't. Call us,
we've got the information. You'll be
surprised.
Incidentally, Digital DJ has many
more features than just the basics
above. Ask us about MACRO programming time-based closure shifting and jock sensitive calls. We do
software and no one does it better.

The CAC-V3200 sets a new
standard in professional CD playback devices. With two turntables,
the unit is capable of instantaneous
and overlapped playback on a disc
to disc basis. Unlike the consumer
playbacks, the V3200 sends CD-DJ
continuous player status information
so that if aCD sticks or skips, then
the DJ system can make acorrection
immediately.
Digital DJ is the only CD system
to offer a fully integrated hard disk
digital audio control system and
seamless live assist with the superb
audio quality of the apt-Xrm audio
processor. Everything is CD quality
all the way.
SOS©
SOS: The Station Operating System
is our name for the tightly integrated
Super Log Traffic, Digital DJ and
CD-Music Log program set. Tied
together by an extremely intelligent
bidirectional interface and a low
cost LAN network„ the combination
of these software systems is very
powerful and very easy to use and
the price is engily justifiable. We
have had basic SOS system combinations in operation for more than
two years. Call for information..

The Management
Box 1-36457 FT. Worth, TX. 76136 - 800-334-7823 - 817-625-9761 - FAX: 817-624-9741
Digital DJ - DJLite - Super Log - Simple Log - EZ Log - CD-Music Log - Music Log
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Voice Mail Saves Money ... Really
Wi› continued from page 45

ments for appropriate action. The salesperson may retrieve a message and
respond to it hours or even days sooner
than would typically occur with awritten
message or even apager.
Call processing in action
Food for thought: Check your reception
area right now...How many messages are
sitting there waiting for aresponse from
someone who is either on vacation, coming in late or has left early? Suppose
every third message for a salesperson
can be tied to a lost sale. Multiply the
messages by an average buy for your
best day part and see what you are passing up.
Assume that this occurs everyday but
you were previously unaware of such.
Multiply the daily loss by 275 (the average number of business days per year).
Can you really afford to be losing so
much business? Probably not.
I'll bet your receptionist is giving out
directions for the 20th time this hour.
What if each salesperson could
retrieve messages from a voice- mail
system, while your receptionist handles
calls needing real assistance? That
voice-mail message could be sent on to
whomever in the office could best expedite the order before the salesperson
gets back.
What if aclient wants to leave amessage or contact arep outside of banker's
hours? Early-morning and late-afternoon
copy changes or aclient's sudden demographic apprehensions are afact of life in
radio. With voice mail, the account rep
could check for messages from outside
and respond to the client's needs hours
sooner, before the receptionist is in and
be-fore getting across town to the office.
You have now turned driving time into
productive time and saved the sale.
Taking it impersonally
Perhaps the biggest complaint about
voice mail is that it is impersonal or difficult to use. The first is an implementation problem; the second aproblem with
specific hardware.
Regarding hardware, some call-processing systems are designed to support
a company's existing product line. As
such, the system may not offer the flexibility you need unless you already own
the call- processing company's other
'family' products. Sometimes specific
features are left out because they conflict with a company's existing products.
One popular system, for example,
requires that if you dialed in through a
receptionist and the party called does not
answer, you must return to the receptionist or hang up and redial with the direct
extension number. Guess what—that
vendor sells talk time and makes alot of
money with first- minute charges and
waiting on hold. A competitor's product
does not have that limitation but allows
you to leave amessage regardless of how
you entered the system.
The impersonal problem is easily
solved. At WPGC we split the existing
12 trunks into two groups. Our published
business number hunts five roll-over
lines that still go to the receptionist.
First-time callers are handled by a live
operator. Business cards feature the
voice mail ' hunt' numbers which

includes six roll-overs. Repeat callers
immediately access amenu that allows
them to leave messages or dial adirect
extension. The receptionist can also
route calls through this system. After
business hours, all calls go through the
call-processing system.
But the ability to split lines and change
routing after hours has nothing to do
with voice mail. Intelligent call processing is agateway; voice mail is adestination, and the routing is afunction of the
telephone switch.
Things to remember
A) Cell phones can become hell
phones when accessing call-processing

systems because of problems with the
duration of DTMF tone sounds. This is
afault with the cell phone, not the callprocessing system. Additional noise and
switching silences can generate confusing commands to call-processing systems.
B) Older private branch exchange systems, especially TIE systems, were never
intended to interface with anything
except themselves and may not be adaptable to call processing. This is particularly apparent if you call outside from a
TIE phone and reach another business's
voice mail.
C) Unlike your present phone system,
whose primary purpose is to access the

customer world, call processing will
serve equal duty with your staff. Buy
enough memory (hours of hard drive
storage) and enough ports to facilitate
the full use of the system. However,
memory should not be used as audition
tapes for aspiring air talent. Keep it
short. A personal greeting should not
take more than 30 seconds. You should
not have to allow for longer than atwominute incoming message.
D) Be sure the system is software programmable and that you keep the necessary disks and manuals to make routine
changes and obtain system reports.
ODD

Edwin Bukont is the CE at WPGC-AMFM Morningside, Md. ( Washington). He
can be reached there at 301-441-3505,
ext. 8213; address: 6301 Ivy Lane, Suite
801, Greenbelt, Md. 20770.

THE GOLD STANDARD IN DIGITAL
AUDIO DATA COMPRESSION

Endorsed by the world's most innovative
manufacturers of broadcast equipment,
aptXTM digital compression technology

Broadcast equipment currently incorporating
apt- X technology includes products from: Advent Communications • A.S.0 • Asaca •

has been incorporated at the heart of a
host of products designed for the
transmission or storage and retrieval of
broadcast quality stereo audio.

B.B.C. • Broadcast Electronics • Canopus •
Computer Concepts • Digital Broadcast
Associates • Eela Audio • E.R.I. • Fidelipac •
Gentner • Hitachi Telecom Technology •

Designed specifically for professional

International Datacasting Corp. • lkegami •
International Tapetronics • Intraplex •

applications, the apt- X system delivers
field- proven performance and reliability
with amultitude of powerful features
offering negligible coding delay while

J.T.M. • Kowa • KW Electronics • Maycom
•Moseley Associates • Positron • Scan
Acoustic • Sonifex • Southern Broadcasting

maintaining audio transparency.

Systems • S.S.V.C. • Systembase • Tiesseci

Discover more. Find out for yourself why
the broadcast industry overwhelmingly

•TFT • The Management • Ubitech • Vistek.

apt- X TM means compression technology
you can bank on. Call today for further
information.

prefers the apt- X solution - the first
hardware solution - the first single IC
solution - the first choice solution.

The Industry Preferred Digital Audio Compression System.
Audio Processing Technology
21 Stranmillis Road, Belfast BT9 5AF
Northern Ireland
Tel 0232 662714 Fax 0232 382208

Audio
Processing
Technology

111

APT

Audio Processing Technology
6255 Sunset Boulevard Suite 1026
Los Angeles CA 90028 USA
Tel 213 463 2963 Fax 213 463 6568

apt Xand apt X are registered trademarks of Audio ProcessingTechnology Ltd
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Color Your Workshop Secure, Neat
used as adjacent spots or stripes.
Marking the cabling this way makes it
easier to reinstall the tape recorder you
MURRAY, Ky. If you have ever
just fixed.
wished for afast, efficient, effective and,
If you are currently using labels then
best of all, cheap method to color code
you know their problems; " upside
connectors or terminals, listen to this.
down," "unreadable scribble," "rubbed
This method lets you apply any color of
off," and "it won't fit through the hole."
paint you choose, and you do not even
You know that the cable with "board
have to clean apaint brush.
out right" on one end is labeled "audio in
The supplies are found at your local
right" on the other end, but matching up
truck dealer. The parts department
colors is easier and faster for you and
knows it as "touch-up paint."
your helpers.
Touch-up paint is sold to repaint small
A second place to find small bottles of
nicks and scratches on vehicles. It comes
paint is the hobby shop. The paint used
in a small bottle with a brush built into
for plastic models comes in small bottles.
the cap.
Though it doesn't have abuilt-in brush,
The brush need not be cleaned, as it is
you can use a wooden toothpick and
stored in the paint.
paint dots with it.
Because each color has its own brush
If you haven't had your fill of tech tips,
and no cleaning is required, marking can
here's another:
be done quickly.
Most stations have several small items
Getting paint colors for the standard
that are subject to "disappearance." The
resistor color code is not quite as easy as
you might wish. When did you last see a consumer units are the ones that are most
likely to " stray." These items include
factory original violet vehicle? Because
scanners, table radios, 'l'Y receivers and
auto colors tend to be muted and pastels,
cassette tape recorders.
truck colors are a better choice. For
One way to reduce this problem is to
example, orange is really orange.
make the unit unattractive to the thief.
(Though violet is still not available.)
The uglier the better!
You can use this method to identify
Units with plastic cases can easily be
cabling to equipment. It is suggested that
"branded" with asoldering iron. The easiest
you choose colors for " IN," "OUT,"
way is to put your call letter or other identi"RIGHT," "LEFT," and " MONO" and
fication into the plastic surface. Brand each
use that code throughout your system.
letter using the tip to make agroup of
Use color bands on cables and dots at
dots—just like adot matrix printer.
connectors. Multiple colors can easily be
by Larry Albert

The defacing/identification works best
if placed on highly visible surfaces. The
purpose is to deter pilfering.
To further reduce temptation, items can
be painted in an unattractive style. A
paint scheme can make something so
ugly that nobody will want to be seen
with it.
And, oh, by the way, green stripes with
pink polka dots are really ugly.
Most shops have more than one set of
Allen wrenches because of the numerous
styles. There are US and Metric sizes,
the common bent type and those for
insertion into an auxiliary handle, standard end and ball tips, some are regular
hexagon type while others are splined.
Combinations of the above styles exist
and are commonly found, or misplaced,
in shops.
Many shops have such tools "stored" as
apile of "mixed miscellaneous" in abox,
tray, or drawer. Other shops make adiligent effort to keep the different types
separated; and, in some rare cases organized.
Sometimes these tools do not get
replaced with the correct set after use.
Incorrect or omitted tool replacement
will cause problems and lost time later.
US and Metric sets will have tools
which are almost the same size. There is
very little difference in these tools to the
eye. They may look the same, but they
are not interchangeable because they
don't fit. When you are working on
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These tech tips were supplied by Larry
Albert, television engineer at Murray
Slate University's MSU-TV in Kentucky.
Albert believes cheap engineering is an
acceptable term and is a self-professed
"cheapskate." He can be reached at
502-762-4664.

Y firDELAIERS

THE RFkEXplitTS

gmb

equipment with metric screws, it is no
fun to select a tool which "looks right"
and it still be the wrong size because it
is really a US size tool improperly
placed in the Metric set. Time will be
lost analyzing the problem. More time
will be lost locating the misplaced
Metric tool.
Carefully sorting these tools into separate groups will solve this problem—
today. Keeping them from becoming
mixed up again is another problem completely. All is not lost. A solution follows.
One solution is to color code the
wrench sets using different colors for
different sets. You could spray paint
each set completely. Painting a band,
stripe, or adot of color on the tool with a
brush is usually neater. Remember Auto
Touch- Up paint.
If you still store handle and insert types
in their plastic cases keep the following
in mind. Paint the tool so that the color
marking is visible when tool is stored in
the case. You may also want to paint a
few color stripes on the clear plastic
cover to ease selection.
A little time now with asmall cost in
paint will save time in the future. The
ease of tool sorting and selection will
eliminate some stress.

MYAT DELIVERS QUALITY

MYAT DELIVERS WHEN YOU NEED IT

Y

production schedules rely on MYAT to deliver
M
quality components on time and within budget. So

ou can rely on MYAT rigid line and components
to deliver a clean, powerful signal to your
antenna. Pure highest quality copper, brass and
silver plus computer- aided design and manufacturing
ensure consistency and accuracy. No wonder
demanding broadcasters worldwide choose MYAT
products for their passive systems. We take
Quality Control very seriously.

do leading broadcasters like the Empire State
Building's newest TV tenants. At MYAT, commitments
are kept.
LET MYAT DELIVER FOR YOU
ing an older installation, or coping with an
W
emergency, you can depend on MYAT rigid line and
hether you're planning a new tower, upgrad-

MYAT DELIVERS RELIABLE PERFORMANCE

O

ajor transmitter manufacturers with strict

ur non- galling silver-plated beryllium copper
contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements
and virgin Teflon inner supports are designed for
maximum velocity, minimum attenuation and long
service life. Every MYAT component is tested
before shipping and backed with a full one year
warranty. MYAT products are built for the long run.

tr

components. Thousands of RF experts around the
world already do. Contact your RF distributor, or
phone us for our catalog, installation planning guide
and engineering reference. Its detailed drawings
can help you put together an efficient, trouble- free
transmission line that will last for decades. For afree
copy call 201-767-5380 or fax 201-767-4147 .

RIGID LINE: RADIO'S EFFICIENT CHOICE
40 YEAR
Manufacturers of electronic
transmission equipment
since 19.51.
See Us

At NAB Booth 3701
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Shoot the Trouble; Save the Station
by John "0" Shepler
ROCKFORD, Ill. You hear ametallic
(hunk from the direction of the transmitter room. At the same instant the air
monitor goes dead quiet. You're off the
air.
Within five seconds you're standing
face to face with the 25 KW FM, but not
before the production engineer and the
afternoon announcer grab for the controls. They jab the buttons acouple of
times. Nothing happens. They swing
around in unison to look at you. The icy
stares make your heart stop.
Now you're starting to sweat. The transmitter is clearly dead, with no obvious
cause. You'll have to open it up and start
troubleshooting. Now, where's that manual?
Everyone is waiting
Minutes seem like hours when astation
goes off the air. Hours seem like days
when the rest of the crew is standing
there egging you on. If you're lucky,
they're professional enough to retreat to
the studio so you can think in peace.
Even so, you know they're in there waiting. The audience or what's left of it is
out there waiting. Better hustle.
Speed is everything in solving broadcast problems. A transmitter running at
half power is infinitely preferable to a
transmitter that is off but going to be at
full power in acouple of hours. A working CD player with clip leads dangling
out the back always beats a shiny new
one that's sitting there stone cold. An
engineer who runs in the studio, yanks a
faulty channel module from the board
and rams in a new one within the duration of asingle song is ahero. An engineer who says "live with it until Ican do
the job right at midnight" doesn't get the
same level of admiration.
Sure, not all problems have ten-second
solutions. Nevertheless, those people
depending on the equipment want tensecond solutions, and it's in your interest
to accommodate them as much as you
can. Life is so much more pleasant when
they think you're ahero instead of just a
necessary evil.
Think in terms of speed. Design your
system and methods for speed. If at all
possible, have more than one way to
quickly accommodate any problem.
This is the best argument for not
scrimping on production studios. OK,
you're a whiz at production on a fivechannel board. How well does that board
do when it's used as the main studio?
Design your AM, FM, news, and production facilities to be as interchangeable
as possible. Don't just buy the same
boards. Bring in the same sources, monitors, network feeds, phones, and other
goodies so that any room can sub for any
other in an emergency.
Interchangeable facilities
Make it easy to switch. A remote relay
panel works, but guard those switches to
prevent accidental transfers. Patches
work fine, too. Be sure to run the program output of each board to an input
channel of the others. That way you can
have both boards on the air for seamless
switching.
Many problems such as failed carts or
CD players, noisy pots, blown speakers,
dead amps, scratchy mic cables and so

on can be fixed pronto as long as you've
made everything modular. Make it easy
to unplug the audio and power for acart
machine and replace it with one from
another studio. This means connectors
and levels must match exactly.
Cords should be long enough to facilitate jostling equipment around. It's
amazing how many people don't think to
include an extra inch of audio cable.
These are the same folks that staple
down the power cords or tie them in
knots under the board. The result is that a
30- second swap takes 30 minutes and
upsets the flow of programming.
The same reasoning applies to audio

amplifiers, muting relays, on- air controls, preamps, turntables, tape recorders,
and everything else electronic or
mechanical. Design the studio so that
you can change out the problem piece in
amatter of acouple of minutes, without
going off the air.
Don't get the idea that repair efforts are
welcome in the studio. It may be fun to
socialize with the talent for a few minutes, but the relationship can get strained
as minutes become hours and tools and
test equipment are scattered over the
work area. Better to get in and out and
take your time solving the problem in the
shop.

How about that dead transmitter?
Transmitter problems can certainly take
awhile. The pressure comes off if you
have a spare, even an obsolete low
power junker transmitter or just an
exciter. Once again, something on the air
beats nothing every time.
Keep tools handy
Make your life easier for inevitable
transmitter failures by keeping the manuals and schematics handy. A copy of the
schematic laminated in plastic and hung
on the transmitter's back door makes for
quick reference.
How about likely spare parts such as
tubes or solid-state power modules?
They should be close at hand. It's nice to
have shelves or a cabinet within arm's
reach. The most likely parts to fail
continued on page 51
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part of their strategy. Why? Because the 8200 is a

a ,--rew software upgrade free of charge.

technological breakthrough with bottom line impact.

Veffsion 1.0's sonic and operational improvements

It lets you create adistinct, powerful sound that

meet broadcasters' ongoing demands for superior audio

results in larger audiences, higher ratings and

performance and increased' control— like customized

improved profitability.

bass response and automatic switching of presets

cated ways to keep their listeners from cruising the

A case in point: all cur-
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Digital Makes the Best L
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Digital technology not only improves the quality of
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the signal— it makes the OPTIMOD-FM 8200 more

The OPTIMOD-FM 8200 is now the new industry stan-

programmable,

more flexible

and more user-friendly. And it
can actually help keep capital

OPTIMOD FM

equipment costs down because
it allows stations to expand and upgrade their system

dard for digital audio processors.
Call you: dealer now for ahandson evaluatioi of the 8200. In a
market where stations live and

die. by the ratiings, you can corn mate the dial.

orbork:
adivision of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
CD 1993 AKG Acoustics. Inc. Orban and OPTIMOD are registered trademarks of AKG Acoustics, Inc.
AKG is aregistered trademark of Akustische u. Kino-Geràte Ges.m.b.H.. Austria.
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Hales Corners, Wisc., by calling 414529-1250. For information on the Radio
Design Labs Audio Controlled Relay,
circle Reader Service 115.
* * *
Conference rooms or demo vans are
great places for TV/VCR/stereo remote
controls. All too often, however, these
devices sprout legs and vanish. An alternative to fighting the missing remote
control problem is to chain the control in
place, like the stores do.
Unsightly you say? Not if the control is
secured under the conference-room table.
The Se-kur Corporation sells achain and
adhesive clamp for under $5. They can
be reached at 312-728-2435, or circle
Reader Service 41.
After attaching the adhesive chain to the
remote control, attach the other end
under the conference-room table. Stick a
strip of Velcro' on the control and its
mating piece under the table. The remote
stays on a chain and out of sight. It is
easily retrieved from underneath the
table when needed.
* * *
Steven Crowley, popular RW columnist, formerly with du Treil, Lundin, and
Rackley, a division of A. D. Ring, did
not join the firm in their move to Florida.
Steve stayed behind in Washington and
hung out his own shingle. In doing so,
Steve has also started a free client
newsletter. It focuses on FCC activity in
frequency bands other than broadcast
which may impact broadcast stations in
the future.
In addition to his broadcast consulting
work, Steve has spent a lot of time
studying emerging technologies, so this
newsletter could be something of a
crystal ball. The newsletter is free to
stations making written requests on a
company letterhead. Mail your request
to Steven J. Crowley, P.E., 1133 15th
Street NW, Suite 1200, Washington,
DC 20005.
* * *
Mervill Lawson from WMOR-AM-FM
Morehead, Ky., offered another tip for

Getting Back
On the Air

satellite users. His receiver lost acrystal,
and the manufacturer said areplacement
would run $ 150 for four. Mervill only
needed one. A friend told him about
International Crystal Manufacturing
(ICM) in Oklahoma City.
These folks sound like aworthy addition to anyone's Rolodex. This company builds the crystals used in both the
Fairchild DART and SA receivers. The
only things they need to build a
replacement are either the crystal frequency or transponder number and the
receiver model number. Delivery is 2to
four weeks and the crystals cost less
than $ 15 plus shipping. That's afar cry

from $ 150.
In addition to satellite crystals, ICM
manufactures a wide variety of communications crystals which are contained in a reference catalog. For
orders use ICM's toll- free number,
800-426-9825. If you'd like to receive
their cross-reference crystal catalog,
circle Reader Service 152. Mervill
Lawson can be reached at WMOR,
606-784-4141.
* * *
We'll wrap up this issue with a little
trivia. Can you name the console that
was introduced in 1980 and now numbers nearly 2,000 installed in the field?
It's the Pacific Recorders BMX Series II.
Pacific President Jack Williams notified
customers in November of plans to discontinue this console, given the higher
performance and better value offered in

31

the BMX- III and Radiomixer consoles.
Customer feedback has slowed the
phase-out.
If you own aPR&E BMX, you'll be
glad to know that confirmed orders for
complete consoles and console mainframes will be accepted through June 30,
1993. Replacement modules will be periodically manufactured and will be available through 1994. Most of the nonstructural replacement components will
be available for the next five years. For
more information on BMX upgrades, circle Reader Service 77.
DOD

John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase Consulting, a contract engineering and projects company. He can
be reached at 703-764-0751. Fax tips or
comments to his attention at 703-9982966.

Comtech's 3.8 Meter has the Extra
Performance Margin Needed for
Crystal-Clear Audio Reception.

Why Settle for Less?
Major network affiliates all
over the country are specifying Comtech's 3.8 Meter
Antenna. The reason is
simple: No other antenna in
its size category can deliver
a gain of 42.9 db at 4 GHz.
This increased performance
margin means outstanding
audio reception on SCPC
sub-carrier signals, and digital even in low EIRP areas.
Comtech's leadership in
satellite antenna design is no
accident. They pioneered
the exclusive 3- piece
"splice- strap" parabolic
reflector with a superior sur-

face tolerance unequalled
by mesh or other home-type
antennas. The result is higher
efficiency, optimum sidelobe performance and
increased gain. This is the
extra margin of performance that only a Comtech
Antenna can provide. That's
why literally hundreds of
Comtech 3.8 Meter Antennas are operating today at
radio stations throughout
the U.S.
So why settle for marginal
performance when you can
have a performance margin
today and in tomorrow's 2
spacing environment.

Allied Broadcast Equipment
distributes Comtech
Antenna systems to the
radio industry nationwide.
Call today for more
information.

317-962-8596

al
a HARRIS
ALLIED
BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

3712 National Road West
P.O. Box 1487
Richmond, IN 47375

Comtech Antenna Corp.—Taking the lead in Satellite Antenna Systems

continued from page 49

should be the easiest to find.
Give yourself some space when you
install transmitters. Remember somebody, probably you, is going to have to
crawl inside that beast someday. Add
some light fixtures and power outlets
nearby. You need them for test equipment, soldering irons, and maybe a
clamp-lamp to light up the interior.
Don't get in such ahurry that you forget proper safety procedures. Just make
sure everything you need is close at hand
and easy to deal with. Those high stress
repair jobs can be alot less nerve wracking and they can even help you gain
points with the rest of the staff.
D OD
John Shepler is an engineering manager, writer, and longtime RW columnist.
He can be reached at 5653 Weymouth
Drive, Rockford, IL 61114 or on Prodigy
Email as GJMS86A.

Radio Station KAIR/JOY, Inc.
Tucson, Arizona
3.8 Meter Antenna Installation

See Us At NAB Booth 13403
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Tips for Weighing Tapeless Options
Before Cart- Replacement Purchase, Judge Long- Term
Cost Benefits and Applications for Automated Systems
by Yasmin Hashmi
LONDON With so many tapeless systems aimed at cart replacement and station automation available, the choice
may be somewhat confusing. There are
some general "common sense" pointers
that may help to narrow the field down
for you.
The first step is assess your needs. This
includes defining why you are interested
in the technology in the first place. The
general answer to this seems to be that
tapeless systems offer more flexibility,
better audio quality and better reliability.
However, the main worry, apart from
cost, is depending on one storage source.
If the bulk of material is stored on one
disk and the system breaks down, the
results could be catastrophic.
Budget
In determining how much to pay for a
system, it helps if the longer-term financial benefit of using the system can be
estimated. An obvious, if somewhat contentious, example is when a system is
interfaced with aCD jukebox and fully
automated for night time operation. The
costs benefit can be calculated directly in
terms of wages.
Other examples may be less dramatic,
but, nonetheless, could involve direct

cost savings in terms of consumables.
Unfortunately, the financial advantages
of going tapeless are often more speculative than directly calculable and may be
based on enhancing the station's appeal
to potential advertisers—assuming it is a
commercial station—by improving its
overall performance.

I

around the various studios via aremovable medium such as floppy disk or
RAM pack. This has the advantage of
providing familiar control and, should
any single unit break down, other units
will remain unaffected.
An alternative is to install a network
where material can be transferred to multiple studios/sites without having to
physically transport it. This has the
advantage of being quicker and does

The first step is to assess your
needs. This includes defining why you
are interested in the technology.

In such cases, it may be more appropriate to concentrate on how operational
procedures and the quality of the new
product will be improved.
When considering what type of system
to select, one of the first problems is to
establish basic functional requirements.
For example, if the station is large and
there are several studios to service, there
are several options available. One solution is to purchase multiple sample cart
replacement replay machines and one
production machine.
Multiple replay machines
Material that has been recorded and
edited on the latter can then be passed

away with the need for transportable
media. An additional advantage is that a
network may be able to support administrative software that can log what is
being passed where, what should be
played and what has been played.
A disadvantage is that if the network
relies on acentral file server, the whole
system will be affected should the file
server break down. There are, however,
network configurations that do not rely
on acentralized unit but can bypass any
individual unit in case of problems.
For the smaller station, the cheapest
option is the basic cart replacement system that is intended to replace the traditional cart with atapeless medium. The

advantage here is improved reliability,
better audio quality, and asaving on consumables since the floppy can be reused
again and again.
The next step up is to provide basic
playlisting or sequencing, whereby takes
can be "chained" to play one after the
other with the sequence being manually
triggered. By adding apersonal computer, more sophisticated editing and
playlisting features can be provided,
including the ability to automatically
trigger anumber of playlists at specified
times.
The timing reference may be internally
generated by the system—in which case
the user is cautioned to check for drift
against actual time—or external timing
references via an interface.
Beyond this are systems that can automatically fill stop sets, support traffic
and billing software, download updated
playlists and audio via satellite or digital
telephone lines, interface with CD jukeboxes and provide a host of other automated functions.
System operation
Having narrowed the number of systems down by price and functionality,
the next step is to assess the system's
ease of operation. If other users are to be
involved, their operational needs should
be considered.
For example, adisk jockey may require
simply and obvious control; hence, the
number of systems which emulate the
traditional cart machine.
This does not mean, however, that
continued on page 61

Sensational Sound
Over Switched 56/ISDN
From 7.5 kHz to 20 kHz, CCS Has the Codec You Need
CCS Audio Products, the pioneer of digital audio transmission over Switched 56 and ISDN lines, offers you a range of codecs to
enhance the fidelity of your remote broadcasts.
With CCS's powerful CDQ2000 MUSICAM ® codec, you can transmit from 8.2 kHz mono audio at 56/64 kbps up to 20 kHz stereo
audio at 112/128 kbps. Imagine, 20 kHz stereo using only 2 digital lines! If you have higher bandwidth digital facilties, the CDQ2000
can also transmit at 192, 256, or 384 kbps to maintain superior fidelity even after generations of encoding and decoding.
Our new CDQ1000 will let you transmit a 10 kHz mono feed
over a single Switched 56/ISDN circuit. CCS's Micro56, the
original digital audio codec, still provides you with

a

cost-effective 7.5 kHz for your voice- based
transmissions.
From newcasts to symphonic concerts . . .
whatever your application, CCS Audio Products
guarantees Crystal Clear Digital

iTM over

your switched digital circuits.

CCS
CCS Audio Products
33 West Main Street
Holmdel, NJ 07733, USA
908-946-3800 FAX: 908-946-7167
Soo Us At NAt tooth 3000

CCS
CCS, Europe GmbH
Obere HauptstrOe 52
D-8050 Freising, Germany
49 8161 12222 FAX: 49 8161 12280
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ROOTS OF RADIO

Seeds of the Powerful
and ' Invisible Medium'
by James WoId
MINNEAPOLIS In its most basic
form, radio today is essentially
unchanged from its earliest days: A person. A microphone. An unseen audience.
An invisible medium, perhaps the most
intimate ever devised by man. Radio is
deceptively simple. There is less to it, yet
more to it, than meets the ear.
In its first decade, stations like WEAF
in New York helped create the first
national advertising medium. Such stations challenged, said someone, "the stability of the printing press itself." The
medium was, said one radio executive in
1922, "an unlimited theater, where rear
seats are hundreds of miles from the
stage and where the audience, all occupying private homes, can come late or
leave early...."
It unleashed the imagination of millions
who listened to music, drama and information, creating private images in their
mind's eye. Several existing radio stations were a part of this great national
medium almost from the beginning.
Early stations
In its earliest incarnation, radio was an
experiment for shipto- shore communication. Before long, however, experimenters began to apply radio as a mass
medium. Generally recognized as the
first commercial station to sign on was
an experimental venture in 1909 built by
Dr. Charles Herrold, which later evolved
into KCBS. With studios in the Garden
City Bank building in San Jose, Calif.,
the station broadcast mostly ads for Dr.
Herrold's School of Radio.
Herrold would do anything for his station and school. During the night, for
long-distance tests, he began to appropri-

ate power at 600 volts from the Street
Railway Company, tying onto trolley
lines from the roof of the bank building
by means of along bamboo pole with a
hook at the end. He also strung an antenna between two mountain tops and took
his students into the hills to test reception
at a radio equipped shack with four
bunks.
World War Istopped Herrold's operation. He tried but failed to revive it after
the conflict, and sold the station to the
Second Avenue Baptist Church, which
ran it as KQW. The church later turned it
over to acommercial operator, who sold
it to another, who sold it to Columbia
Broadcasting System which made it
KCBS San Francisco—the 50,000 W
descendant of a 15 W school station of
1909.
Radio after WWI
World War Ihad produced thousands
of radio fans. Wirelessmen in the Signal
Corps, discharged from the service, went
back to their homemade sets. Some built
transmitters as well as receivers. Every
such amateur sender was abroadcasting
station in the making.
Take for instance Lester Spangenberg,
whose story is told in Alfred P.
Morgan's "The Story of Electricity."
After ayear as aradio expert in the U.S.
Navy, Spangenberg set up his own station, W2ZM, in Lakeview, N.J.
Spangenberg's telephone microphone
was in the living room near the piano,
the transmitter tubes on the second floor,
and aerial on the roof of his home.
Within reach of his transmitter were
several hundred amateurs with receiving
sets. He talked to them and they replied
with postcards and letters. Early in 1920,
continued on page 62
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24 Hours.

Power Up.

Our 24 hour
service hot ¡ ne
number is
609-728-2020.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on ClE1
"New Reliables" FM transmitters
from 1kw to 30 kw.
No Extras.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on INI"New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Free.

Our FREE spares kits
include every solid
state component of the
transmitter, exciter
and remote control.

Single Phase 30 kW.
Our new FMQ
30000B is the only
30 kW transmitter
available with
asingle phase
power supply.

Radio Systems distribution amplifiers are really no big deal.
Sure, the specifications are excellent and they are easy to install, thanks to
rear panel barrier strips.
And, they are flexible with independent front panel level adjusts for each
channel, balanced bridging inputs, and low impedance outputs.
OK, 1,800 are in service, most for over five years, so they are reliable.
Not to mention that they're inexpensive, and available in eight channel,
stereo or mono models.
Come to think of it, there is alot to say for aRadio Systems DA.

Rama SYSTEMS INC.
800/523-2133 or FAX 609/467-3044
See Us At NAB Booth 2012
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All of OH's FM
transmitters have
no plate blockers
or sliding contacts.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all
the facts on 0E1
"New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

The Longest.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 1)E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

What can you say about aDA?

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw

Less is More.

We never charge you extra
for single phase power. Not
on our FMQ 10000 or our
FMQ 20000B—not even on
our 30 kW FMQ 30000B.

-

With our FMQ
3.5/5/10 kW or 20/30 kW
FM transmitters, you
can upgrade power in
the field.

Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for
all the facts on ClE1 " New Reliables"
FM transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Our PA tube
warranty is the
longest in the
business —
15,000 hours.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

Built-in Backup.

OElis constant 50 Ohm
interstage impedance
lets you bypass the IPA
or PA in the unlikely
event of aproblem.
Call us toll free at
800-334-9154 for all the
facts on 0E1 " New Reliables" FM
transmitters from 1kw to 30 kw.

QEI CORPORATION
ONE AIRPORT DRIVE • P.O. BOX 805 • WILLIAMSTOWN, N.J. 08094
24 HOUR SERVICE HOTLINE (
609) 728-2020
TEL ( 800) 334-9154 • FAX ( 609) 629-1751

01

UAL ITY •

See Us At NAB Booth 4220

E
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Race Werld
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
?WE INDUSTRY'S REST NEW R,
PRE OWNED EOIPPMENT DEALER

RADIO
RESOURCES
WANT TO SELL
URBAN
8000A OPTI MOD
9100A OPTIMOD
ENERGY-ONIX MK30
FM TRANSMITTER
OTAR1
MX5050-BII
ARS - 1000
PLUS MANY MORE ITEMS
WANT TO BUY
POTOMAC FIELD STRENGTH METERS
MAR11 VHF/UHF RPU EQUIPMENT
SHORE M-267 MIXER
MARTI Sn EQUIPMENT
MOSELEY STL EQUIPMENT
URBAN 8100A OPTIMOD
LET US KNOW WHAT
YOU HAVE FOR SALE
Ask for Steve, Chuck. or Bill

VOICE: 1-800-54-RADIO
FAX: 1-410-783-4635
Grde ( 153) On Reader Service Card
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Sell
ATI (
4) preamps, $75 ea. NDoshi, WQCD,
220 E42nd St Ste 2812, NY NY 10017.
212-210-2771.
Dynaco Dynakit Stereo 70. K Heyne,
Feral Enter, 149 Dominica Ave, Fairfax CA
94930. 415-453-4084.
Dynaco ST120. fact bit, gd cond, BO. R
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
Dynaco $1120, fact built. gd cond. BO. R
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George SI,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
Bent PJ-100 used less than 2yrs, broadband, $ 1295. R Newton, Family 105.3, 266
Lantz Rd, Lawrenceburg TN 38464. 615766-1022.
BWG Mdl 85 (
2) pwr amp, stereo, 35
W/chnl, 1RU, exc cond, $250 ea/$400 both;
Shure M-267 rem, $275. JSomich, Somich
Prods, 1208 Stoney Run Tri, Broadview
Hghts OH 44147. 8N-334-3925.
Gates MO-2696 rk mount. prof tube amp,
1950s, $200. R Franklin, Franklin Studios,
1004 Dekalb St, Norristown PA 19401.
AB Syst 205A stereo, new, $500 ea/BO. J
Diamond. Blue Diamond, Box 102C
Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA 15317.
412-746-3455.

Haeco (
2) 1x16 audio DAs, $ 50 ea. L
Houck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San
Antonio TX 78201.
New 250 W solid state amp, $1800. Call
for details. Bill Hoffman, 518-583-9490.
RCA, Altec, Dynaco tube amps, sell of
trade. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099
(evenings before 10PM EST).

Want to Buy

Shively 6813 2- bay, new w/radomes tuned
to 96.1, BO. D Magnum, WBOG, 1021 N
Superior Ave, Tomah WI 54660. 800-736WBOG.

UREI 1178, dual, $400 ea; Dictaphone logger w/2 mo tape sply, $ 1000 ea+s/h. N
Doshi, WOCD, 220 E42nd St Ste 2812,
NY NY 10017.212-210-2771.

ERI cir polar 4-bay on 94.7 MHz. BDodge,
WWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 03820. 603742-8575.

Prewired studio w/5-chnl, 12-input LPB
console, mid/arm, (2) ITC R/P carts, (2) TT
w/tone arm & preamps; Sony MCI 2-Irk RR, inox spkr, $3500.

160' tower, self-supp, non-guyed, galv &
painted. M Latham, KAGY, POB 1307,
Buras LA 70041.

Mt. Vaca Radio Site

Mclntosh/Marantz, Fairchild 670/602. K
Gutzke, 612-866-6183.

views Northern SF Bay Area &
Sacramento Valley solid. Single
space, entire building rental or lease.
Power, telco, 150ft. tower, 24hr
access. Please call or write:
Radio Properties, POR 192,
Elmira, CA 95625. (707)446-3419.

Mick- Lock 2-3 line amp. M Gimenez,
WPAB, POB 7243, Ponce PR 00731.
Mclntosh/Marantz, Fairchild 670/602. K
Gutzke, 612-866-6183.

ANTENNAS & TOWERS
Want to Sell
CCA Watchdog Il VSWR protection/alarm
w/manual, gd cond. M Rice, Cont Media,
222 Indacom, St Peters MO 63376.
200' 6" hard line, low loss 72 ohm, for
TV/FM, $4700. C Hwait, WTNN, 13206
Buttermilk Rd, Knoxville TN 37932.
Shively 6- bay. K Stone, < LID, 12710
Research Blvd # 390, Austin TX 78759.
512-331-9191.

FM -ANTENNAS
Designed and built for your frequellcV. Choose from 1 lo 12
bays and five power levels.
Financing available. Call
Jimmie Jovnl al S.W.R.

214 -335 -3425
Scala PR450U (
3) paraflectors on 950
MHz, $300 ea. R Thompson, KLON, 1288
Bellflower Blvd, Long Bch CA 90815.
Andrew 1061 90 degree, 15/8" elbows,
(2), BO. BLadd, WNRR, 108 1/2 EMain,
Bellevue OH 44811.
Belden 8281 (
3) 200' pieces, yellow; ( 1)
150' red; ( 1) 250' equiv, BO; various
lengths, indiv shielded, BO. LHouck, Rollin
Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San Antonio TX 78201.
Andrew 31/8" rigid, 380', 13 yrs old. $200/
20'+s/b. TNelson. WCAL, SI Olaf College,
Northfield MN 55057. 507-646-3328.
Andrew LDF5; LDF4; FHJ5 1/2"; LDF450A 807607251.25', 7/8"; FHJ5-50A
24'/457.504s/h. K Kuespert, TPC Tech,
1794 Russell Rd, Baroda MI 49101. 219291-6996.

Dielectric Mdl 50000 motorized coax
switch, $3500/80; Prodelin patch panel,
$500, both 3 1/8". TToenjes, KOLA, Box
104, Manhattan KS 66502. 913-437-6549.
Hughey-Phillips 36" flasher beacon, exc
cond, BO. H McDonald, KKJV, POB 807,
Veradale WA 99037. 509-535-7535.
Utility 340 in 9sections, 1tapered base
sect, 11/2-section tube leg, painted, 210'
w/o base insulator/hdwr, $3500/B0+s/h.
Potomac Instr AM-19 4-tower ant mon &
PMA-19 prec adap, like new, $6500 both. D
Dybas, WPNT, 875 NMichigan, Chicago IL
60611. 708-869-0001.

Want to Buy
FM 103.3 2- bay, pref ERI, 100' cable
w/conns & access, 100' free-standing. 305292-5009.
Rohn 55 in 10'sections, mi 17-20 sections;
12-bay on 92.3 MHz, low pwr, any make,
will pick up/pay s+h. RWhitlock, KITE, 838
G Sidney Baker. Kerrville TX 78028. 512792-4560.
5-7 bay circ polar on/tunable to 103.9 MHz
to handle 20 kW; 3" coax w/conns, 80'
used/new. C Hall, KLOA, POB 165, Nephi
UT 84648. 801-623-4010.
4-8 bay FM on 91.9 MHz. M Latham,
KAGY, POB 1307, Buras LA 70041.
2-bay, circ polar on 91.1 MHz. BDodge,
WWNH. File 155, Dover NH 03820. 603742-8575.

AUDIO PRODUCTION
Want to Sell
Altec 1/3 octave graphic EQ, $ 55. G
Wachter, 602-258-6161.

FM Transmitters have never
offered this much for so hule!
HENRY RADIO FM AMPLIFIERS
offer these standard features:

Audio Dig TC-2 dig delay nut, new. $890;
Spare TPA 71 25 W audio mods, $ 45
ea/$100 for 3. D Peluso, KJUL, 2880 E
Flamingo Rd Ste E, Las Vegas NV 89121.
702-732-2200.
Symetrix SE-400 para EQ. new, $450/130;
(2) phase shifters, new, $250 ea/BO; (2)
SG-200 stereo noise gates, new, $ 300
ea/B0. JDiamond, Blue Diamond. Box
102C Chubbic Rd RD1, Canonsburg PA
15317. 412-746-3455.
UREI Mdl 530 9-band stereo graphic EQ,
$225. DLundy, 606-546-6650.

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
A wholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS
For more information
call Kris Elliot at
1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I AudioNideo
20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Grcle (94) On Reader Service Cord
Ashly SC-66 stereo para EQ, exc cond
w/manual, $200. D Bailey, Rock Shoppe,
3422 Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088.
Studio Sound 305 passive filter, sets,
Studio Sound 305, matched pr, consec #,
rk mt, $250 ea/BO. RKatz, Allegro Sound,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.
Soundcraftsman E0 PE2217 gd cond; (2)
JVC 5- band E0s, fair cond, BO. BSpitzer,
KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City SD 57701. 605343-6161.
TEAC EC1A-3034 10-band graphic EQ, real
time freq sped tanalyzer w/LED display,
new, less than 10 hrs, $ 175. H Guetzlaff,
Trinity Found, 5634 Columbia Ave, Dallas
TX 75214.
Gentner Versapatch (
2) prewired patch
bay, pert cond, $360 ea+s/h. BLord, Lord
Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.

• Modular construction using quality
standard components

Prophet 600 synthesizer, $450; Spectro
Acoustics rk mt 200 W amp, $ 150; Crown
VFX2 elect crossover, $ 125. W Gunn, 619320-0728.

• Full 1year warranty
We at Hall Electronics understand RF
however lunge or small the need.
We'll be glad to help with all your RF needs!

(804) 974-6466 • FAX: (804) 974-6450
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901

...+

Circle (
77) On Reader Service Card
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HALL
Electronics

I
MMEDIATE DELIVERY
•HITACHI V-1150, V-1065 Scopes
•SAS Audio Routing Switch
•YAMAHA YPDR 601 CD Recorder
•TASCAM 2 & 8Trk Rcdr, CD & Cass Player
•DORROUGH Stereo Test Set
•SATELLITE DISHES . . . and MUCH MORE!

Call

617/267-8600 for complete configurations

Like New! • Sale or Lease
EQUIPMENT REMARKETING COMPANY • Boston,

Want to Buy
Sansui 05D-4; QSD-1/2; QSX-2; OSOl;
quad decoders, any cond. R Longseth,
Surround Plus, Box 64, Emery SD 57332.
605-449-4759.
Shure Audio Master para EQ/amp. B
Ladd, WNAR, 108 1/2 EMain, Bellevue OH
44811. 419-483-2511.

Roland SPH323 phaser, $75; Rockmann
sustainer & stereo chorus/delay, $350/both.
W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
SKI Hi/L0 variable filter (pair), $200. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.
AKG 414 P48 like new, $675; Dynaco 410.
400 W amp, $400; dbx 1BX expander,
$135. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
MCI JH110A 2- Irk in stand w/sound &
vision remote/locator, $ 1200; Orban 674A
paragraphic stereo EQ, $600; Fostex 3070
comp/limiter, $ 150; Foxtex 3180 reverb,
$50. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
TT ( Bantam) ADC patchbays, 144 pts, 1
rack sp. $ 129; Tannoy HPB385A 15" coaxial monitor pair in cabinet, $ 1750; Altec
436A tube compressors, Daven On, both
$700. W Gunn. 619-320-0728.

MA

Ampex MX10 or MS 35 mixers. W Gunn,
619-320-0728.

WANTED:
Puttee. FQ's; Fairchild, Teletronix, dbx,
Limiters.

UREI, Sontec

Neumann,

Tele-

funken, AKG and RCA mies.
Macintosh or Marantz Gear;

MERCENARY
AUDIO
WANTS TO BUY YOUR:

Lang, Neve and API gear. Misc
old tubes and guitars.

DAN ALEXANDER
AUDIO
1340 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94 103

(415) 252-7102
FAX: (415) 864-7512

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD
PULTEC-LANG-LEXICON
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN

AUTOMATION EQUIP

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS

Eventide H910Hharmonizer, gd cond,
$325. JAddie, 708-579-3749.

• Power levels from 100 watts to 15 kW

costs less than S5,000
(Exciter additional)

Cinema Aerovox 6517-E filter, $40; Spada
Al 5B mixer, $40. R Thompson, KLON,
1288 Bellflower Blvd, Long Bch CA 90815.

• Single tube grounded grid output with
solid state IPA

• CD quality audio

HENRY RADIO 1000D
IkW FM Amplifier

Studio Sound S305 filter sets, matched pr,
rackmount, rare, $250 ea/B0. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

ANYTHING THAT IS

IGM Instacart (
2) 48- tray, stereo, $4900
ea. THicks, KUGN, 4222 Commerce St,
Eugene OR 97402.

OF EXCEPTIONAL
AUDIO QUALITY!

Harris/Gates 1971 auto detector controls, mon amp, dint panel, lime pulse
generator; 1979 McMartin AM EBS
receiver; 1979 Triad power supply, Best
Offer/trade. JWilsbach, WMSS, 214
Race St, Middletown PA 17057. 717-9489136.

"this is not a problem"
(508)543-0069 TEL
(508)543-9670 FAX

Used, (
2) cart machs, ( 1) R- R, (2) turntables, ( 1) tape deck, ( 1) bulk erase, ( 1) CD
plyr, ( 1) mic & ( 1) DAT mach. Jim, 703-3795073.

TM Cent UDS system with controller,
Digicart, CD players, monitior, printer,
cables & conos, 5months use, $ 14995. T
Hodgins, KLKY, 14 EMain St, Walla Walla
WA 99362. 509-529-7094.

Fairchild 600 conac or 602 Cones high
freq limiters. JGangwer, 942 32nd St,
Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363.

Harris SC-90/9000, working, several, BO.
R LaFore, WQPW, POB 1327, Valdosta
GA 31603.

ITC
REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT
Direct Factory Cartidge Machine Repair Service
Upgrades or Refurbishment
All Work Warranted

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

(800) 447-0414
(309) 828-1381
International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington,IL 61704

BEE

April 14, 1993

AUTOMATION EOUIP...WIS
Cetec 7000, brain only, cntrld R- RPBs &
Audiophile ct stks, $ 1600; Orban 222A ster
spatial enhncr, unused, $500. C Knerr,
KCNA, 139 SE JSt, Grants Pass OR 97526.
Harris 9000 wikybd, mon, disk drive & (4)
Carousel plyrs; (3) Gates mono cart plyrs,
BO. A Russell, 1NNLC, 90 Foster Rd,
Waterford CT 06385. 203-442-5328.
SMC ( 4) mono Carousels, $500 ea; MEI
SatMaster, not working, w/extra chips,
parts, BO. TPancoast, WMTK, P013 106,
Littleton NH 03561. 603-444-5106.
Systemation X7/D w/brain, 2ctrIrs, 8mm
Sony decks, little use, $8500/130/part out.
CWindsor, WWMC, P013 20000, Lynchburg VA 24506.

SMC 25ORS (
3) Carousels w/front pris, mntg
hdwr & documentation, working, full/pts,
$100 ea+s/h. JSchreck. 315-539-4240.
Systemation X7/X7D w/brain, (2) cntdrs,
8mm Sony decks, $3500/130. CWindsor,
WWMC, POB 20000, Lynchburg VA 24506.
Cetec 902 (
5) Re Vox I/O cards w/cables,
BO. BSpitzer, KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City
SD 57701. 605-343-6161.

Want to Buy
ATC/Gates SC48 thumbwhl syst programmer. F Holton, WAHI, At 1Box 72,
Plymouth IL 62367. 217-392-2340.

CAMERAS (VIDEO)
Want to Sell

SMC ESP-1oll(4) SMC R- Rstereo tape
PB, (3) SMC Carousels, Bdct Auto Carousel
whacks, gd cond. BO. ABeaulieu, WCWC,
POB 156, Ripon WI 54971.

Pana WV RC-30 for Pana 777 color camera, 50' of cable, $ 500+s/h. D Hurd,
Harding Univ, 805 Park St, Searcy AR
72149. 501-279-4017.

SMC MSP-1 w/(5) Ampex 440s, (4) SMC
250s, Xtel printer, ( 5) racks, manuals,
$5000. Jim, KNGT, POB 609, Jackson CA
95642. 209-223-0241.

Hitachi FP 15 (
2), 11/2" & 41/2" viewfinders, rear servo zm & manual focus cntds,
rem cntrl units & cbls, ext pwr sply, ext rds;
10:1 Hitachi zoom; $2500 both+s/h; FP21
w/1 1/2" viewfinder, Anton batt brkt, plate,
VTR cbl, $ 1500+s/h; (3) Pana 777, EFP,
Anton batt brkt w/ocase, $750 ea+s/h, all
are col, 3-tube Saticons with cases, manuals, ext cards. DHurd, Harding Univ, 805
Park St, Searcy AR 72149. 501-279-4017.

SMC 350 ( 3-4) Carousels, gd cond. B
Dodge, WWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 03820.
603-742-8575.
Harris 90/9000 w/2 pwr splys, brain cold hd,
(4) ITC 750 R-As, 2single play, 1RIP, (2)
IGM 78-trays, ext pts, $ 1503+s/h; TM Cent
AutoSegue seqncr & (3) Pioneer PD- M730
plyrs & (2) 6-pk cts, $2600. JEvans, KNTI,
75 41h, Lakeport CA 95453. 707-263-1551.
Cetec Schafer 7000 Lvl 2VEL printer, (3)
audio file/2A 48-tray, $4000. C Gillespie,
WBDY, P013 509, Bluefield VA 24605. 703326-2207.
3A programmer, $ 1000. HHoyler, KIRC, 120
EMain, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-1803.

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Sparta 4010, $50; 40110, $50 R
Thompson, KLON, 1288 Bellflower Blvd,
Long Bch CA 90815.
Spotmaster 500C compact desk top, solid
state, R/P w/manual, ref urb, gd cond,
$300+s/h. G Gibbs, KMNS, 901 Steuben
St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712-258-0628.

Audicord dual stereo. RIP, gd cond, $500.
GSmith, 915-672-5149.
BE 3200 mono RIP, $650; (2) BE 3100P
mono PB; (3) ITC SP stereo PB, $600 ea,
ITC stereo RIP, $750, ea w/1 tone; ITC
stereo RIP w/3 tones, $800, $750. DHood,
WUP, P013 151, Anderson IN 46015.

55

RC PDII RIP, 5yrs old, exc cond, $250+s/h;
(4) ITC PDII, play, $200+s/h, ea mono w/30
ree cts. HHayes, Hot Prods, 1748 70th St,
Brooidyn NY 11204. 718-234-9374

RC 996 stereo 3tone, $795; ITC Premium
3D, $ 1895; ITC Premium RIP, $ 1595, all
are rebuilt & include manuals, connectors &
a 90 day warranty. Phil Davis, Hall
Electronics, 804-974-6466.

UNUSED

CART MACHINES:
-r",
"1••

For Sale: $ 395 & UP

IRS" - gn

Repairs: $ 100 per deck + parts

11110›,_, Great Prices on original
equipment tape heads
e •
a ! for ITC, BE, Fidelioac,

y

Recondition: $ 150 per deck +
parts. Call Mark Fr 619-598-3311

BE MDL 618CR, Mono,
Ten Spot, with Sec Cue
Tone, Ong. S4,888; Now
S899.88 Call Larry at
412-543-1380.

ITC SP-0005 PB, mono witones, $400; Harris
PB, $200. RMayhugh, (<LOA, 731 NBalsam
St, Ridgecrest CA 93555. 619-375-8888.
ITC Delta stereo RiP, 3yrs old, very gd
cond, $2200, R/PB, mono, $300. CKnerr,
KCNA, 139 SE JSt, Grants Pass OR 97526.

UNUSED

fTC Delta (
2) mono PB, exc cond, $ 1000
ea. TPancoast, WMTK, POB 106, Littleton
NH 03561. 603-444-5106.

Il
-

BE Spotmaster 53 triple-deck mono, PB,
$750. M Gollub, WMJS, POB 547, Prince
Frederick MD 20678.
Spotmaster 505 mono/play, gd hds, new
paint & pnch dr, $250; Tapecaster 700- RP
mono, Ft/P, new cond Mew cue tone, gen &
detector, $750. RFranklin, Franklin Studios,
1004 Dekalb St, Nornstown PA 19401.

BE MDL 5880, Mono,
R/P with Sec Cue Tone
Generator, Mic-Preamp, Orig. $ 1,500; Now
$499.08. Call Larry at
412-543-1388.

ITC 3D Delta 3-deck PB, mono, gd cond,
$1400/130; ( 2) IGM Instacart 24- deck,
$1500 ea/B0. TToenjes, KOLA, Box 104,
Manhattan KS 66502. 913-437-6549.

All prices FAR.

BE 2100 RIP, exc cond, $450; ITC PDII
RIP, mint, $450. BSpitzer, KKLS, Box 460,
Rapid City SD 57701. 605-343-6161.
Fidelipac Dynamax CTR112 (
5) stereo,
pert cond, $ 1300 ea+s/h. BLord, Lord
Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.

Tapecaster RP-700, $150; X-700 RIP, $150.
RChambers, KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville Rd,
Susanville CA 96130. 916-257-2121.

'

Otani, Tascam & others!

Electronics
(804) 974 6466 •

FAX 64511

IC 998 repro, $ 1295/130. JAddie, 708579-3749.

Want to Sell
ReVox A-77 (
8). $ 100-$600. RMayhugh,
KLOA, 731 N Balsam St, Ridgecrest CA
93555. 619-375-8888.
Ampex 850 (
2) sport w/Inovonics elects, for
parts $ 100 ea; (3) Scully capstan motors,
new, $ 20 ea/$50 all; ( 2) Scully 275-2
w/sport & cabinet, w/o meter bridge, $40
ea. RThompson, KLON, 1288 Bellflower
Blvd, Long Bch CA 90815.
Pana SV-255 port DAT rec, $ 1100; SAE
5000 impulse noise reduc sys, $ 150; Nakamichi MR- 1, $600; Nakamichi 100011,
$200, all gd cond. JPatrych, 212-367-5385.
Studer C270 2-trk, analog mastering,
$2950/60: HS77 MK IV full-Irk, mono, 10
hrs use, $875/130/trade; A77 case w/mon
spkrs & pwr amps, exc cond, $375. RKatz,
Allegro Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

Disc Irak dig, triple deck w/rec & kybd, 3
1/2" discs, $2999. JSalov, SHGR, 1Energy
PI, Mt Pleasant MI 48858. 517-740-1165.

Technics RS- 1520, $1000; RS- 1506,
$800; Tape- aThon 900, $ 100. JPatrych,
212-367-5385.

BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
under 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

RC 850 full-trk, mono, $600/B0; Scully 280
2-trk, both in roll around consoles, $750/80.
R Hedrick, WNUE, 118 Wright Pkwy,
Walton Bch FL 32548. 904-243-6188.

CASSETTE & REEL-TO-REEL
RECORDERS

Tascam 34 4-trk, great cond w/manual,
$1800. M Green, Aug Coll, 639 38th St,
Rock Island IL 61201. 309-794-7333.

STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST

Kittanning, PR

Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

ITC PDII mono RIP, few hrs, exc cond,
$400. NAlexander, NAlexander Prods,
514 Goodwin Dr, Richardson TX 75081.
214-242-7777.

Te! ( 6151742-3834
FAX ( 6151254-R826
PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
Let Us Prove It

Audio Advantage

Re Vox PR99, $2000; reproduce only,
$900. M Persons, (<VAR, 402 Buffalo Hills
Ln, Brainerd MN 56401.
Tascam TSR-8, mint cond, $ 1800; MIDlizer
MTS-1000 NV synch, $ 1000; 1F-1000 interface, $400. PBombar, Open Studios, 102
Coleman Ave, Elmira NY 14905.
Scully 280 parts. RRobinson, TNA Rcdg,
10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203269-4465.

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:

POSITIONS WANTED
GM for Fla med/large mkt, 29 yrs
exper in sales, prog & engrg, avail
immed. 813-849-3477.

Engr w/many yrs exper, flea pwr to 50
kW, freelance avail, studio & xmtr construc, DA lid work. 412-942-4054.

5yrs exper DJ, prod, copy writing, any
shift/format, flex w/style, high
energy/relaxed. 703-914-8995.

Prog/engrg pos in radio/prod co, 10
yrs exper in San Fran & LA, will relocate. Bruce, 415-388-8368.

Want 1or 2contract engrg positions in
New England, any mkt, major mkt
exper, high pwr AM/FM/direc, 20 yrs+
exper. Peter, 318-221-8874.

8yr pro w/pipes, prog & prod, can
organize your station into smooth running oper, P/ & computer «per. Jim,
313-234-0899.

Exper symphonic music prog/announcer w/extensive CD library sks creative
volunteer pos w/public station in US,
new station OK. Jerry, 808-966-6543.

Exper air personality sks FT in midwest/southeast oldies/classic rock/
AOR/C&W/AC. Jack, 414-242-4357.

December grad sks sports/news pos,
public & comm exper, pref midwest, will
relocate. Rob, 618-533-2851.

Sales & Mktg experts! sensational
exper & plan to add $30K/month min to
station w/decent signal & population
coverage. 813-849-3477.

Radio engr w/12 yrs exper, AM direc,
100 kW FM, computer, dig & heavy
maint, seeking FT/PT pos, coastal.
Dan, 206-387-3558.

Bdcter desires to make contact
w/owner of big signal station for pay
radio concept. 813-849-3477.

Exper AT seeks FT air shift in any
rated
midwest/southeast
mkt,
C&W/AC/oldies/AOR/classic rock.
Jack, 414-242-4357.

On air/promotion/prod/PR, 5yrs
exper, modern/CHR/AOR/AC/oldies
formats prefer, highly motivated &
knowledgeable, will relocate. Brandon,
618-344-1721.

Announcer w/20 yrs+ exper would like
to do commercials, free, sml mkt, ongoing basis/exchange for spot time.
Steve, 508-831-9863.

Over 5yrs exper, young AT, seeks FT
gig at AC/CHR/oldies in East, call for
R/R/Philos. Rich, 716-285-0327.

Medium-sml mkt GM to sell & program. John, 502-247-0090.

DJ w/4 yrs exper, college grad w/BS in
prod, concert promoter & sales exper.
908-671-6491.

HELP WANTED
Salesman, for very small market radio
in southwest Arizona, retired or semi
retired for Winter Visitor season. Would
need to work out of a Motor Home.
KBUX, POB 1, Ctuartzsite AZ 85346.

Experienced
engineer
w/RF,
directional background needed. AM/FM
combo in So. Cal market. Send resume
to Larry Morton, 1231 Mesa Oaks,
Mesa Oaks CA 93436.

Chief Engineer for WBAB, Long
Island's Rock N Roll leader. In depth
understanding of transmitters, studio
expertise and remote experience
required. Rush introductory letter and
detailed resume to Bob Buchmann,
POB 1240, 555 Sunrise Highway, Long
Island, New York 11704, EEO.

Engineer Wanted for several small
market radio stations. Must have good
knowledge of AM/FM transmitters, studio equipment both analog and digital,
and FCC rules and regulations.
$30,000 per year plus van and equipment. Send resume to Gary Coates,
Spring, Fordyce AR 71742.

NOTICE OF POSITION AVAILABILITY

uacor

Jacor Communications is seeking SENIOR BROADCAST
TECHNICIAN/CHIEF OPERATORS for stations in the Midwest & Southeast.
They will be responsible for installation & maintenance of all types of technical
equipment used in amajor market radio broadcast facility. This includes a
directional AM transmitter plant & FM transmitter facilities, studio equipment,
communications equipment & computer systems. Must be a "self-starter" capable of identifying technical problems & implementing solutions quickly & independently. This person will be on 24 hour call for major failures at their associated facilities.
Applicants must have avalid FCC license or permit which qualifies them as a
Transmitter Duty Operator. Eight years continuous experience E/or SBE
Certification is required. Knowledge of FCC rules E, regulations applicable to
radio broadcast operations is required. Experience with AM directional antenna
systems is required.
Apply, in writing, to:
Al Kenyon, Director of Engineering, Jacor Communications,
201 E. 5th Street, Cincinnati, OH 45202 ( FAX: 513-241-5427).
Jacor Communications is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

HELP WANTED

Customer Support Engineer
Trios Systems, adynamic, high-tech manufacturer of broadcast audio equipment, has an immediate opening for aCustomer Support Engineer. Assists customers with system configuration & purchasing decisions, provides after- sale
technical support, helps write product manuals & other support materials.
Minimum 4years working with audio/broadcast electronics plus familiarity
with digital audio concepts. Prior sales or customer service preferred. Computer
literacy required, preferred familiarity with both IBM compatibles & Apple
Macintosh. Strong written & oral communications, organizational, & problemsolving skills required. Excellent growth opportunity for the right person.
lelos Systems, based in Cleveland, Ohio, specializes in the broadcast- to- telephone interface. Its Cutting Edge Technologies division manufactures advanced
audio processing equipment for radio. All lelos & Cutting Edge products are
designed & manufactured in the United States & distributed worldwide.
Competitive salary & benefits. Open until filled. All applications will be held
in strictest confidence. EOE. No calls. Send fax cover letter & resume to lelos
Systems, Attn: CSE. Interviews possible at NAB.

Telos Systems
Attn: CSE
2101 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 44114 Fax: 216-241-4103

EQUIPMENT SALESMEN
WANTED
• GREAT COMPENSATION PLAN
• GREAT BENEFITS
• GREAT LINE CARD
• GREAT MARKET POSITION
SEND RESUME, SALARY AND SALES HISTORY IN
CONFIDENCE TO: NEAL DAVIS, PRESIDENT

nBROADCAST
El SERVICES CO.

ROUTE 3, Box 45E, FOUR OAKS, NC 27524 919-934-6869

Advertise in

Rae) World

and your

ad will reach 22,000 subscribers.

Call 703-998-7600 TODAY!

DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
Leading
manufacturer
of
broadcast systems automation
seeks a dedicated professional to
take charge of all software, hardware and systems engineering. We
require solid experience in digital
audio technology with related software control exposure. Radio
broadcast knowledge essential.
Novell certification preferred.
Growth opportunity with excellent
terms.

SYSTEM
INSTALLER
Professional contract installer
needed immediately to install PC
network based digital audio
automation systems at broadcast
facilities throughout North
America. Must be PC/DOS computer literate and Novell network
experienced. Radio broadcast
background helpful. Heavy travel.
Excellent remuneration.

MEDIA TOUCH
SYSTEMS INC.
Please send resume to President,
PO Box 100, North Salem, NH 03079

BEE

56

CASS &
Ampex AG440B 2-trk, fair cond; AG440B,
mono, parts; AG4408 8-trk, parts; Scully
280 4-trk, exc cond, BO all. 8 Patrick,
ARCA, 100 NRodney Parham, Little Rock
AR 72205.
Ampex 440C-8 1, 8- Irk, 15-30 ips, roll
around, rem, manual, mint cond, $3500/ BO.
BGanslen, Ganslen Audio, 1250 Valencia,
Lewisville TX 75067. 214-436-2206.
Tascam MS 16, 1", 16-trk w/16 chnls, dbx
150x, roll around stand & A065 autolocator/rem, $5000. JTrevino, Blue Cat Rcdg,
327 Cumberland Rd, San Antonio TX
78204. 512-341-2979.
Telex Copier 1 & 2, duplicating, fact ref urb,
gd cond, $ 300. P Russell, Bowdoin
College, Sills Hall, Brunswick ME 04011.
207-725-3066.
ReVox A-77 (
2) 2-trk stereo RIP, $350 ea.
D Hood, WXXP, POB 151, Anderson IN
46015.

METROTECH
DICTAPHONE
LOGGERS
PARTS AND
SERVICE

SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
1131 Virginia Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
(408) 866-8434

Mari MX5050 (
3) B2-2; Nagra 4S mic pre
w/leather case, gd cond, $4000/130. R
McMillen, Super Duper Audio, 1634 Salder
St, Portland OR 97205.
MCI Sony 110C 8-trk, 1' w/Auto Locator Ill,
$1500. RLeonardi, Voices, 16 E48th St,
NY NY 10017. 212-935-9820.

ReVox All w/new hd, rblt 1/4" 2-Irk, $500.
DDent, Winds of Music, 3230 Pt White Dr,
Bainbridge Is WA 98110.

Ampex 601 suitcase w/elects w/o deck, gd
cond, $50/130. JSchreck, 315-539-4240.
Radio Syst DTC-1000 DAT rec,
$1100+s/h. BLord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Scully 280 parts. RRobinson, TNA Rcdg,
10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203269-4465.

Ampex 350/440 parts, most new; MM 1100
16- Irk 15/30 ips, little use, $6000, both
superb cond. MGore, 415-469-0136.

Tascam, $1000. HHoyler, KIRC, 120 E
Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-1803.
Ampex ATR700 w/low hrs, gd cond, $700;
TEAC A3340s, $800; Pioneer RT1020L, little use, $300; TEAC A3300SX, new, $450;
TEAC X1000R, recond, $400. JParsons,
Parsons Sound, 2781 Fayson Cif, Deftona
FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

Ampex, ITC, Scully Reel-

Ampex 30960-02 rk mt, tube R/P for parts,
large VU meters, input xformers, tubes,
BO; Wollensak 1500- SS 1/2-trk, mono,
port, built-in 10 W amp, preamp output, gd
cond, $45. R Franklin, Franklin Studios,
1004 Dekalb St, Norristown PA 19401.

V

to- Reel Tape Recorder
Spare Parts, Accessories
Motor Remanufacturing.

Mtn View CA
94042 U.S.A.

Ampex 0-Mat R/PB units, orig floppy disk,
BO. LHouck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San
Antonio TX 78201.

Inside USA: 1-800-848-4428
Outside USA: 1-408-739-9740
FAX: 1-408-739-0809

Otan ARS-1000 71/2 or 33/4 PB w/25 Hz
dtctr, gd cond, $600. LSalge, KCMR, ROB
979, Mason City IA 50402. 515-424-93CO.

Scully 280 parts. RRobinson, TNA Rcdg,
10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203269-4465.

Ampex 440, 2-trk, PB, rblt 3yrs ago w/roll
around cab, $975; Otan MX-5050 BII 2-Irk,
R/PB/masterinng, 2yrs old w/documentation, $ 1950/80, both 1owner. BDanton,
Ewing Enter, 2927 W 141st St, Gardena
CA 90249. 310-532-9216.

Revox PR99 2-Irk w/roll around console &
mon, exc cond, $800. G Frey, Graphic
Sound Studio, 354 Rileyville Rd, Ringoes
NJ 08551. 609-466-8827.

rAdvertise

Ampex AIR-700 2-chnl, gd cond, $700. B
Kidd, VPI, 510 W 2nd, Rayville LA 71269.

%di®
Werld

Otari MX5050-85D 1/2" 8-Irk in console
w/rem control, low hrs, exc cond; Tascam
M50 12x8x2, like new w/manual & cable
harness, $4800 both. G Jones, SW
Mediacast, 110 Sierra Rd, Kerrville TX
78028. 210-367-4587.

For Space

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
NO DOWN TIME

Availability

Call

1-800-336-3045

ReVox A77 w/rblt hds, rk mnts, 2rem control units, fair cond. BSpitzer, KKLS, Box
460, Rapid City SD 57701. 605-343-6161.
Ampex ATR 700, very gd cond, $500/130.
LHouck, Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San
Antonio TX 78201.
Tascam 22-2 2-Irk, 2-chnl rec/repro, new,
less than 5hrs, $500; Fostex 260 multi-Irk
combo 6, 4-trk, 4-chnl, new, 3hrs use,
$1100. H Guetzlaff, Trinity Foundation,
5634 Columbia Ave, Dallas TX 75214.
ReVox A-77, (
2), $ 100 ea. G Gibbs,
KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA
51102. 712-258-0628.
MCI 1108 spares, boards, etc. M Shea,
Precision, POB 727, NY NY 10276.
Ampex ATA700 71/2 & 33/4 ips, gd
cond. $600. GSmith, 915-672-5149.

I
P
N
O
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MCI JH-16 24-Irk w/Autolocator II, $7500;
JH-100 Series 1" 8- Irk w/Autolocator Ill,
$3900 ea; Scully 2808 1/2" 4-Irk in Ruslang
cab, $550; Scully 2808 1/2' 4-trk, $350. C
Baker, Sound Rcrders, 9136 Mormon
Bridge Rd, Omaha NE 68152.

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND NUECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.

Tascam 40-4 w/dbx & flight case, $950;
Tascam 48 8Irk, excel for sync, $2950. W
Gunn. 619-320-0728.

Player w/varispd. RRobinson, TNA Rcdg,
10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203269-4465.

Edcor 400 4-chnl auto, 1rack, $99; JBL
mdl 7510 16-chnl auto, 51/4" rack, $ 165. G
Wachter, 602-258-6161.

EXPERT REVOX REPAIRS

Sony CDP-3000 CD players in working
condition vintage 1988 or later. Call Bill or
John at CD Associates 714-733-8580 or
FAX 714-786-1486.

Ramko DC5AR, clean w/plug ins, $250
Grommes Precision M5, new, $275; Altec
1592B, $ 250 ea, all 5-chnl, mono. J
Parsons, Parsons Sound, 2781 Fayson Cir,
Deltona FL 32738. 904-532-0192.

COMPUTERS

Presto 900A1 1940s, tube- type, port
tape/disk rec/mix, spare tubes, collectors
item, $250. RFranklin, Franklin Studios,
1004 Dekalb St, Norristown PA 19401.

Fast Tumarounds-Competitive Rates
Rebuilt A77s, $800
Capstan shaft resurfacing, $35.
JIA TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. k5
Nashville, IN 37203 (615) 244-6892

Ampex ATR800 mono, like new, $ 1200 &
AG440-8 1" 8- Irk; Otan l7800 1" 8- Irk,
$2900.W Gunn. 619-320-0728.

Want to Sell

Ampex ATR-700 2track 7.5-15 ips. Rebuilt
w/warranty. Phil Davis, Hall Electronics,
804-974-6466.

Yamaha OX5, MDF-1 hardware, MIDI
sequencer & matching disk drive, $ 150
ea/$250 both. PCibley, Cibley Music, 138
E38th St, NY NY 10016.

Want to Buy

Tandy 2000 w/sofhvare, $375; KaYpfo Poft.
$200; Texas Instr 810 printer, $450. R
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.

Sony TCM 5000 EV, port, $ 100-200. W
Shoecraft, KIKO, 401 Broadway, Miami AZ
85539.

Univac mainframe w/printers, drives,
cables, $ 1000/trade. BKelley, WYOAK,
4237 Airline Rd, Muskegon MI 49444.

Otarl MK III 8bd bridge w/o hds. R
Robinson, TNA Rag, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.

Tandy 2000 w/sofhvare, $375; Kaypro port,
$200; Texas Instr 810 printer, $450. R
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.

Nagra 3S/4S w/NAB hds; Sony
TC880/8750; ReVox B215. RKatz, Allegro
Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
Pioneer AT 909, gd working cond. W
Herrmann, WFPS, POB 701, Freeport IL
61032. 815-235-7191.
Wollensak T1500/1515 tube- type, circa
1961, 1/2- or 1/4-Irk w/orig mic. JAddison,
Stowe Media, 171 Hartford Rd A-7, New
Britain CT 06053. 203-827-0325.
Otan iMK Ill 8-hd bridge w/o hds. R
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
Tascam 8-Irk, 1/2". FMcNulty, WLS, 190 N
State St, Chicago IL 60035. 312-750-7446.
Otari MX 5050 and Revox B77. Will buy or
trade for new equipment. Phil Davis or Jon
Hall, Hall Electronics, 804-974-6466.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for pts.
Circuit cards, heads, motors, machine pts,
or elect ronic pts. Call 818-907-5161.
Scully '100' recorders, record/play amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads. Sequoia
Electronics, 1131 Virginia Ave, Campbell
CA 95008. 408-866-8434.

Scully 27014 .PB, 1stereo plus 1mono for
pis, $2CO/both; Ferrograph Super 7, 10", 37-15 ips, 2Irk, $300. W Gum. 619-320-0728.

CD's/PLAYERS

Otarl ARS-1000 (
4) wri5 Hz tone detectors, gd cond, $500 ea/BO; (5) SMC 250
AS Carousel, fair cond, $200 ea/BO. M
Hendge, KLWT, RI 2Box 29, Lebanon MO
65536. 417-532-2962.

Otan Mark II-IV 1/2" 4-Irk, multi-Irk, mint,
less than 50 hrs, BO. RKaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

Denon DN-950F (
2), $ 300 ea. N Doshi,
WOCD, 220 E42nd St Ste 2812, NY NY
10017. 212-210-2771.

Tascam MS-16 1', 16-Irk w/dbx, rem locator & svc manual, $5000/80. BWestfield,
Westfield Audio, 2905 Boswell Ave,
Alexandria VA 22306. 703-768-8443.

Tascam 32 2- Irk & 38 8- Irk, like new,
$2000/both; Teac 3340 4-Irk, 1/4" deck,
$375; Tascam 80-8 8- Irk never really
used/pert, $ 1600. W Gunn. 619-320-0728.

TM Century Mellow AC w/optional vocal
EZ library, $2500; ( 5) Pioneer PDM 450
w/18 CDs ea deck, interface panel, $2500.
THodgins, KLKY, 14 EMain St, Walla
Walla WA 99362. 509-529-7094.

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

$ 55
53
50
48
90
85
60
55
$ 1.50 per word
$ 10 additional

Want to Buy
BE 8M250 in excel cond, $ 3500/80;
Sparta A16R in excel cond, $ 1000/80.
Call Mark at 619-598-3311.

8E4550 4-chnl stereo, gd cond, $
mo. L
Salge, KCMR, ROB 979, Mason City IA
50402. 515-424-9300.
Collins 212G-1 w/9 chnls, 18 inputs, mono,
very gd cond, $ 800/BP+s/h. JEvans,
WSHF, P08 3115, Valdosta GA 31604.
EV/Tapco Catalina C-12 w/20 mic/line
inputs, 3-band EQ, 3sends, patch pts, 4
subs w/road case, very gd cond, $ 1000. E
Kizer, CTW, 407 Park Ave Ste 102, Scotch
Plains NJ 07076. 201-450-5983.
Shure M-260 mic mixer, 4mix/1 aux, $200;
Ramko SideKick port ENG, 4mix/2 line,
master, cue, ball oper, $225; Orban 6228
para EQ. $600. JSomich, Somich Prods,
1208 Stoney Run Tri, Broadview Hghts 01-I
44147. 800-334-3925.

CONSOLES
Want to Sell

Tascam M-308 8-chnl stereo, 8mic/line
inputs, EQ mod on ea chnl w/documentalion, $950. BDenton, Ewing Ente.*, 2927 W
141st St, Gardena CA 90249. 310-5329216.

Peavey MK3-16-FC 16- input, phantom
pwr, 4-band EQ, stereo mix buss, 2cue &
mon outputs in flight case, $800/B0+sh.
Harris Stereo 80 w/manual, $ 1500. R
Muselman, KTIN, POB 307, Trenton MO
64683. 816-359-2261.

Russco Studio Master 505, nds minor
work, $500. GSmith, 915-672-5149.
Gates Yard Board, painted white, $300;
Bogen CSM remote mixer, $ 125. W Gunn.
619-320-0728.

Snake (
16) phantom-pwrd inputs w/ext ps;
250' Belden 19 pr cable, mil conns, ss
strain reliefs; 10' Neumann XLFI snake
mates w/box; Belden snake, exc cond,
5750/BO/trade. R Katz, Allegro Sound,
15015 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.

Want to Buy
RCA BC7B mods; 1A2 syst phone hybrid;
NC áGold reels w/25 Hz tones. KHaight,
KCMX, 820 Crater Lake Ave 11213, Medford
OR 97504. 503-482-2614.

Gates Studioette 5-chnl, tube-type, gd
cond, $375; Harris Stereo 80, exc cond,
$2500/130. JSchloss, KICD, 2600 NHiway
Blvd, Spencer IA 51301.

Autogram, Auditronics, McCurdy, LPB &
related consoles. Will buy or trade for new
equipment. Phil Davis or Jon Hall, Hall
electronics, 804-974-6466.

Autogram IC-10 10-chnl stereo w/all mods,
clean, $3500. W Blackwelder, KNUE, 3810
Brookside, Tyler TX 75701.
Gates/Harris Dualux II 8-chnl, stereo,
$300/B0+s/h. JHoff, KRED, 5640 S
Broadway, Eureka CA 95503.
Collins Rock 10 10-chnl w/formica cabs,
$3000; RCA dual-chnl, 5pot, 15 inputs,
RMayhugh, KLOA, 731 N Balsam
St, Ridgecrest CA 93555. 619-375-8888,

DISCO& SOUND
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Tannoy 6.5 spkrs, (
3), $259 ea; (3) Bose
802 II loudsplus, $549 ea. PBombar, Open
Studios, 102 Coleman Ave, Elmira NY
14905.

Auditronics 110 A-4 12-chnl audio, stereo
w/4 output chnls & instruc book. M Rice,
Cont Media, 222 Indacom, St Peters MO
63376.

dbx 180 2-chnl noise reduc, encode/
decode, $225. JTamburello, Burello
Sound, 16 W 86th St, NY NY 10024,

Ramas WR-7820 20-input, 8-group/16-output for 8/16-trk w/meter bridge, $3100. R
Haggar, Haggar Audio Prods, 4902
Hammersley Rd, Madison WI 53711. 608274-4000.
RCA BC-8A 8-chnl, solid state, self contained dual output w/30 inputs, plug in
mods, gd cond, $650+s/h. GGibbs, KMNS,
901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712258-0628.

Sparta 8-chnl, mono, gd cond, $500; 4chnl, $250. R Chambers, KSUE, 3015
Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA 96130.
916-257-2121.

JBL 4412 3-way, 12, low end, new telephone, $675. KPara, Para Such°, 8562
Longwell Cross Rd, Hamniondsporl NY
14840. 607-868-3482.
dbx 120x sub harmonic bass proc, mint
cond, $225. MMottsey, MAN Sound, RD 1
Box 116 John St, EKingston NY 12401.
Ashley SC-63 para EQ, mint cond, $125.
M Mottsey, MAM Sound, RD 1Box 116
John St, EKnoston NY 12401.

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

Display Rates for Classified Advertising Effective January 1, 1991
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch (per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

Goldstar 286 16 MHz AT w/2MB RAM, 5
1/4" HD, 20MB HD, modem, VGA card,
$450. C King, MST Comms, 1703
Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116.

PR&E BMX- 22 Series 22 mainframe,
Digitimer, Digiclock, ( 17) fine cases, (2) mic
mods, Telco mod, exc cond, $9900. S
Homer, KMRO, 2310 Ponderosa, Camarillo
CA 93010. 805-654-0577.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY

Stereo Generators
Switchers ( Video)
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductible Equip
Test Equipment
Transmitters/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
TV Film Equip.
Video Production Equip.
Video Tape Recorders
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

3x

Denon DN-950FA, $725+s/h. BLord, Lord
Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.

Denon 2560/similar. R Robinson, TNA
Rcdg, 10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492.
203-269-4465.

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:

Ix

Nikko NCD 600 CD auto change plyr svc
manual, and information to connect units to
PCs. RMeyers, Benchmark Comms, 4700
SW 75th Ave, Miami FL 33155. 305-2645963 FAX 305-264-2357.

Want to Buy

5827 Columbia Pike, Ste 310
Falls Church, VA 22041

Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Movie Production Equip.
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite
Software
Stations

Want to Sell

Philips CD recorder, w/2 blank unrecorded
CDs, $5395. Phil Davis, Hall Electronics,
804-974-6466.

Radi® Werld

ea;

Tascam CS6007B (
2) w/roll around cart. S
Keefe, WCNI, 270 Mohegan Ave, New
London CT 06320.

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 **maw 8/vd 4116
818.907-5161
Non» Hollneal. CA 91607 Fax 818-784-3763

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Automation Equip.
Brokers
Cameras (Video)
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CATV-MATV Equip.
CD's
CD Players
Computers

April 14, 1993

6x

12x

FROM STOCK

50
45
80
50

45
40
75
45

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired rate schedule
for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the 1xrate is $ 165, at the 3x rate $ 159, at the 6x rate $ 150,
at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

... getting tired of the
price/quality/performance
puzzle? ...
... That's our game.

RADIO!

The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in

broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

BEE

Aprl 14, 1993

DISCO

SOUND EDUIP...WTS

LIMITERS

Dolby 331 A-type stereo, discrete, $5110. W
Gen. 619-329-0728.

0

FINANCING
RADIO EQUIPMENT
•Easy to qualify
▪Fixed-rate. long-term
leases
•Any new or used equipment & computers
a 100% finenclng, no
down payment
•No financials required
under 850,000
•References available

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185
=Ar

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Use Our Experience
For Your Business
Rani HP24 mixer/preamp, nice cond,
$00C/BO. Shannon, WRFA, 800 8th Ave
SE, Largo, FL 34641. 813-581-7800.
Want to Buy
Burr/en/KIM DFN1201A áTNE7000A
transient noise eliminators. FMcNulty,
WLS, 190 NState Si, Chicago IL 60035.
312-750-7446.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Want to Sell
EQUIPMENT Financing, Lease Purchase
Opt.on. Need equip for your radio, televiiiiOn or cable operation? New or Used. No
ilown paymert. Carpenter & Assoc-iales,
Voice 501-868-5023 Fax 501-868-5401.

Want to Sell
Orban Optimod 8100A-1 w/6-band multiband & sep studio chassis, pert cond, BO;
Mod Sci Comp Clipper, pert cond, $400. B
Watson, KSAK, 3352 Honeybrook # 7,
Ontario CA 91762. 909-947-8440.
CRL SPP800/SEP800/SMP9C9 AM stereo
proc, $900/120. Shannon, WRFA, 800 8th
Ave SE, Largo FL 34641. 813-581-78CO.
Dorrough DAP-310 audio proc w/AM & FM
cards, $300. D Hood, WXXP, POB 151,
Anderson IN 46015.
CRL AM-4, mono, exc cond, $ 1700/130. M
McNeil, Guardian Comms, 800 Compton
Rd #33, Cincinnati OH 45231.
UREI 1178 stereo peak limiter, $ 750;
Orban 424A dual-chnl, comp/hm, deessor,
$650; Orban 622B stereo para EQ. $600;
(2) Orban 526A dynamci sibilance cont,
$175 ea; Ampex AIR- 800 w/rem, $2000;
A&V patch bays, mint cond. SFox, Country
Club Studios, Roslyn Hghts NY 11577.
516-626-0154.
CBS Labs Audimax Ill Mdl 444, $ 150. G
Gibbs, KMNS, 901 Steuben St, Sioux City
IA 51102. 712-258-0628.
Kahn Symetrapeak. G Gibbs, KMNS, 901
Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712-2580628.
CBS 4450A & 4110, BO. BSpitzer, KKLS,
Box 460, Rapid City SD 57701. 605-3436161.

UREI 1176LN mono, $400; Md11178 stereo,
$625, both peak, excellent condition. J
Somich, Somich Prods, 1208 Stoney Run
Tri, Broadview Hghts OH 44147. 800-3343925.

Telefunken/Schoeps CM 61 tube, rare,
new cable, mint cond, $3475/130; CR176
large diaphragm tube, new, $1250. RKatz,
Allegro Sound, 15015 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

Radio Design Labs NRSC PR & FL stickon pre-emphasis & bandstop filters, $ 100
pair. PBeckman, Filbec Audio, 5535 RTLSNK Hammock, Naples FL 33962. 813261-4600.

EV 103 handheld cardoid XLR type (like
635A), $25 ea; EV 644 shotguns, $ 103 ea;
also dynamic "nostalgia mikes from 1940's,
'50s; also Shure mixers. Ugly George,
Satellite TV, 212-969-0240.

ORBAN 9000-AM Optimod NRSC in
excellent condition. Call 816-635-5959.
OPTIMOD 8000 & 8100
FOR SALE
414-482-2638
Somich Engineering composite clipper
CP-803 & Orban 526 sibilance controller.
Phil Davis, Hall Electronics, 804-974-6466.
Want to Buy
UREI 1176 LN/Teletronix LA2A. JTrevino,
Blue Cat Rcdg, 327 Cumberland Rd, San
Antonio TX 78204. 512-341-2979.
Orban XT2 6-band for 8100/A, gd shape. B
Garcia, KBUR, 1411 Roosevelt Ave,
Burlington IA 52601.
Orban 8000A/8100A for educ FM. B
Dodge, VVWNH, Rte 155, Dover NH 03820.
603-742-8575.
Orban 8100A & 8000A optimodsl Will buy
or trade for new equipment. Phil Davis or
Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 804-974-6466.

Orban Optimod 8000, exc cond, $ 1500. C
King, MST Comms, 1703 Avondale St,
Amarillo TX 79116.

MICROPHONES

Gregg Labs Series 2530 (
2) id-band audio
proc amp, $400 ea. TNelson, WCAL, St
Olaf College, Northfield MN 55057. 507646-3328.

Microtech Gefell M71, $657. PBombar,
Open Studios, 102 Coleman Ave, Elmira
NY 14905.

Mod Sci CP803 composite clipper, Mod
Sci CP803, new w/manual, $675. JAddie,
708-579-3749.

Want to Sell

EV 666, $30; ( 3) EV RE-85 lavaliers, $30
all. RThompson, KLON, 1288 Bellflower
Blvd, Long Bch CA 90815.

SERVICES
BROADCAST
DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION ,INC
•Facility Relocation
•R.F. Systems
•Soundproof/Acoustical
•Custom Cabinetry
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE

(313) 465-3226

When cost and
itE quality count!
NORTH

‘e,,.f,_\.

STAR

•

TRUCTION
TING
Beacons
lights

FAX inquiries on
your letterhead to:

Tower Sales & Erection
Turnkey Site Developmen.
Installation Re Maintenanc,
AM/FM Broadcast, TV,
Microwave Systems,
Antennas & "7-wers

TOWER

4e
•

ici

ir

r•

limrr IonNtruction
t!f:

Canton. NY
315-386-4932
FAX: 315 379 0951

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,
REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE
RADIO, TWO-WAY, T.V. TOWERS
AND FLAG POLES

ASTEEPLEJACK CO.
PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK
CONTRACTORS
FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
DON HIGHLEY
713-462-6105

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

CommuracaDonsSpeaarstsBen Wall
President

6017 Tnonol•
Raleo2h. NC •
(919)781 '
Fr' 91.'7 ,
-1 •

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems

MARTI and TFT
SWITCHED-56 SYSTEMS

450, 455 & 161 MHz RPU Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL
ENGINEERING
Phone: 410 252 8351 FAX: 252 4261

AKG C24. RKatz, Allegro Sound, 15015
Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403,
818-377-5264.

AlertIlte 3V on-air waming light, new, $50.
RFranklin, Franklin Studios, 1004 Dekalb
St, Norristown PA 19401.

RCA 44BX, gd cond. M Rice, Contemp
Media, 222 lndacom Dr, St Peters MO
63376. 314-928-6569.

Superior Elec Stabaline pwr cond,
$140+s/h. BLord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Sony C-351 condenser, $ 150; AKG
C/414/48, $500; beyer M107 dynamic, $75.
RLeonardi, Voices, 16 E48th St, NY NY
10017. 212-935-9820.

CBS/NBC call-ltr plate & antique floor mic
stand for RCA 44 mic. M Harrington, P013
7619, Little Rock AR 72217.

Shure Level-lc controller, unused, $75. B
Spitzer, KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City SD
57701. 605-343-6161.

RCA DX77, top price, cosmetically gd,
need not work. EDachel, WNYC, 1Centre
St 26th fir, NY NY 10007. 212-669-7706.

Lyrec tape timer, 15 ips; MAP 2-unit rack
shelf, $ 25; 3M 1/2" paper loader tape,
$5/roll; Yamaha MDF-1 disk drive & QX-5
MIDI sequencer, $ 150 ea/$250 both. P
Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E38th St, NY NY
10016.

EV RE-20, exc cond, $275; (
3) Sennheiser
MD-421U, $ 310 & $ 200; ( 2) Neumann
KMM84 condenser, exc cond, $ 250
ea/$400 both; (3) Shure SM-58, avg cond,
$70 ea/$160 all. JSomich, Somich Prods,
1208 Stoney Run Tri, Broadview Hghts OH
44147. 800-334-3925.

RCA 77DX dead/alive, complete. D
Repino, Repcomco, 1 Glen Cir,
Hummelstovm PA 17036.

Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
new Goodrich Enterprises inc.
11435 Manderson SI Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

RCA 77DXs1446Xs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pares
Prods, P013 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

Key phone system, 1A2 type, 5-6 phones,
1wall set, 6-button, intercom, 4- line KSU,
TT, $ 300. LHouck, Rollin Rcdg, 210
Altgeft, San Antonio TX 78201.

77-DX's, 44-BX's, KU-3A's On-Air lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill Bryant
Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12, Nashville
TN 37212. 615-269-6131.

1972 motor home mobile studio w/announcers booth kg window, A/C, carpet,
bench seats, table, insulated, 20' length,
$5000. H Hoyler, Real Country, 120 E
Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-1803.

Sennheiser HD-421-u, exc cond, $275. C
King, MST Comms, 1703 Avondale St,
Amarillo 1)( 79116.
EV N/DYM 308 (
2), mint cond, $ 100 ea. M
Mottsey, MAM Sound, RD 1Box 116 John
St, EKingston NY 12401.
EV 676 supercardioid mics 3/$200; EV
RE10 mic, $ 125. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
Telefunken M921 dual ( 2- way, not
front/back) nickel capsules, cardoid only,
classic tube mic; Neumann KM84 pair,
mint, $ 1100. W Gunn. 619-320-0728.
Telefunken tube mic pre amps V-76, U-73
limiter's; RCA BA-21As, BA-1As; Aftec tube
mic-pres. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099
(evenings before 10PM EST).
Telefunken M-250, U-67, 221-A; Neumann
U-67, KM-56, UM-57; RCA KV3A-10,0001,
44-BX, 77- DX, BK-4, BK-5, 74-B, varicustics; Attec M-20, M-11, M-30 tube type mics.
Trade or sale. Tracy Eaves, 615-821-6099
(evenings before lOPM EST).

Consulting Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data Bases

& ASSOC., INC.

5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

PH: (309) 697-4400
FAX: (309) 697-5612

Want to Buy

Victor pressure reg, $50; Inovonics 360
repro amp, $30; Metrotech sport 400 disassembled, $50. RThompson, KLON, 1288
Bellflower Blvd, Long Bch CA 90815.

W. LEE SIMMONS

accessories

Box 2090

RCA 77DX and 44 ribbon mics, will pay
slapping. PDavis, 804-980-2940.

Shure M-267 & M-67 mic mixers. Phil
Davis or Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 804974-6466.
Audiolab TD-3in excel cond, $325/130.
Call Mark at 619-598-3311
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
WE 189D xformers, $35 pair; UTC LS- 141
hybrid 'dormers, new, $50; Cinema Engrg
64266 xformers, $ 30 pair; 6' Anvil rack
case w/whls, $ 1000. R Robinson, TNA
Rcdg, 10 George St, Wallingford CT 06492.
203-269-4465.
500 ohm line )(formers, $ 10 ea. BFulgham,
KBRA, P013 148, Freer TX 78357.

itotron Blowers for Elcom,

WE 189D xformers, $35 pair; UTC LS- 141
hybrid xformer, new, $50; Cinema Engrg
64266 xformers, $30 pair; 6' Anvil case
wAvhls, $ 1000; Moog 902 VCA mod w/PS,
BO. RRobinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
Henry Telecart 11, $95; (2) Lil Miss Moffat,
48 V phantom pwr sply, $25 ea+s/h; 6'
equip mounting rails, $ 25 ea+s/h; ( 2)
Electrocom JBL ceiling spkrs, housing & vol
controls, $39 ea+s/h; Realistic TM 150
AM/FM tuner, $25 ea+s/h. BLord, Lord
Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.
Valentino prod library w/220 10" recs, 78
rpm discs, excel cond, including catalogue,
$300/B0+s/h. M Kuehl, Passage Prod,
1418 N Stevens, Rhinelander WI 54501.
715-369-4007.

CONSULTANTS
BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CONSULTANTS

ROHN Peona,
P.O. illinom 61656
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•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM-FM-CAW-ITFS-LPTV

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
•

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

MUJ

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

Moffet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

*Design 8 Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
•Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church VA 22041
(703) 824-5660

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 *Member AFCCE*

FAX: 703-824-5672
Member AFCCE

T. Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

e

te
em

You've
found
THE CARD!
e

AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•
•
•

FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies
Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades
AM Directional Antennas • STL Applications

•

High Power Antenna Arrays

eX: (301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MD

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers
TV • FM • AM • ITES • Satellite
FCC Applications, Design
and Field Engineering
Video/Datalloice • Light Fiber Ar
Microwave • Wide-Area Networks &SILS

216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 . FAX (414) 242-6045
Member AFCCE

Radio tivedenis Engineering

"For all your Engineering Needs"
AM - FM - TV - Tronslotors - LIITTV
FCC Applications - Design - Instollotion

• Station Inspections

1-800-255-2632
North America

2081

coil, fox, or write

today!

(800) 551-1667
fox, ( 7021 898-8731

1

RF i% Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services
Broadcast and Telecommunications
Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm
including • Application 1. Allocation Services
•Project, Engineering dConstruction
Management • Site Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Installations
•FWId Service • Studio Design & Installation
50 Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743
(603)5424784

Consulting Engineer*

4289 Roonridge - Los Vegas, NV 89120

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921 -0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

PC - SOFTWARE
AM FM TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping-STL Paths
RF HAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower- Draw Tower
Doug Vernier

v-

Broadcast Con suIto nt
1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls, IA 50613

800- 743- DOUG

Broadcast Technical Service
• AM

and

FM

• Trouble Shooting

• Member SBE

• Directionals

• 24 Hour Call

• Audio Proofs

• Maintenance Plan

• Installation

BEE
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MISCELIANEAOUS-WTS
Star case, black, used once, 45x21x21. R
Nagger, Haggar Audio Prods, 4902
Hammersley Rd, Madison WI 53711. 608274-4000.
Radio sales training tapes, ( 16) VHS, covering 30 topics, $2000. RTrumbo, New Life
Bdctg, POB 117, Quincy CA 95971.
Symetrix 11-101 telephone hybrid, $279;
TFT 7601 remove control. Phil Davis, Hall
Electronics, 804-974-6466.
Want to Buy
UTC LS-10X, 12X, LS- 15, LS 15X, LS- 18,
A-10, A-11, A-12, A-24, A-25, A-26 xformers; W Electroacoustic Labs PA 120A mic
schematic; Hycor 4201 passive EQ; Gates
Sta-Lvl M-5167 Imtr; Gates M3592B lmtr;
CBS decibel meter Mdl 600 manual &
schematic. R Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10
George St, Wallingford CT 06492. 203-2694465.
Schematic for Sparta Spartamatic mono
PB cart. L Johnson, 3928 Red Oak,
Doraville GA 30340.
Instruc book for Gates tube- type Yard
console & GTM88S stereo mod mon;
Gospel programming for NC educ FM, tape
& satellite. FHolton, WAHI, Rt 1Box 72,
Plymouth IL 62367. 217-392-2340.
UTC LS-10X, 12X, LS- 15, LS 15X, LS- 18,
A-10, A-11, A-12, A-24, A-25 & A-26 )(formers; W Electroacoustic Labs PS 120A:
Hycor 4201 passive EQ; Gates Sta-Lvl
M5167 & M3529B limiters manuals; CBS
Decibel meter mdl 600 manual. R
Robinson, TNA Rcdg, 10 George St,
Wallingford CT 06492. 203-269-4465.
'30s-'50s Broadcast News, pickups, oscillator magazines, RCA, Collins, W.E. catalogs/xmtr brochures. Sam, Box 101,
Alameda CA 94501. 510-521-1429.
Radio transformers by Chicago, UTC,
Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, send list. J
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond CA
94804. 415-644-2363.
Jazz record collections, 10' LP/12 LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices paid. B
Rose, Program Recdgs, 228 East 10th,
NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
Belar SCM-1 SCA w/67 + 92 kHz crystals,
$1000; Collins 900 F-1 67 kHz, $300. M
Persons, KVRR, 402 Buffalo Hills Ln,
Brainerd MN 56401.
Harris M6659 AM mod mon w/manual, gd
cond, $ 100. P Beckman, Filbec Audio,
5535 RTLSNK Hammock, Naples FL
33962. 813-261-4600.
Beier SCA, $1500. HHoyler, KIRC, 120 E
Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-1803.
McMartin IBM 3700/2200A FM stereo,
$1200/30; TBM-20008 SCA, $600; TBM
8500B AM, $600. TToenjes, KOLA, Box
104, Manhattan KS 66502. 913-437-6549.
Want to Buy
McMartin ( buy & sell) any model. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886 or fax 402-493-6821.
MOVIE PROD EQUIP
Want to Sell
Singer/Graflex 1140A 16mm carbon arc
pro), $ 1500+s/h. DHurd, Harding Univ, 805
Park St, Searcy AR 72149. 501-279-4017.
PATENTS AVAILABLE
Want to Sell
OF'DM TECHNOLOGY:
Patents rights for OFDM digital communications technology are available
for assignment. Applications include
Digital Audio Broadcast ( DAB),
Mobile Radio Data Terminal ( MRDT)
and High Speed Date Rate Subscriber
Loops ( HDSL). Patents No. 5063574 of
Nov. 5, 1991, "MULTI- FREQUENCY DIFFERENTIALLY ENCODED
DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS FOR
A HIGH DATA RATE TRANSMISSION THROUGH UNEQUALIZED
CHANNELS" is the basic patent.
Patent No. 5166924 of Nov. 24. 1992,
"ECHO CANCELLATION IN
MULTI- FREQUENCY DIFFERENTIALLY ENCODED DIGITAL
COMMUNICATIONS" is acontinuation in- part of the basic patent.
For further information:
Mercury Digital Communications
FAX 1400) 649-5218

RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want to Sell
RCA 40 W FM 700 Series w/mic, nd chal
elements, $65. B Fulgham, KBRA, P013
148, Freer TX 78357.
AM STEREO RECEIVERS
From S34,95 Poortble , I
Ionic, Auto

RRADCO

Phone/FAX 71)8-5 I3 - 1386
RCA Midland (
13) 800 MHz, 2- way
mobiles, 25 W, $400 ea; (2) 800 MHz base
stations, $800 ea; (6) RCA 450 MHz, 2-way
mobiles, $ 150 ea; ( 1) RCA VHF 100W
repeater, $ 1000; (2) Manar VHF 2- way
mobiles, $ 100 ea; ( 1) RCA 800 MHz
repeater, $ 1500. H Hoyler, KIRC, 120 E
Main, Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-0162.

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES
Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional, Portable, Table
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
4411 Bee Ridge Rd. #319
Sarasota, Fl. 34233
Tel: 813 378 5425 FAX: 3394

Marti SCR-8H subcarrier receiver & gener,
$350; McMartin BFM1531R SCA genet,
$200. RJohnson, 1705 Liberty St, Mexico
MO 65265. 314-581-2900.
REMOTE Ett MICROWAVE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
Comrex LX-T & LX- R tele line eat, $ 1000
both; Collins 831G-1 FM ext meter panel,
$250. DHood, WXXP, P013 151, Anderson
IN 46015.

COMREX
RENTALS
1, 2 and 3- Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
(516) 623-6114

FAX: 377-4423

30 pos switch bank for Moseley/RCA
PBR-30, unused. M Rice, Cont Media, 222
Indacom, St Peters MO 63376.
Moseley TRC-15AW w/manuals, exc cond,
$700. TBaun, Criterion Bdct Svcs, 5300 W
Garfield Ave, Milwaukee WI 53208. 414449-5300.
Symetrix 108 8-line, 3-hybrid phone syst
w/2 consoles, nice cond, $ 800/80.
Shannon, WRFA, 800 8th Ave SE, Largo
FL 34641. 813-581-7800.
RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

CONIREX

Two HP-21A120E-2 radiation prod. 2110 to
2200 mHz dishes for sale. 800-356-2342.
Comrex SLX 4- channel console á
encoder, $ 2495. Phil Davis, Hall
Electronics, 804-974-6466.
Want to Buy
Marti APT-15/similar, 455 MHz. C Crouse,
814-837-9711.
ADDS VPT A-2 term. A Tomaszycki,
WUSA, 504 Reo St, Tampa FL 33609.
952-960 MHz microwave & multiplex, 6-12
chais, no STLs. S Bahner, R Radio, 3625
35th Ave W, Seattle WA 98199. 206-2813235.
WE BUY
MOSELEY 303, 505 & 606
414-482-2638
Moseley Composite STL transmitter &
receiver, 505C/later, in compliance & excellent condition. C Phillips, WXVO, POB 987,
Clinton TN 37717. 615-435-0987.
Moseley SCG-8 185 kHz subcarrier gener
& STL SCD-8 demod. H Scott, WCKH,
12146 Cedar Ridge Rd, Williamsport MD
21795. 301-582-0285.
Moseley 505/C or 606/C rcvr & xmtr. L
McGowan, KCBQ, 9416 Mission Gorge Rd,
Santee CA 92071.
Comrex TCB-1 telephone voice coupler. S
Kirsch, Silver Cake Audio, 2590 Hillside Ct,
Baldwin NY 11510. 516-623-6114.

Scientific Atlanta

Moseley 505, 950 MHz, $2500; TAC 15,
BO. HHoyler, KIRC, 120 EMain, Shawnee
OK 74801. 405-878-1803.
Intraplex TDM-153 T-1 syst w/2-15 kHz, 37.5 kHz, 3voice mods per side & CSUs, 9
mos use, BO. R Russ, KBLA, 1700 N
Alvarado St, Los Angeles CA 90026.
STL pair, $1000; Andrews 7/8, new, no
pieces, $675. HHoyler, KIRC, 120 EMain,
Shawnee OK 74801. 405-878-1803.
Micro Dynamic IC- 11 8-chnl dig, mint
cond, $ 1300. A Beaulieu, WBWC, POB
156, Ripon WI 54971.
Moseley PCL-303 STL TX, fact recond, gd
cond on 948.5 MHz, BO. G Gibbs, KMNS,
901 Steuben St, Sioux City IA 51102. 712258-0628.
Tellabs mdls 2801, 2802, 2805, 9001,
9193, 9194, 9021, 8001 and SB5200A and
SB6606B cards and 1925 Appamotos
case. D Albanese, WEEI, 529 Main St,
Boston MA 02129.

Adcom 7550s
Unistar Rcvrs
I806-24s

TAPES/CARTS & REELS
Want to Sell
\
Ikac
Cart Rebuilding

International
Business Exchange
P.O. Box 15046
Austin, TX 78761
(512) 339-0000
FAX: ( 512) 339-9403

Fairchild Dart 384/similar. M Rollings,
Rollings Comm, 16005 Nantuket Pt, Ct.,
Grover MO 63040.

Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?
Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!
3706 Vold Ct.
715-835-7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fan: 715-835-1151

AM 5kW in north UT univ town, owner
moving, $475K; AM/FM combo, $525K. M
Skinner, KSGI, Box 1450, St George UT
84771. 801-628-1000.

Rare airchecks from 60s/70s/80s, top 40/
AC. R Hedrick, WNUE, 118 Wright Pkwy,
Walton Bch FL 32548. 904-243-6188.

Metro Richmond, Virginia, automated
5000 watt AM. State-of-the-art tower and
equipment. Includes modem 2story brick
office building, $395,000. 804-861-1290.

Scotchcart NAB II (
500), 4 1/2, 5 1/2, 6
1/2 mins lengths, very good condition,
$2.50 each. EO'Donnell, WIBW, POB 119,
Topeka KS 66601. 913-272-3456.

Want to Buy

Rdelipac 300 (
2) NAB type B, 16 min ea,
BO. M Seedy, 1st City Rec, 141-60 84th Rd
3E, Brianvood NY 11435.

Want to Sell

Sml mkt AM in GA/FL w/sml amt down. B
Rachels, 516 Colton, Thomasville GA 31792.

ITC-AA new in boxes, (90) 4.5 min & (40)
5.5 min, $900/130. C Brennan, 508-7756800.

New group seeks AM or FM or non-commercial FM, dark or on anywhere, will consider lease, send or call terms and price to:
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls Church VA
22041. Attn Box #04-14-01RW.

INTERCHK (FCC's FMOVER)
Uses graphics to display Service &
Interface contours over US map
QCHANNEL & FCC FM database
FM channel search program

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976, BO. R
Kaufman, Pams Productions, POB 462247,
Gadand TX 75046. 214-271-7625.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY

SEARCHFM & FCC FM database
Deluxe graphics over Map. Moose & zoom

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division

CONTOUR (WINGDC interface)
Flexible FCC contour generating program

Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length
up to & including 3.5 minutes,

PLOTPATH-STL program
Graphic design of Sil systems

$1.75 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.

PLOTCOMM for HP plotters
Professional contour plotting program

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.

SEARCHA.M - SEARCHTV
AM, FM 8‘ TV databases & more

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.

¡Crud for full ,oftwarr FyI &deccriplions1

Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.

DOUG VERNIER

69 Sandersdale Rd.

Broadcast Consultant

Charlton, MA 01507

Order line: 800- 743- DOUG

1-508-248-3157

or

1-508-853-0988

SEE US AT
NAB BOOTH 5114

Grde (4) On Reader Service Cord

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Sedat Cards

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

Microclyne

Great Tech
Support Before &
After the Sale.

3M Brand bridging video switcher,
$500/B0 Call Mark at 619-598-3311.

Call Matt Anderson.

Harris 6550; Sci All 7550. A Morris,
KSWM, 126 S Jefferson, Aurora MO
65605.

COUNTPOP 1990 US Census
Find coverage area population

We buy & sell:

Want to Sell

AM/FM COMBO

SCPC such as Harris, Adcom, Avcom, 7.5
kHz, narrow band, no Wegener. M Sagnelli, Great Lakes Media, 2929 Covington
Ct, Lansing MI 48912. 517-371-2142.

Want to Sell

ATELLITE
SAVINGS!

SWITCHERS (VIDEO)

Excellent small market
opportunity. Separate facilities. Established audience.
Local & national news, local
markets, local & professional sports. Staff in place.
Motivated seller. 939009.

Want to Buy

POWERFUL PC SOFTWARE

5cl-till 15 kHz DAT card, $ 150. D Hood,
WXXP, POB 151, Anderson IN 46015.

CRL SCA 300B subcarrier, BO/trade. R
Lankton, WDUV, 4027 Cochise Terr,
Sarasota FL 34233. 813-749-1420.

FM 90.5 educ, 700 W, $75K. D Parsons,
KLUH, POB 1313, Poplar Bluff MO 63901
314-785-0006

SCPC SATELLITE AUDIO RECEIVE
EQUIPMENT: New & used, many brands,
complete units, downconveders, commercial LNB's. All in excellent condition, good
prices, perfect for low cost SCPC uses.
SASE for list. Universal Electronics, 4545
Groves Rd # 13, Columbus OH 43232. 1800-241-8171.

EQUIPMENT

Uniden UST 3000 rcvr, $ 150/130. D
Hofmann, KGHP, 14105 Purdy Dr NW, Gig
Harbor WA 98332.

Want to Sell
Catel 2000 Series in excel cond,
$1500/130. Call Mark at 619-598-3311.

Want to Sell

SATELLITE

Wegener 1601 mainframe w/PS & 1630-01
card. A Daigle, WSJR, 6 10th Ave,
Madawaska ME 04756. 207-728-4000.

STEREO GENERATORS

STATIONS

Sci AU (
3) decoders, (2) 15 kHz dual, ( 1)
7.5 dual, 80.8 Giordano, 617-728-1957.

SOFTWARE/DATABASES

Frank Grundstein
215-642-0978
AudioNideo Consultants

Moseley MAC-1600, studio & xmtr units
w/radio modems, exc cond, $ 1200; Mark 4'
grid microwave ants from 940-960 MHz,
$800 ea. T Pancoast, WMTK, P013 106,
Littleton NH 03561. 603-444-5106.

patibles. Full EGA and mouse support, $ 59.95 ($ 1.50 s8rh). Database
availlable. Call or write-order, demo
or upgrade info. BEAM Software,
3N460 Cooker lane, St. (hides, II. 60175
708-584-166a

Wegener 1601 w/Satcue 400 switcher,
$3500. JSpenar, KEXO, Box 2450, Grand
Junct CO 81502.

Moseley & Marti sn 8 & 10 STL equipment! Will buy or trade for new equipment.
Phil Davis or Jon Hall, Hall Electronics,
804-974-6466

Small market, prefer FM, consider AM,
$100,000 maximum, anywhere USA. Joel
508-535-6355.

FMStudy 3.0-New Version! FCC
allocation program for 111M and com-

Comtech/Fairchild 360 rcvr; spare cards,
BO. R Reich, WDXY, POB 1269, Sumter
SC 29151. 803-775-2321.

Marti APT xmtr & mer, any freq, working. J
Steele, WKBX, Box 2525, Kingsland GA
31548.

Fairchild DART 384

QEI 7775 FM ATS, $ 800. M Persons,
KVRR, 402 Buffalo Hills Ln, Brainerd MN
56401.

Wegener 1601 main frame with power
supply, 7.44 & 7.04 demod, RF & IF down
converter, corn control & relay interface
SW, $ 3500. Jim, KKLY, 715 Horizon
#430, Grand Junction CO 81506. 303243-1230.

Scientific Atlanta, Wegener & Fairchild.
Will buy or trade for new equipment. Phil
Davis or Jon Hall, Hall Electronics, 804974-6466.

3- line extender

Moseley 505 STL, $500/130. RThompson,
KLON, 1288 Bellflower Blvd, Long Bch CA
90815.

April 10, 1993

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
1 kW

FM

1978 Collins 831C2

2.5 kW

AM

1982 CCA 2500D

2.5 kW

FM

1978 CCA 2500R

2.5 kW

AM

1976 McMartin BA2.5K

3 kW

FM

1975 CCA 30000

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

3 kW

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

3.5 kW

FM

1979 Syntronics SI F-3

50 kW

AM

1977 CCA AM50,000D

10 kW

FM

1970 Collins 830F2

50 kW

AM

1979 Harris MW5OB

Satellite Systems

15 kW

FM

1971 AEL 15KG

(719) 6i4-6319

25 kW

FM

1981 Harris FM25K

(Fax) 635-8151

30 kW

FM

BE FM30

90 Day
Guarantee

We Repair
& Rebuild

ITT 7700 dual/stereo STL, transmitter &
receiver. M Rice, Cont Media, 222
lndacom, St Peters MO 63376.
Wegener 1606-11 reciever, needs work,
Best Offer. C Knerr, KCNA, 139 SE JSI,
Grants Pass OR 97526.

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
Circle ( 49) On Render Service Cord

BEE

April 14, 1993

TAPES, CARTS & REELS...WTS

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP

Oldies on Scotchcart II, 6mos use, $9000;
Scotchcart II 3.5, 4.5, 5.5 & 7.5, new/used,
$2.25-$3+s/h; Aboo & Fidelipac racks, $20
ea+s/11. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

Non prof, student- run station seeks equip,
will pay s/h. M Wavle, WLHD, E Green
Office, Ohio Univ, Athens OH 45701. 614597-9759.

Want to Buy

TV xmtr, 1000 Wimore, VHF high band 10.
FVallette, 305-587-2975.

45/78 records & amps. KGutzke, 612-8666183.
Century 21 C&W library. B Dickerson,
WEAG, 1421 SWater St, Starke FL 32091.
904-964-5001.
Ampex 456, new, blank, 1/4" on 10 1/2"
reels
w/boxes.
Forest,
Musical
Starstreams, POB 1989, Sedona AZ
86339. 602-204-1989.
Gold Discs, all kinds. KKenze, KFXE, 13
E 11th, Washington MO 63090. 314-2390209.

CREI course materials, text & lessons,
used, useful for bdct engrg students. G
Garrison, Tr 6 Box 48, Warrenton VA
22186.
Educ FM nds bdct & test equip, will pay
C Hicks, WEAX. W Park Ave, Angola
IN 46703. 219-665-7310.

TEST EQUIPMENT

Burned down library, needs any year &
type, ASAP. SStevenson, Stevenson Corp,
POB 1288, Blaine WA 98231. 604-5314576.

Want to Sell
Natl Instr IEEE488/PC interface & software, new, $95; Tek 5441 storage scope
w/5A26 diff input ádual 5AI7 time bases,
gd cond, $455; HP HP1741A 100 MHz
dual- trace storage scope, VGC, $495. G
Wachter, 602-258-6161.

Westcom Hameg HM103-3 oscilloscope,
$275+s/h. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

available to SAVE YOU MONEY
Spectrum Analyzer
Potomac Field Strength Meters
Impedance Bridges
Receiver/Generator

Gates TE3FM exciter, gd cond; CCA
IODS; Collins A-830-2 FM w/stereo gener.
M Rice, Cant Media, 222 Indacom, St
Peters MO 63376.

Want to Buy

We Have RENTAL EQUIPMENT

New student FM nds equip. S Smith,
WLKR, Lake Supenor State Univ, Sault Ste
Mane MI 49783. 906-635-2107.

Amy Grant promo singles. W Hildenbrand,
412-776-2322.
45178 records. KGutzke, 612-866-6183.

Genl Radio 916 impedance bridge, $300.
T Nelson, WCAL, St Olaf College,
Northfield MN 55057. 507-646-3328.

59

(CAPACITORS
OVERNIGHT

Tascam 424 porta studio, $429; 464, $708;
488, $ 1072; Haller PRO2400 pwr amp,
$387; Neumann U-47 mic ext cable, $50:
Lexicon LXP-5 & ( 3) LXP-1, $384 ea; (3)
Lexicon MAC, $ 279. P Bomber, Open
Studios, 102 Coleman Ave, Elmira NY
14905.

•Power Supply
computer grade up to 450 VDC
•Transmitting- MICA
Sangamo, Comell-Dublier
•Oil Filled
Non- PCB Oval. Rectangular

Audio Test Set
ALSO

TRANSMITTERS

1-800-323-0460

Want to Sell

FAX 1-802-425-3664
Kellner Electronics, Inc.
Charlotte, VT 05445

Other Equipment Available

RADIO RESOURCES
Ask for STEVE, BILL or Chuck

1-800-54- RADIO
HP 334A dist analyzer wow pass filter &
alum case, $800; Tek TM515 suitcase, port
w/SC502 oscilloscope & probes, DC502
freq counter w/TXCO timebase, SG502
oscillator & storage module w/scope
probes; Delta TCA-20-EX RF ammeter
w/toroidal current xformer, $450; Altec
Decade Step attenuator, $200, all very gd
cond w/manuals. H Ginsberg, 404-9643530.

ACTION- GRAM

Rockwell/Collins 310Z-2
w/stereo gener & comp input
few hrs, mint cond, $ 1400.
KSAK, 3352 Honeybrook #7,
91762. 909-947-8440.

FM exciter
cards, used
B Watson.
Ontario CA

FM - TRANSMITTERS

Collins 830H IA 20 kW, (2) driver halves,
spare parts, $ 12K. T Nelson, WCAL, St
Olaf College, Northfield MN 55057. 507646-3328.

Factory new not used. Why
buy a used Transmitter when
you can own a new FM
Transmitter for about the
same cost? Call , IIMMIE
JOYNT al 214-335-3125.

CCA FM-10DS 10 W FM, meter panel,
power supply, 4- bay CCA/Comark 1kW
antenna, educ band, BO. R Franklin,
Franklin Studios, 1004 Dekalb St,
Norristown PA 19401.

Acrodyne 1000 W TV, exc cond, $29K;
Microdyne sat rcvr, $250; output notch filter
for chnl 52-69, $500. RWeigner, WAV, 29
Douglas Dr, Meredith NH 03253. 813-5428042.

Harris MS- 15 exciter modules, AFC
MOD OSC in excellent condition, $ 150
each. Call 816-635-5959.

Please print and include all information:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving

Contact Name

Radio World FREE each month.
U Yes
LI No

Title

Signature

Company/Station

Date

Please Circle only one enty for each category:

Address
City/State
Z.
p Code

-

Telephone:
Other
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other
organizations who are not legitimate end users
can participate in the Broadcast Equipment
Exchange on a paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a per word or
per inch basis.

VVTS U VVTB C1 Category .
Make:

I. Type
D. Combination AM/FM station
A. Commercial AM station
El. Commercial FM station
C. Educational FM station
E. Network/group owner

of Firm
F. Recording studio
G. TV stationneleprod facility
H. Consultanthnd engineer
I. Mfg. distributor or dealer
J.

ii. Job Function
A. Ownership
D. Programming/production
B. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
F. Other (specify)

TRANSMITTERS
kW

AM

1987

Harris

watts

FM

1977

Harris

MX- 15

500 watts

FM

1983

0E1

675T500

1.0

kW

FM

1970

Harris

1H3

5.0

kW

FM

1975

RCA

BTF-5E1

10.0

kW

FM

1971

Harris

1OH3

20.0

kW

FM

1973

CCA

20000DS

1.0
15

SX-1A

PMA MARKETING, INC.
"TRANSMITTING SAVINGS TO YOU"
414-482-2638

Exciters: McMartin B-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency, guaranteed
Mono, stereo, SCA, Goodrich Ent. Inc
11435 Manderson SI.. Omaha. NE 68164.
402-493-1886 FAX: 402-493-6821
RCA 7.58 converted to 10B on 105.5
w/spare tubes, new sockets, $8000. H
Hoyler, KIRC, 120 E Main, Shawnee OK
74801. 405-878-1803.
4 13:=

I

FAX 414-483-1980

Harris TE3 solid state FM exciter,
$400/130. R Thompson, KLON, 1288
Bellflower Blvd, Long Bch CA 90815.

Harris FM-20kW transmitter, 1981-82,
excellent condition with MS- 15 exciter.
Being sold by station owner. Call Mr.
Clayton at 314-721-1247.

RCA BTA-5U/10U AM, nds work, $5000. A
Russell, WNLC, 90 Foster Rd, Waterford
CT 06385. 203-442-5328.

Ampliphase AM 50 kW parts, gd cond. C
Sloan, 804-685-2924.

NEW
McMARTIN
BF-5K

I

Circle ( 33) On Render Service Card
Emcee US-20 2GHz w/200' 15/8" hard
line & Omni ant, BO. JGranducci, TeleRad
Comm, 5468 S1900 W, Roy UT 84067.

Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE listing service for all broadcast and prosound end users. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in
which category you would like your listing to appear, Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

Continental 816 tube assembly for IPA driver. BGiordano, 617-728-1957.

Lowest priced
tube replacements
5500 W FM, broadband grounded
grid output circuit, VSWR protection, excellent efficiency 75-80%
automatic recycling & overload
status. Fully remote controlled.
FCC approved to 5500 watts.

Goodrich
Enterprises, Inc.
11435 Manderson Street
Omaha, NE 68164
402-4 93-1 886
FAX: 402-4 93-6 821

CCA FM 40 E40 W exciter w/manual &
test cable, $ 1900; McMartin B-910 exciter,
$1000, w/stereo & 57 kHz geners, $ 1600.
M Benson, KWTY, Box 773, Big Pine CA
93513. 916-893-8737.
Used & New mission Line, many sizes &
lengths, many like new. 816-635-5959.
Want to Buy
Photocopy of schematics and instruction
manual for Visual Electronics A1000, 1kW
medium wave TX rig, urgently needed.
Contact: Anthony Gallagher, Harmony
Heights, Casllebar, Co.Mayo, Ireland.
Phon: 094-23576.
AM 10 W for travelers inof svc, 100 mW
tunable. AAnello, Anello Tech Svcs, 1915
W Waters Ave # 1, Tampa FL 33604. 813933-6009.
FM used, inexpensive, 20 kW harmonic filter. B Lacy, KARX, 3611 Soncy, Amarillo
TX 79121.

Model:

Brief Description:

FM BROADCASTERS!!

Price:
*Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue.
All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast
Phone: 703-998-7600

Equipment Exchange

PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA USA 22041

FAX: 703-998-2966

We can meet all your
FM transmitter needs!!
SOLID STATE
Amplifiers and transmitters are available at the popular levels of 25, 100,
300, 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500, 3000, 4000 and 4500 watts. All units

Sate

are broadbanded and designed for local and remote operation.

ZERO BIAS GROUNDED GRID TRANSMITTERS
SINGLE TUBE- MEDIUM POWER
Offered at 1.5, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5 and 12KW. These transmitters include
abroadbanded solid state IPA, which can be used as emergency
transmitters and asingle zero biased grounded grid triode in
their PA.

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL. BAUER. GATES, GE
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON
RCA, SINGER, SIN RONIX, WILKINSON.

TWO TUBE- HIGH POWER
These transmitters utilize two grounded grid triodes and are
available at standard outputs of 15, 22, 25, 30, 40 and 50KW.

Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.

"The Transmitter People"

Energy-Onix
,11111111111311111r-

5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE
(915) 751-2300

EL PASO, TEXAS 79924

TELEX: 76-3861 PWDCO

FAX: ( 915) 751-0768

Circle ( 128) On Reader Service Card

752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690 FAX ( 518) 828-8476
A Wise Enterprise
Circle ( 21) On Reader Service Card

BEE

60

TRANSMITTERS...V/T13
7-10 kW FM. post 1980 mdl. B Christie,
Grande Radio Grp, PBO 907, La Grande
OR 97850.

4-1000A, 8877, 4CX25013, 4CX15008,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large inventory
all major brands. Eimac, Amperex, RCA, etc.
Call Stew 1-800-842-1489.

USED TV
TRANSMITTERS,
antennas, cable,
rigid line, etc
one watt to 110 kW.
BUY — SELL

ECONCO
Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

1,1111111h

'
1
1111111
1

4CX300A, 4CX35000C,
4CX350A, 4CX5000A,

Disc cutting lathes, Fairchild Imtrs,
Neumann, Westrex, Grampian, Presto, related gear KGutzke, 612-866-6183.

8. 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
call 402 493 1886 day of night. FAX 402
493 6821.

6146B, PL328ÍTH328,
PL347/TH347, 807, 813,
833A, 833C, and more...

FM á AM for Christ radio in W Africa. gd
cond, cheap/donation. KHeathenvood, Grace
Intl, 2111 Griffith Ave, Terrell TX 75160.

1930-1960 (2000) radio & TV receiving, new,
403 types. BGiordano, 617-728-1957.

CALL
1-800-783-2555

McMartin AWFM sunk, any model, exciter or
stereo modules. Goodrich Ent., 11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164. 402493-1886.

TRANSMITTER TUBE
REBUILDING

Annapolis Junction, MD

D

and

C Electronics Co.

Want to Sell
Sony LDP-1000 (
3) laser video disc plyrs,
CAV & CLV, int/ext drive, genlockable.
RS232, rem, manual & cabls, exc cond. $350
ea, $900 all. JKrepol, JVK Studios, 7Dustin
Dr, Wilmington DE 19703. 302-798-4076.

Pana NV-9100 ( 5) color 3/4" U-matic. auto
repeat, RF out. $ 100 ea. Sony VP- 1000, VP1200, BVE 500 8, 500A edit ciders 8, 1/2" EIAJ
R-Rrcrdrs, BO. JKrepol. JVK Studios, 7Dustin

Pane AVE5SPC EFX mixer w/char gen w/
over 100 FX, $ 1600. M Camargosilva, NPSIMC, 125 EAve INC. Norwalk CT 06852.
NEC FS-18 frame sync/TBC whew card,
manual. $ 5000+s/h; Pana 3/4 edit syst,
NV9600/NV9240/NVA960, $2000. D Hurd,
Harding Univ, 805 Park St. Searcy AR
72149. 501-279-4017.

JVC CR4400 port 3/4" w/pwr sply & ball,
Portabrace case, $550+0. DHurd, Harding
Univ. 805 Park Si, Searcy AR 72149. 501279-4017.

Spate

Atudable!
Can

Want to Buy

Want to Sell
RCA TP 66 16mm film proj & TK-27 camera,
BO. AWeiner, WHVW, 507 Violet Ave, Hyde
Park NY 12538. 914-423-6638.

1-703-998-7600
bat iateustatiax

JVC R9U/Sony PVM 8220 8/9" cd w/rk mnting
her. JMcLean, Stagedoor 1,9915 MacArthur
Blvd, Oakland CA 94605. 510-562-4818.

This Month's Crossword
2

Covington. Louisiana 7043:3
U.S.A.

— Since 1940 —

and much more!
Factory Warranty!

1-504-893-1243

O

FAX: 1-504-892-7323

1-800-881-2374

3

4

5

6

7

9

8

11

10

75412 HWY. 25

4- 1000A/3- 1000Z/
8877/4CX25013/[333A
4-500/5-500/4-403/
4CX 3500/5CX1500

Worn out power tubes purchased

Want to Sell
JVC CR6600U (2) 3/4" U-matic VCRs, $225
ea. C Baker, Sound Rcrders, 9136 Mormon
Bridge Rd, Omaha NE 68152.

1V FILM EQUIP

FREELAND PRODUCTS INC.

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS

Want to Buy

JOLIDA INC.

TUBES

etaa-go

(904) 688-2374

Vacuum Tube
Industries,
—1-800-528-5014508-584-4500 X75

FAX 916-666-7760

VIDEO PROD EQUIP

For the Best Price

4-400A, 4-400C, 5726,

FAX:602-582-8229
Kenneth Casey

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

Want to Buy

4CX1000A, 4CX150013,

602-582-6550

Want to Sell

916-662-7553

3-500G, 4CV100000C,

Sharp XV100 LCD pron w/screen, 100" pict,
warranty. Brico, Matrix Syst, 1056 Paula St,
San Jose CA 95126. 408-297-6056.

Gates A. various old radio ETs, BO. LHouck,
Rollin Rcdg, 210 Altgelt, San Antonio TX
78201.

800-532-6626

Call for Our Price List

4CX10000D, 4CX25013,

LPB S-7 3-spd, quick starts Warms, $ 100 ea;
Technics SP- 25 2-spd, direct drive. AudioTechnica 12" tone arm, BO. R Franklin,
Franklin Studios, 1004 Dekalb St, Norristown
PA 19401.

OAK 12C, tan color, MO. BSpitzer. KKLS,
Box 460, Rapid City SD 57701.605-343-6161.
RIS405 (
2) stereo preamp, $200 ea+s/h. B
Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent
WA 98042. 206-631-2374,

3CX 10000A3, 3CX 1500A7,

BROADCASTING
SYSTEMS

April 14, 1993

Se habla Espanol
FAX: [ 9041683-9595

31•

TURNTABLES
Want to Sell

Tubes (
500) amp, Ax 8. Tx, BO. TNelson,
WCAL, St Olaf College, Northfield MN 55057.
507-646-3328.

Technics SL 1200-MK2, gd cond, $ 160 w/
Stanton pre amp, $200. G Smith, 915-6725149.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

45

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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Service
No.

Advertiser
AMP Services
ATI
Altronic Research
Artalus
Audio Broadcast Group
Audio Precision
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No Lack of Tapeless Alternatives
continued from page 52
unconventional methods of control
should not be considered.
Operation based on the personal computer, for example, may be just as feasible, but may initially require some training time. In addition, there may be
optional tactile controllers available,
such as touch screens or small remotes,
all of which have been designed to provide more intuitive operation.
The prospective purchaser should look
at how logical and practical the operational layout and project management
are; how many steps are required to perform a basic set of functions; and how
fatiguing displays are if a screen-based
system is used.
In addition, if the system is to be operated by multiple users, it may be prudent
to choose a system that allows special
passwords to be used in order to limit
access by certain users who could potentially cause grievous damage.
Hardware
In some cases, the potential purchaser
may be unsure as to how much or how
little will be required from the system in
practice. In cases where costs are the
prime consideration, it may be appropriate to choose a system that is modular
and can grow according to both the budget and the needs of the station. This
may start off as asmall cart replacement
system with limited storage to a larger

system with production software, various
interfaces and networking.
The support arrangements offered by
the supplier also should be considered as

Perhaps a modular
approach is best
when cost matters.
well as provisions made in the design of
the system in case of failure. Some systems for example, support drive mirroring whereby if one drive fails the other

Pythagorean
Cakulations

will automatically take over. Others may
support the use of optical media, whereby if the system fails, the source material
can at least be quickly transferred to
another system.
Full evaluation
In evaluating the wide range of systems
on the market, one of the ways to make
an informed decision is to talk to existing owners. Although they may be in
competition with you, many are prepared to give pointers and advice.
Above all, see as many systems as you
can and, if possible, try them out on
Figure 4A.
100

continued from page 38
analysis. It can be found on Smith Charts
as well as on the schematic diagrams of
AM directional antennas. AM stations
often employ an operating impedance
bridge to monitor the resistance/impedance of the antenna array.
When the meter on the impedance
bridge is nulled, the instrument will display how much resistance and capacitive
or inductive reactance is in the antenna.
This can be compared with the original
readings that were filed with the FCC
when the system was placed on the air or

your premises for areasonable period of
time.
It is one thing to see aslick demonstration, but the true test is how the system
works in practice.
DOD
Yasmin Hashmi is the co-operator of
the independent consulting firm Sypha in
London.
Sypha has just published the third edition of the Tapeless Directory. It gives
details on all available tapeless systems
and includes a background to the technology and aquick reference guide.
The directory is available from Old
Colony Sound Lab, telephone: 603-9246371 or FAX: 603-924-9467.
For additional information from Sypha,
circle Reader Service 80
Figure 4B.

150

152

on

rebuilt. One can use this information to
determine how things have changed as
time passed.
Further study of complex numbers can
be found in " Basic Electronics," by
Bernard Grob, published by McGraw
Hill.
The answer to the last installment's
problem: 90 ohms of resistance in series
with 120 ohms of inductive reactance
will produce a total impedance of 150

ohms at apositive phase angle of 53.13
degrees.
O0
Ed Montgomery is a communications
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School
for Science and Technology. He has
taught broadcast engineering at
Northern Virginia Community College
and worked as a broadcast engineer for
several radio stations. He can be
reached at 703-750-5090.

How to tame transmitter power problems.
VVHR Series STABILINEt Voltage Regulators
for AC power systems up to 660 volts.

"I recommend STABILINe Voltage Regula.
tors for any brand oftransmitter that is being
placed in aharsh operating environment."
— Steve McElroy, CCA ELECTRONICS

3-phase, 500 kVA WHIR Series Voltage Regulator
See Us At NAB Booth 4526

Transmitters placed in remote,
unattended locations such as
mountain tops and wilderness areas depend on long utility power
lines for service. Unfortunately,
the lines often produce poor voltage regulation and other damaging power aberrations. Poor regulation can reduce power tube life
by as much as 70% and the performance of associated equipment is
similarly affected.
For example, a 15% undervoltage can decrease power tube
life because cold operation promotes contaminant buildup in the
tube. Conversely, a10% overvoltage decreases life because increased temperature accelerates
the decarburizing process.
The problems can be easily corrected.
Cost-effective WHRSeries STABILINE° Voltage Regulators are
the preferred choice of broadcasters worldwide for use with transmitters, receiving stations, studios
and mobile production vehicles.
These high power voltage regulators maintain constant voltage to
your sensitive equipment even
when the power line input voltage
and system load vary widely.
Features include:
•Hold output voltage within
±1%
•Power ratings from 2to 1680
kVA

•Maintenance bypass plus
other standard options
•99% typical efficiency
•High overload capacity
•19-inch rack mount versions
•Designed for UL and CSA
approvals
A host of options allow you to
customize your application.
Standard options include:
- Single or three phase models
-Analog or digital control
- Bypass switch
-Ammeters
- Frequency trip meter
- Tropicalization
- Manual raise-lower switches
-Zig-zag neutral generation
- Single or individual phase
control
- High energy transient suppression
- Input voltage range alarm
contacts

"Our production vehicles don't leave without one."
— Ron Crockett, SHOOK ELECTRONICS

For Catalog WHR692 and to learn how
WHR Series STABILINe Voltage Regulators can be the solution to your power
problems, write, fax or phone Ted Gladis at
1 - S00-44a-6161

SUPERIOR ELECTRIC
WARNER ELECTRIC

383 Middle Street • Bristol, CT 06010
203/582-9561 • Fax: 203/582-3784
Circle ( 76) On Reader Service Card
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FEED LINE

The Great Monitor-Point Adventure
by W.C. Alexander

180-degree points on the phase meter.

DALLAS Ifound recently that several
of the monitor points at our Dallas-area
station were quite high, arude awakening. Ihave, in past columns, written
about what to do in just this situation,
and here Ihad the opportunity to practice
what Ipreach. With the FCC making an
inspection sweep of all directional AM
stations, this might be agood time to ask
yourself: "When was the last time Iread
my monitor points?"
We read ours at least quarterly in this
company, but the difference between the
last reading and this particular one clearly demonstrated that a lot can happen
between regular monitor- point ( MP)
readings. An instance occurred recently
where acommunications tower was built
right on the station's monitor point.
That's something to think about.

Sampleline damage

in our case, the antenna monitor
checked out okay, so we moved out to
the sample loops and performed aclose
physical inspection. We tightened all
mechanical and electrical connections,
removed the sample lines and looked in
the connectors for water and other contaminants, and checked loop alignment.
Remember, as ageneral rule for triangular towers, the sample loops should be
oriented so that they are perpendicular to
the opposite tower face (that is, the loops
should point down the guy wire).
All our loops were in good shape so we

Lightning can
damage detector
diodes, relays,
terminating

Finding the problem

In this case, all the MP's were out on
both patterns—way out. That started
ringing alarm bells, all pointing to asampling-system problem.
We started our troubleshooting by
checking all the channels of the antenna
monitor against one another to see if
there were any discrepancies. We did this
by taking one tower's sample (other than
the reference tower) and connecting it in
turn to all the other towers' antenna monitor inputs and comparing the indications.
This is always agood place to start.
Lightning can damage detector diodes,
relays, terminating resistors and other
components in the monitor. While checking the channels against one another is
not proof positive that the monitor is
okay, at least it generally verifies that the
input circuitry for all the towers is correct.
While you're at it, run through the manufacturer's setup procedure. This usually
involves setting the phase null on the reference tower and setting the zero and

resistors and other
components in
the monitor.
moved into the tuning units. We checked
the sample line connections into and out
of the isocoils, as well as the sample line
egress point beneath the tuning units.
This is where we found our problem.
Beneath the tower 3 ATU, the sample
line had been moved back and forth
enough times that both the inner and
outer conductors had broken with the
outer jacket
remaining
intact.
Presumably, this occurred when the area
was being mowed.
At this point we assumed there was
enough capacitive coupling that the current readings on tower 3 were close to
nominal, but the phase was way off.
Unwittingly, we had been chasing this
problem with phasor controls for acouple of months prior to this discovery.

RE AMERICA, INC.
31029 Center Ridge Rd. A Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone: (216) 871-7617A Fax: (216) 871-4303
See Us

At NAB Science 11, Technology Hall

This defective line was repaired by cutting ashort section (about 10") out and
reinstalling the connector. Following the
repair, both patterns were readjusted for
nominal antenna monitor indications and
the monitor points were read. As expected, the MPs came back to normal.
All except one, that is.
No amount of tweaking would bring that
one MP for the night pattern below the
limit. It wasn't far out, but any is too much.
Irecalled from the last proof that this
particular point had been strange—when
the pattern was adjusted just right, the
field strength would be quite low and
rotating the meter did not make much
difference in the reading. At that particular point, in other words, it appeared as if
a true zero null had been achieved
(although the rest of the ratios on that
radial did not reflect this).
Whatever the case, something had
changed since the last time the MP had
been measured to make its field strength
high. To verify that the array was not out
of adjustment, ten points on the radial were
measured, both non-directional and directional. As expected, the radial was fine.
Normally, at this point, one would simply change the monitor point to the next
measurement location out on the radial
according to FCC rules and procedure. In
this case, that wasn't really practical
because the MP is the only measurement
location on that radial on the transmittersite side of alarge lake. Designating the
next location as the MP would mean an
hour's drive to measure that single point.
Ielected to go ahead and run apartial
proof of performance on both the day and
night patterns. This would do two things:
give us an idea of what the field strengths
were in the wettest time of the year (as
opposed to when the last proof was run,
during the driest time of the year), and
second, all new MP limits would be
established. We ran the partial over a
week's time using three men and three
meters, starting with non-directional.

Unlock the revenue
tJ potential of RBDS with
RE America's 533 Slim Profile
RDS/RBDS Coder. For under
$2,500.00 and in a matter of
minutes, your station can be
online, talking to the
"smart radios."
Your format and call
lefters will be continuously displayed, as well
as, providing the ability
to send 64 character messages. Station promotions,
song *titles, and advertisements are just afew of the
creative sales and marketing tools that RBDS can offer.
A Call letters transmitted for
continuous display
A 64 character radio text
messages
A Traffic announcements
A Internal real-time clock for Clock
Time transmission
A Windows type software
(control program)
A 16 RBDS records stored in nonvolatile memory

Circle ( 147) On Reader Service Card

Following the proof, we readjusted the
night power to maintain the errant monitor point below its licensed limit. This
turned out to be a40 percent reduction in
night power—not terrible, but at night
we need all we can get. This reduction
seemed silly when we had just proven
that no interference was being caused,
but it is arule of the game. We are still
operating at reduced nighttime power
pending FCC action on our partial proof
and request for special temporary authority to operate with the new MP limits.
Government guidance
When amonitor point exceeds its limits, Isuggest checking the sampling system first. Follow that with ten measurements along the radial in question if necessary. File an application to change the
MP to the next location on the radial in
accordance with the FCC rules. If you
can't do that for whatever reason, go
ahead and run the partial proof.
Whatever the case, if you have ahigh
MP, make certain that you reduce power or
take whatever other action necessary to
keep that MP below its licensed value during all operations when you are not actually engaged in making proof field-strength
measurements. Remember that the licensed
limit remains in effect until you get something from the FCC saying otherwise.
DOD
Cris Alexander is director of engineering for Crawford Broadcasting. He can
be reached at Box 561307, Dallas
75356.

The Intimate
Medium Dawns
continued from page 53
entirely for the fun of it, Spangenberg
and his friends sent out piano music,
phonograph records, and banjo solos,
night after night.
Who was on first?
Two other stations are included in what
historians consider the foundation of
radio in America.
On August 20, 1920, at 8:15 p.m., two
records were played on an Edison
phonograph with the speaker horn directed into amicrophone connected to ade
Forest transmitter. This experimental
broadcast of WWJ, the Detroit News station, worked so well that it was followed
the next day by a broadcast of the
Michigan election returns. The station
captured attention with its newspaperradio mobile unit.
In November the same year, station
1CDKA in East Pittsburgh, Pa., signed on
with the election returns of the HardingCox race. The flagship station of what
was to become known as the
Westinghouse Broadcasting stations,
KDKA has frequently been dubbed the
first radio station in the United States;
actually it was the first station with regularly scheduled continuous programming. If you were to travel to San Jose,
Madison, Detroit, or Pittsburgh, you
would find commemorative plaques
claiming first-broadcasting honors for
each of these pioneer stations.
oo
James T. Wold is afree-lance writer
based in Minnesota. He is author of
Minnesota Microphones, published by
Northstar Press. Wold can be reached at
1106 South Seventh St., Minneapolis,
Minn. 55415.
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MR-40

MULTI-TRACK

4

PRODUCTION

doesn't have
to be complicated. The MR- 40 has just the features most
stations are looking for: 4-track bus assign for your tape
recorder; program assign so you can transfer direct to your
2-track— or go right on-air! It has machine Start/Stops just
below the fader like an on-air console, but also includes a
3-band equalizer section so you can have the tone control that
a normal radio console couldn't provide. It even has astereo
send bus that follows stereo channel balance controls— ever
so important for today's stereo effects devices.
Mono modules have both mic and line inputs: mic for
recording and line for track playbacks. Subgroup channels
provide fader control for record levels and also have asecond

305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 ( 315-4 55-7740/fax 315-4 54-8104)

See Us At NAB Booth 5108

track playback path for really quick sessions. And of course the
MR- 40 has an on-air type monitor section, complete with
control room, headphone and studio outputs, plus all the
necessary muting and tally functions you'd want. It even has
abuilt-in cue speaker and power amplifier.
Small format doesn't mean we've cut corners either: all
audio switches are gold contact; assign buttons are LED
illuminated; all ICs are double burned- in, and all circuits are
double-tested— we don't take any chances with reliability!
The MR- 40 is a perfect blend of excellence in engineering
and sensible size. It's just right for 4-track analog and digital
work stations— it can even back up your on- air console!
So contact Audioarts.

AUDIOARTS eENGINEERING
Circle ( 187) On Reader Service Card

Wheatstone Has It!
Super Performance
OUR NEW A-300 CONSOLE HAS ALL THE
RIGHT STUFF: Performance right at the limits of
technology, the features you want, and afresh clean look
your clients will admire. It's got all the busses you'll need.
It's got the crosstalk and bus off isolation you HAVE to have
for LMAs and FM/AM combos. Its small footprint and low
profile let you conserve valuable studio real estate. Its
virtual audio

busTM

architecture lets you place any module

Great Price!

The A-300 has what engineers want:

first class

documentation, gold switches, gold connectors, a hinged
meterbridge for easy re-lamping, straight- forward reliable
logic technology, and the best I/O connection and tooling
system in the industry.
The A-300 is the console that has followed the evolution of radio. Benefit from Wheatstone's experience and
total commitment to your satisfaction. Contact us.

anywhere in the console— no dedicated slots!
Talent will love our easy- to- learn superphone module
and the automated cue system that makes monitoring
confusion- free. Our integrated intercom system lets
them communicate with any other Wheatstone console or talent location—handsfree.
Your program director will really like the
sound of this console: no VCA distortion—
just flawless specs. And, because of its
ultra- flexible architecture, it can be easily
adapted to any format, anytime.

SWheatrtoneCorporation

A-300

7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse. NY. 13212 (tel 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0 ibU)
See Us At NAB Booth 5108
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